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Abstract:
Stochasticquantization providesa novel and interestingconnection betweenquantum field theory and statistical mechanics,with new

applicationsalso in numericalsimulationsof field theories.
This reviewarticletriesto presentasbroadas possiblethemost relevantfeaturesoftheParisi—Wuapproachof stochasticquantization.Itcovers

scalar, gauge, tensor and string field theories, it discussesfermions and explores the intrinsic connection of stochasticquantization to
supersynunetry.Furthertopics arethelargeN-limit, stochasticquantizationin Minkowski spaceandstochasticregularization.Finally we describe
someratherrecentdevelopmentsconcerningthe numericalpossibilitiesassociatedwith stochasticquantization.

1. Introduction

Stochasticquantizationis a comparativelynew methodfor the quantizationof field theories.It was
first proposedin a highly original paperby ParisiandWu [1.11,andhassincegrown into a usefultool in
severalareasof quantumfield theory. The main idea of stochasticquantizationis to view Euclidean
quantumfield theory as the equilibrium limit ofa statisticalsystemcoupledto a thermal reservoir. This
systemevolvesin a newfictitious time direction t until it reachesthe equilibrium limit as t—~~. The
coupling to a heat reservoir is simulatedby meansof a stochasticnoisefield which forcesthe original
Euclideanfield to wanderrandomlyon its manifold.In the equilibrium limit stochasticaveragesbecome
identicalto ordinary Euclidean vacuumexpectationvalues.

Since the original paperby Parisi and Wu in 1981, a large numberof new results, generalized
schemes,new applications,etc., havebeenfound. It is, therefore,appropriateat this stageto try to
summarizethesemore recentdevelopments,while at the sametime explaining the original ideasin,
hopefully, a somewhatnew light.

To begin, we first give in section2 a brief introduction to stochasticprocessesas they havebeen
developedin statisticalmechanics.We try to avoid the useof unnecessaryjargonfrom this field, and
concentratejust on those aspectsof stochastic methods which are really neededfor stochastic
quantization.

In section 3 following this short review of stochasticprocesses,we go through the stochastic
quantizationofa scalarfield theoryin detail. Stochasticperturbationtheoryis setup, andwepresentan
induction proof of the equivalenceto ordinary perturbation theory. Also discussedis a formal
non-perturbativeproofof theequivalenceto ordinarypathintegralquantization.This proofis basedon
the Fokker—Planckequation.

In section4 we turn to the questionof (Abelian and non-Abelian)gaugefields, one of the main
motivationsof theoriginal study by ParisiandWu. An examplefrom scalarQED is treatedin detail,
thus exemplifyingmostof themain featuresof stochasticquantizationin connectionwith gaugefields.
If no gauge-fixingtermis introduced(andoneof thesurprisingadvantagesof stochasticquantizationis
that this is not necessary)then gauge non-invariant Green functions are found not to have an
equilibriumlimit — at leastorderby orderin perturbationtheory.However,gaugeinvariant quantities,
whencomputedin stochasticquantization,do haveequilibrium limits. Theseequilibrium limits have
alwaysbeenfoundto agreewith vacuumexpectationvaluesas theyarecomputedin ordinary(gauge
fixed) perturbationtheory. In the non-Abeliancasewe showhow ghost fields are avoided,and how,
nevertheless,their ‘contribution’ is included automatically.We thenturn to a discussionof stochastic
gaugefixing, and axial gaugeLangevin equations.

In thefollowing section5 we discussin detail higherrank tensorandstring fields, and in section6
fermionswithin stochasticquantizationschemes.We then proceedin section7 to connect stochastic
quantizationwith supersymmetry(through the Nicolai map), and discusssuperfield formulationsof
stochasticquantization.
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The large-Nlimit of field theories,be theygaugedor not, turns out to simplify considerablyin the
languageof stochasticquantization;this is treatedin somedetail in section8. Attemptsto formulate
stochasticquantizationdirectly in Minkowski spaceare discussedin section9.

Next we reviewin section10 someof the main featuresof stochasticregularization,a regularization
schemebaseddirectly on stochasticquantization.Its principal advantageis that it can be made to
respectmanifestly all symmetriesduring the regularization.

Finally, in section 11, we describe some rather recent developmentsconcerningthe numerical
possibilitiesassociatedwith stochasticquantization.Section 12 containsour conclusions.

Our selection of topics included is of courseslightly biased by our own interests,and by the
necessarilysubjectivejudgementof what hasbeenthe most importantdevelopments.As a matter of
fact the amountof results within the Parisi—Wu approachof stochasticquantizationhasgrown to
impressiveproportions and a detailed exposition consequentlyacquires considerablevolume. We
thereforedecidednot to cover, for example,manyinterestingalternativeapproaches.Themicrocanoni-
cal quantization prescription [1.2] is very similar to stochastic quantization, and various other
‘fifth-time’ approaches,which sharemanyfeatureswith stochasticquantization,havebeensuggested
[1.3,1.4]. We regretthat dueto lack of spacewe havenot beenable to includea descriptionof these
somewhatsimilar techniques.This appliesas well to the stochasticquantizationmethodof ‘dimensional
reduction’ [1.5], which hasbeendevelopedshortly afterthe original paperof Parisi andWu, andto the
operator formulation of stochasticquantization[1.6]. Nelson’s stochasticdescription of quantum
mechanics[1.7] and its generalizationsto field theory [1.8] will not be coveredeither. Severalgood
reviewson thissubjectalreadyexist; see,for example,ref. [1.9]. Let usremarkalsothat the conceptof
stochasticityused in this review does not refer to quantumstochasticprocesses[1.10] nor to the
constructiveapproachfor quantumfields by EuclideanMarkov fields; see,e.g. [1.11]and references
therein.

Instead,we shall here focus exclusively on stochasticquantizationas it arisesfrom the original
formulationof Parisi andWu. Let usmentionfinally that a few otherreviewsexist on this subject;see
ref. [1.12].

2. Basicconceptsof stochasticprocesses

The conceptof stochasticityplays a key role in the field of statisticalmechanics.It is crucial in the
theory of Brownian motion, it entersinto microscopicdescriptionsof fluid mechanics,and it can be
usedto modelthe approachtowardsequilibriumof a largesetof physicalsystems.In general,stochastic
variables are used to representthe (random) thermal fluctuations arising from a heat reservoir
background.

There exists already an enormousamountof literatureand a long list of excellentreviews on this
subject.For this, we can refer the readerto the partial selectionof literaturewe havelisted in refs.
[2.1—2.3].Referencesto the original literatureon this subjectcan be found theretoo.

The aim of this sectionis to introducethe readerto only thosebasicconceptsof stochasticprocesses
whichwe find are neededin order to understandthe methodof stochasticquantization.Mostof these
concepts(the Langevinequation,theFokker—Planckequation,Markovianandnon-Markovianproces-
ses,etc.) were developedat the beginning of this century.Throughstochasticquantizationthey have
now been ‘rediscovered’, and found a new domain of applicability in quantumfield theory. Before
getting to that point, the ‘classical’ theory of stochasticprocessesshould be understoodfirst. This
section,then,can serveas a brief introductionto that theory.
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In order to definethe conceptof astochasticprocessweneedto acquirealittle vocabularyof termini
technici. Let usstart with the notion of a stochasticvariable. This is an object X definedby a setof
possiblevaluesx (its ‘range’or ‘samplespace’)anda probabilitydistributionP(x) over thisset.We will
mainlybe interestedin stochasticvariableswith a continuousrangeI and definethe probability density
as non-negative

P(x)�0 (2.1)

and normalized

IP(x)dx=1. (2.2)

We allow generallyfor P beingdefinedin the senseof tempereddistributions.The probabilitythatX
hasa valuebetweenx andx + dx is given by P(x)dx.

If X is a well-defined stochasticvariable, any quantity Y related to X by Y = f(X) is also a
well-definedstochasticvariable. ThesequantitiesY maybe any kindsof mathematicalobjects (for a
rigorous definition, see e.g. [2.3]), in particular also functions of an additional variable t, usually
associatedwith time

Y(t)= f(t, X). (2.3)

We call suchan objecta stochasticprocess.Thus a stochasticprocessis simply a functionof the time
and a stochasticvariable.

Next we define the expectationvalueof Y by

(Y(t)) = JY~(t)P(x) dx. (2.4)

Here Y,~(t) is obtainedfrom V by insertingfor X one of its possiblevaluesx

Y~(t)=f(t, x). (2.5)

We call Y~(t) a samplefunction or realizationof the stochasticprocess.
We neednow to define the joint probability distribution

P~(y
1, t1 y2, t2. . . y~,t~)= J 3(y1 — Y~(t1))6(y2— Y~(t2)). . ~(y0 — Y~(t~))P(x) dx (2.6)

which is the probability densityfor Vto takethe valuey1 at t1, y2 at t2,. . ., andy, at t,~.Similarlyone
definesthe conditionalprobability

PlIk(yk+1, tk+1; . . . Yk+1’ tk+1IY1, t1 . . . Yk’ tk)

Pk~(yl,t1 . . . Yk’ tk; Yk+1’ tk+1; . . . Yk÷l’tk+t)

— P~(y1,t1. .. yk, tk) (2.7)
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which is the probability densityfor V to takethe valuesVk+1 at tk+ 1~.. Yk+ at tk+ 1, providedthat its
valueis y

1 at t1, . . . , andy,~at tk.

To go throughall thesedefinitionsseemsquite unavoidableif wenowwant to describethe important
class of stochasticprocessesthat have the Markov property. We define a Markov processas the
stochasticprocesswhere the conditional probability that V takes the value y,, at t,, is uniquely
determinedby just the valuey,~1 at t~1 it is not affectedby anyvaluesat earlier times,

P11~_1(y~,t~~y1,t1 ~2’ t2... y~1,t~1)= P111(y0,t~y~1,t~_1). (2.8)

The oldestandbestknownexampleof aMarkovprocessin physicsis Brownianmotion, as described
by Langevin’s [2.4] equation

m v(t) = —av(t) + t~(t). (2.9)

Here m denotesthe massof aparticle immersedin a fluid with a friction coefficient a, and ~ is the
stochasticforcevector. i~(t)providesaphenomenologicalrepresentationof themanycollisions between
the Brownian particle and the moleculesof the fluid. Eachof thesecollisions implies a changeof the
particle’svelocity. The numberof collisionswill essentiallydependjust on the presentvelocity of the
particle andnot on its earliervalues.Thus.the velocity of the Brownianparticle is a Markov process
and,conversely,so is the stochasticforce vector i~.It mayfurtherbe assumedthat ~ hasa Gaussian
distributionwhich implies togetherwith the Markov propertythat

exp{—(1/4A)Jdr~
2(r)}

(2.10)

JD~exp{—(114A) J di-~(r)}

whereA is a constant,to be specifiedlater. It thenfollows from the Gaussiandistribution (2.10) that

(~~(t))=0

(~~(t)flk(t)) = 2A 8ik 6(t — t’)

(~
1(t1). . . ~(t)) 0 (2.11)

(m(ti).. .~(t)) = E H (nJ(tJ)nk(tk)).
pair pairs

combin.

The presenceof the Diracdeltafunction in the noisecorrelations(2.11) reflectsthe Markovproperty
(2.8) of the stochasticprocessin a complementarypoint of view (for an explicit presentationof this
connection,see,for example,ref. [2.5]). It should be addedthat from a strict mathematicalpoint of
view the formulationof a stochasticprocesswith delta-correlatednoise(which actuallyis definedon a
samplespaceof distributions)is problematic.The appropriateway to deal with this difficulty is to
introducethe mathematicallywell-defined Wienerprocess
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W(t)= J q(’r) dr (2.12)

with correlationsobtainedfrom (2.11) as

(W(t)) =0
(2.13)

(W(t) W(t’)) = mm (t, t’).

We interpretthe Langevinequation(2.9) as an integralequation

v(t) — v(t0)= —J a u(r) dr +JdW (2.14)

wherewe havesymbolically inserted

dW=~dr.

Whereasthe first integral on the right-handside of eq. (2.14) can be understoodas a familiar
Riemann—Stieltjesintegral, morecareis requiredfor a properdefinition of the secondone. In fact, it
can beshown[2.3] thatin the generalcaseof an integralof the typej~G(W)dWthe approximationof
the integralby appropriatesumsof the form

= G(~)(W(t1) — W(t,1)) (2.15)

with

t~~t1�. . .�ç=t, t1_1_<r,�t~ (2.16)

is notuniqueanddependson the choiceof theintermediatepoints. Apart from the puremathematical
argumentwe mayunderstandthis featureintuitively as a consequenceof the unboundedvariation of
the samplefunctionsof W.

Therefore,in order to obtain a unique definition of the integral it is necessaryto define specific
intermediatepoints r1. For example,if we put

r~=(1—a)t~_1+at~,0�a~1 (2.17)

two standardchoiceshavebeendiscussed,namely

a=0 or rt...1 (2.18)

which definesthe Ito stochasticcalculus [2.6] and
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a=~ or r,=(t~.1+t,)/2 (2.19)

correspondingto the Stratanovich stochastic calculus [2.7]. It turns out that from the rigorously
mathematicalpoint of view the Ito calculusis preferred;for more detailswe refer the readerto ref.
[2.3].A peculiarfeatureof this calculus is that, symbolically,

dW(t)
2= dt, dW(t)2~= 0 (2.20)

[whichis properly definedas an integralover an arbitrary functionG(W)]. This thenimplies among
otherthingsthat the usualrulesof differentiatingandperformingvariabletransformationsarechanged,
becaused1fferentialshave to be expandedup to ‘order (dW)2’.

On the contrary,the Stratanovichcalculusallows [2.3] oneto formally performthe usualmanipula-
tions of differential calculus. Moreover, from a physical point of view, the midpoint prescription
appearsnaturally when approachingthe singular white noise limit from a smeared,symmetric
distribution.

Our strategyfor this report is as follows: if not otherwiseexplicitly stated(and this happensin fact
only in section 5.2) all our manipulationsare understoodin the senseof Stratanovich.We will
furthermoreevenrevertformally to a formulation in termsof the noise field q.

If a rigorousmathematicalinterpretationof all the forthcomingmanipulationsis desired,onecould
introducethe WienerprocessW(t) asin eq. (2.14) and convert(by standardtechniques,see[2.3])to
the Ito formulation.

With all theseinterpretationalreservationsin mind, we may now neverthelesscontinueinnocently
and formally solveeq. (2.9) as

I a~ 11 ía
v(t) = exp1~—— tj~v(0) + — j exp1

1~—— (t — r)1 ‘q(r) dr. (2.21)

We assumefor simplicity that v(0)= 0, andwemay thencalculatethe averagekinetic energyof the
Brownian particle as

~m(v(t)v(t)) ~m~JdrJdrexp{_~(2t_r_r’)} (~(r)~(r’))

=~(1_exp{_~t}). (2.22)

It is crucial to observethat for large timesthe particlecomesto thermalequilibrium with the fluid

and shouldhavethe averagekinetic energyof ~kT. This in turn thenimplies from eq. (2.22)

AkTa (2.23)

which is known as the fluctuation-dissipationtheorem. This theorem generally relates the noise
correlationto the drift term.

We close this short introduction by observing that the conditional probability distribution
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P(utl v0t0) P(v, t) satisfiesthe so-calledFokker—Planckequation[2.8] (we put m = A = a = 1)

(2.24)

An easyderivationof the Fokker—Planckequationfrom theLangevin equation(2.9) can be given as
follows:

Let usconsiderthe averageof an arbitraryfunction f(v(t)), with v(t) as a solutionof (2.9). We can
write theaverageeitherasanintegralover thewhitenoise measureor overtheprobability distribution
P

(f(v(t))) = f Di~exp{_ J ,~2(~)dT} f(v(t)) = f du f(v) P(v, t). (2.25)

Taking the time derivativeandsubstitutingthe Langevinequationwe obtain

(f(v(t))) = (~L~= (—v + ~)). (2.26)

We now observethatgenerally

(g(v(t))~(t))=2(~-~~)~ (2.27)

which follows from

(g’q) = JD?lexp{_ ~1,12(r) drj g~= _2f D’q (~-exp{_ ~J,1~dr~)g (2.28)

and apartial integration.Furthermore,

v(t) = Je~t~~(r) dr = J 6(t — r)e~’~fl(T)dr (2.29)

so that

~v(t)I~~(t) = 0(0) = (2.30)

using the midpoint prescription.So, it follows that

(g(v(t))~(t))= (&gI&(t)) . (2.31)

We introducetheprobability distributionP and arrive at

I dv[_fv+-~-_~]P=jdvf(v)1S (2.32)
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which can be recastupon a partial integrationinto

J dvf(v) -~-(~+~-) ~=J dv f(v) P (2.33)

and implies the Fokker—Planckequation(2.24).
As a final remarkwe readoff thestationary solutionof (2.24)

peq= exp(—v212) (2.34)

which is (up to a normalization) the equilibrium Boltzmanndistributionfor the Brownian particle.

3. Stochasticquantizationof scalarfield theory

3.1. The approachof Parisi and Wu

In this sectionwe would like to explain the mainfeaturesof the stochasticquantizationmethodof
Parisi andWu [3.1].

The starting point of our discussionis the important analogybetweenEuclideanquantumfield
theory and classicalstatisticalmechanics.There exist various excellentand rigorouspresentationsof
this analogy(see, for example[3.2]) andwe would like just to recall the most essentialand basic
featuresof it: put into simple words the Euclideanpath integral measureis closely relatedto the
Boltzmann distribution of a statistical systemin equilibrium. This implies that Eudidean Green
functionsmaybeinterpretedas correlationfunctionsof a statisticalsystemin equilibrium. Specifically,
the EuclideanGreenfunctionsare obtainedas

JD~exp{-(1/%)SE}~(x~)”
(3.1)fDq~

whereSE denotesthe Euclideanaction. If we identify 1/h = 1 IkT we may,however,interpreteq. (3.1)
as a statisticalexpectationvalue with respectto a systemin equilibrium at a temperatureT (in the
following we will chooseunits such that 11= kT = 1).

The basic idea of stochastic quantization is to consider the Euclidean path integral measure
exp{ —(1 /11) SE} If D~exp{ —(1 / II) SE} as the stationarydistribution of a stochasticprocess.

In order to get a better intuitive understandingof this idea, let us observethat in a computer
simulation of Euclidean field theory (as, for example, in Monte Carlo calculations) equilibrium
configurationshaveto begenerated,which areusedin anaveragingprocedureto obtainthe correlation
functions.It now happensthat theseequilibrium configurationscan only be generatedaftersomelapse
of computer(!) time. Onemaythentakeadifferentattitude,and calculatecorrelationfunctionswhile
the systemis still in non-equilibrium.Their desiredequilibrium values can be extractedby a careful
studyof their time evolutionup to largecomputertimes(for detailsandthe actualrealizationof sucha
program,see section11).

Abstractingtheseideas,Parisi andWu formulatedthe following conceptof stochasticquantization
[3.1].
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i) One supplementsthe fields 4(x) with an additionalcoordinate,the ‘fictitious’ time t

4(x)—~4(x,t). (3.2)

Herex = (x0, x1,. . . , x,, -1) denotesa vector in the n-dimensionalEucideanspace.Thefictitious time t

should not be confusedwith theusual Euclideantime x0. Oneimaginesthe fields beingcoupledto a
(fictitious) heatreservoirat temperatureT. The systemshould thenreachan equilibrium distribution
for largefictitious time t.

ii) One demandsthat the fictitious time evolution of ~ is describedby a stochasticdifferential
equationthat allows for relaxationto equilibrium, as,for example,the Langevinequation(seesection
2)

94(x, t)Iat = —
6SE/~4(x,t) + ~(x, t). (3.3)

Here SE denotesthe Eudideanaction of the theory under study, which actually is the appropriate

generalizationof the usual one, including also an integrationover the fictitious time coordinate

SE = Jdt d~x~ t), 4(x, 0). (3.4)

The drift termin eq. (3.3) readsexplicitly

t) = f dt’ dnx’[ 64~( t) ..~(t~(x’, t’), ~ 4(x’, t’))

~ ~(d~(x, t)) ~ t’), ~ ~(x’, t’))]. (3.5)

It should be remarkedthat

8S~/~çb(x,t) = 0 (3.6)

is just the classicalfield equation(apart from the fact that the fields are also t-dependent)

In eq. (3.3) a Gaussian‘white’ noisehasbeenintroducedwith correlationsgiven by
(ij(x, t)),, = 0

(33)
(~i(x

1, t1) -q(x2, t2))~= 2 S~(x1 — x2) 6(t1 — t2)

and in general

(-q(x1, t1) . ~fl(X2k+1, t2k+1))fl 0

(q(x1, t,) . •fl(x2k), t2k)),? = .>. Ill (‘q(x1, t~)’q(x1, t1)),1 . (3.8)
possiblepair pairs
combinations
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The correlationsaredefinedby performingaveragesover the noise ~j with Gaussiandistribution

f D~(.. .)exp~—~Jdnxdt~2(x,t)}
(3.9)

J D~exp{_~Jdnxdt7,2(x,t)}

iii) Givensomeinitial condition at t = t0, onehasto solve the Langevinequation(3.3). We denote
the solutionby 4~(x, t) indicating the ~ dependenceexplicitly.

Correlation functionsof are definedas before by performingGaussianaveragesover ij

JD~exp{—~Jdnxdt~2(x,t)} ~(x1, t1)~~~(xk, tk)

(4(xl,tl)”4~(xk,tk))~= . (3.10)

JDT,exp{—~Jduixdtr,2(x, t)}

The centralassertionin stochasticquantizationis that in the limit t—>~equilibrium is reached,and
that the (equal time) correlationfunctionsof tendto the correspondingquantumGreenfunctions,
i.e.

lim(4(x1, t)~. . 4(xk,t))~= (4(x~)~ . . ~(y~)) . (3.11)

This equivalencecanbe shownfor variousmodelsby differentmethods,aswill be discussedin detail
in this report.The basicfeaturesof theseequivalenceproofs are statedin section3.3 (seealsosection
7.3).

As explainedalreadyin section2 one may,as an alternativeto the Langevinapproach,adhereto a
Fokker—Planck formulation. In this way the stochasticaveragesare obtainedwith respect to a
functional integrationover a probability distributionP(4, t)

~ t)~ ~(xk, t))~= JD~P(~,t) ~(x~)~. . ~(~) (3.12)

whereP satisfiesthe Fokker—Planckequation(which can be proven,e.g. by appropriategeneralization
of the procedurein section2)

~1P f~ ~ ( ~E ____ 3
dx ~(x,t) ~(x,t) + &~(x,t))~ (.13)

Additionally, we haveto give someinitial condition as, for example,

P(4, 0) = fl 5(çb(x)). (3.14)

The formal connectionbetweeneqs. (3.10) and (3.12) maybe obtainedby defining P as

P(~,t) = JD~exp{_ ~Jd~x’dt’ ~2(x’,t’)} H ~[~(y) — ~(y, t)] (3.15)
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andthe approachto equilibrium [eq. (3.11)] (which will be discussedin section3.3) is reflectedas

lim P[q5, t] P~(q5)= . (3.16)

D~iexp(—S~)

Let us remarkthatupon introductionof

L* = -fdflx ~:() ~ + ~(x))’ (3.17)

we may recastthe Fokker—Planckequationin the simple form

P=_L*P (3.18)

which hasthe formal solution

P(çb, t) = exp{_L*(t — t0)} P(~,t0) (3.19)

given some initial condition P(4, t0) at t = t0. We note that we may as well write for an arbitrary
functional F[4i] of q5

(F[~(t)])~=fD~ F[q~] P[~, t]

=JD~F[~] exp{_L*(t_ t0)} P[~, t0]

=f~~(exp{-L(t- t0)} F[q5]) P[~, t0] (3.20)

where

C / ~ ~ ~

L=—j d~X~~()— &cb(x)) ~cb(x) (3.21)

It is possible to considera more generalLangevinequationby introducinga kernel K (see also
sections6 and10),

ç~(x,t) = —fK(x, y) d~y+ ?J(x, t). (3.22)

Providedthat the noise correlationsare changedas well to

etc. (3.23)

all the aboveconclusionscan be shown to remainunchanged.
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We would like to observethat only positive kernels are admissible,since otherwise the noise
correlation(3.23)cannotbe obtainedby a Gaussianintegralof correctsign. If we repeatthe derivation
of the Fokker—Planckequationandperform the appropriatechangeswe easilyfind

dP 14,, ~ / ~ ~
= J d xd Y ~ç~(x,t) K(x, ~ ~çb(y, t) + ~cb(y,t))’~ (3.24)

which indeedimplies the sameequilibrium limit as in (3.16).
Let us further remarkthat wecould insteadof introducingone noisefield q which obeyseq. (3.23)

considertwo noisefields [3.3] m and ~ suchthat

= —fdny K(x, y) + + Jdfly K(x,y) ~2(y, t) (3.25)

wherethe only non-vanishingcorrelationis definedasgiven by

(~1(x,t)q2(x’, t’))~= 2 ~~(x— x’) 5(t — t’) . (3.26)

Interestingapplicationsfor the introductionof kernelswill bediscussedin section6 on fermionsand
in section 10 on stochasticregularization. Whereasin the first casean indefinite kernel leads to
convergenceof an initially non-convergingGrassmannianstochasticprocess,in the latter casethe
introductionof a kernel in the noise correlationis not accompaniedby the appropriatechangein the
Langevinequation.This may (under specific conditions,seesection10) leadto regularizedFeynman
diagrams. We remark that also finite temperatureGreenfunctions can be discussedin stochastic
quantization[3.21,3.6,9.6].

3.2. Perturbation theoryand stochasticquantization

In this section we would like to discuss perturbative treatmentsof both the Langevin and
Fokker—Planckapproaches.

3.2.1. TheLangevinformulation andstochasticdiagrams
We will first showhow to solveperturbativelythe Langevinequation(3.3).We startwith the caseof

a self-interactingscalarfield, describedby a Euclideanaction

SEfdnxdt[(M(ô,~cb)+m2cb2+ ~ ~]. (3.27)

(The restriction to a cubic interactionis motivatedjust by reasonsof simplicity; any polynomial
interactionis allowed, seelater.)The correspondingLangevinequationis easilyfound [rememberthat
the drift term can directly be obtainedfrom the classicalfield equation,cf. eq. (3.6)] and reads

(x,t)=(~2_m2)~_~2+,1. (3.28)

It will turn out to be convenientto work with the Fouriertransformof the field. For themomentwe
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do not considerFourier transformswith respectto t, so that we simply define

~(k, t) = Jd~xeikx ~(x, t). (3.29)

The Langevinequationnow becomes

qS(k,t) = -(k2 + m2) cb(k,t) - A f d~pd~q~(p, ~ çb(q, t) ~(k -p - q) + i~(k,0. (3.30)

A perturbativesolution of this equationcan be obtainedby transformingthis stochasticdifferential
equationinto a stochasticintegralequationandsolvingthe latterby iterationup to somegivenorder in
the couplingconstant.

As a first step, we determinethe retardedGreenfunction G(k, t) of the stochasticdifferential
equation,i.e. we solve

O = —(k2 + m2)G + ô(t) (3.31)

with

G(k,t)=0, t<0. (3.32)

One finds easily

G(k, t) = exp{—(k2+ m2)t} 0(t) (3.33)

andthe generalsolutionof the free Langevinequationis given by

~(k, t) = f dr G(k, t — r) ~(k, r) + c exp{—(k2+ m2)t} (3.34)

where c is a constantto be fixed by an initial condition.
Writing this as

cb(k,0) = çb
0(k) (3.35)

we obtain

J exp{r(k
2+ m2)} ~(r) dr + c = (3.36)

so that

~(k, t) =J exp{—(t — r) (k2 + m2)} ~(r) dr + (—J exp{r(k2+ m2)}+ ~) exp{—t(k2 + m2)}

=Jexp{_(t_r)(k2 + m2)}~(r)+~
0exp{—t(k

2+m2)}. (3.37)
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We see thatthe dependenceon the initial condition is dampedout exponentiallyin t.

In the interactingcasewe finally obtain the exact integralequation

cb(k, t) = f exp{-(k2+ m2) (t - T)} [~i(k,r) - A f d~pd~qçb(p, r) çb(q, r) ô(k - p - q)].

(3.38)

Solving this equationby iteration one arrivesat a power seriesexpansionof 4 in the coupling A,
expressing4’ as a certain function of the white noise ~.

Symbolicallywe can represent~ as

~ (3.39)

or graphicallyas

x + + + + (3.40)

HerewedenoteG by a line and ii by a cross;integrationoverthemomentaattheverticesandover the
fictitious times at the verticesas well as at the crossesis included.

Next we observethat eqs. (3.7) are given in momentumspaceas

(-q(k, t) -q(k’, t’)),
1 2(2ir)” ~5”(k+ k’) 8(t— t’). (3.41)

Let usnow consideran L-point function (~(xi, t). . . 4~(xL, t) ) andsubstitutefor çb its diagram-
maticalexpansion(3.40).Whenthe randomaveragesover the ~‘s aretaken,all crossesare joined in all
possible ways due to the Wick-decompositionproperty (3.8) of the white noise. In this way (we
graphicallydenotethe averageovertwo noisesby just onecross) diagramsareobtained,which wecall
‘stochasticdiagrams’,

+ +

+ ~ Q + )< + Q x . (3.42)

Eachof thesestochasticdiagramshasthe form of an ordinary Feynmandiagram of the theory
describedby the action S, apartfrom crosseson the lines where two i~’shavebeenjoined together.
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Conversely,to every Feynmandiagramthere exista numberof stochasticdiagramswith the same
topology. Actually wewill show in section3.3 that the sum of all stochasticdiagramswith the topology
of a given Feynmandiagramyields exactly this Feynmandiagram.

We now calculatethe lowest ordercontribution to thepropagator

D(k, t, t’) = (~(k,t) t~(k’,t’))~

I drJdr’ exp{—(k2+ m2) (t — r)} exp{—(k’2 + m2) (t’ — r’)} (~(k,r) ~(k’,
minQ,t)

= (2ir)~2 f dr exp{—(k2 + m2) (t+ t’ — 2r)} o~(k+ k’)

= (2~)~ [exp{—It— t’~(k~+ m2)} — exp{—(t+ t’) (k2 + m2)}]. (3.43)

Note that for equalfictitious times D is given by

D(k, t, t) = (2ir)~ ~‘~‘~) [1— exp{—2t(k2+ m2)}] (3.44)

which, as advertised,‘relaxes’ for t—~ to its Euclideanfield theorylimit

lirn(~(k,t) 4~(k’,t)),~= (2ir)~ . (3.45)

In our diagrammaticdescriptiona line in a stochasticdiagramcorrespondsto a G-function (3.33),
whereasa crossedline is just given by a D-function (3.43). The momentum&-function in eq. (3.43)
then guaranteesmomentumconservationat a cross,so that the momentumintegrationin stochastic
diagramsis reducedjust to the usual one of Feynmandiagrams.We remarkthat cutting a stochastic
diagramof an L-point functionat all crossesgivesL connectedtrees.Furthermorefrom everyvertex
thereis a unique‘way out’ by uncrossedlines.

Having shownthe exponentialfictitious time dependenceof a crossedline — givenby D(k, t, t’) in
eqs. (3.43) (where t and t’ denotethe fictitious timesof theneighbouringvertices) — andknowing the
time dependenceof an uncrossedline — given by G(k, t — t’) in eq. (3.33) — all that is left is to do the
fictitious time integrationsof all the verticesof the stochasticdiagram.

In the following we will derive easyrules for how to performtheseintegrations,andhowto takethe
limit t—*co immediately [3.4].

For convenienceof notationwe substitutep2 + m2—* p2 for all momenta.Thus massesare trivially
containedin our discussion.Let usconsidera stochasticdiagrambelongingto someFeynmandiagram,
eachvertexcarryinga time r,. Owingto theabsolutevaluesof time differencesin theD propagatorsit
is convenientto split the fictitious time integrationsinto contributionsof fixed-timeorderingsof the
verticesas, for example,

‘1~2 (3.46)
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Notethat owing to the0-functionin the G’s not all possibletime orderingsreally contribute(seebelow,
example3).

Supposenow that we considera stochasticdiagramwith N verticesand take, for example,the time
ordering

Tl<T
2<”~<TN<t. (3.47)

We denotethe setof momentaof the ith vertexby V. In performingthe time integrationswewill only
keepthe contributionsof the upperintegrationlimits, thus, for example,leavingout the secondtermin
D [eqs.(3.43)]. As we will show, the neglectedtermswill be suppressedexponentiallyin t.

We start integratingover r1. Becauseof the time ordering(3.47) r1 is the smallest time and all
exponentsin G’s and D’s involving r1 havepositive signs(exceptfor non-leadingtermsdroppedfrom
the D’s; thesewill not concernus for t—+ cc). We obtain

J dr~exp{ri ~ ~2} = [expf r2 ~ ~2} — i]/~ p
2. (3.48)

We drop the contributionfrom the lower boundaryof integration,andcontinuewith the r
2 integration.

Here we face two possibilities:
a) Vertex2 is not a neighbourvertex of the first one, which meansthat all neighbourverticesof

vertex2 havetimeslarger than r2. In this caseagainall r2 exponentshavepositive signs and

Jdr2exp{r2(~p~+~~2)} = [exp(T3 ~ p2}_ i]/~ p
2. (3.49)

The term coming from the lowest limit of integrationwill be droppedas before.
b) Vertex 2 is a neighbourof vertex 1. In this casespecialcarehasto be takenfor the lineswhich

connectvertices 1 and2, asthe correspondingG’s and D’s dependon both T
1 and r2. Theyareof the

form exp[— (r2 — r1 )p
2] before r

1 integration.From this one seesimmediately that all r2 exponents
comingfrom momenta,whichconnectvertices1 and2, arecancelledby the i~integration.On theother
hand,all otherneighbourverticesof 2 will give positive r2 exponents.Explicitly we have

J dr2 expfr2 (— ~ p
2 + ~ p2 + ~ ~2)} = [exp{r

3 ~ ~2} — i]/~ p
2 (3.50)

v
1nV2 V1 V2—V1 fly2 w2 w2

where

W2=V1UV2—V1flV2. (3.51)

Equations(3.50) and (3.51) also include eq. (3.49),so they are the generalresult of the second
integration.Using the sameargumentsasin eq. (3.50)oneobtainsfor the kth integration

rk+l

f dTkexp{rk(— ~ p
2+ ~ p2+ 2)}[{~2}1]/~2

U (~flVk) Wk_l Vk— U (V,flVk) Wk Wk0 1�i<k 1~i<k

(3.52)
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and it can easily be shown by induction that Wk, definedby

Wk[Wkl_ U (\~flVk)]U[Vk- U (VjflVk)] (3.53)
i�i<k 1�i<k

is actually given by

Wk= U \~— U (V,nV1). (3.54)
1�i~k 1~i<j~k

Note the specialvalues

W1 anV1 , WN = {external lines). (3.55)

We would like to mentionthat theprocedureis independentof the numberof momentaleadingto a
vertex so we mayconsider, for example,anypolynomially interactingtheory.

The contributionfrom theNth time integrationis given by

[exp{+t ~ p~}— ~ p
2 (3.56)

external external
lines lines

so that the negativet-exponentsof the G’s andD’s from the externallinesare exactlycancelled.
We seeat this point that the neglectof non-leadingcontributions is indeedjustified due to their

exponentialfalloff in t.

Givena time-orderedstochasticdiagramwe finally get for t —~ cc

fl ‘. ii -~‘~(~ ~) (3.57)
k~i ~ crossesP external

F lines
Wk

wherethe secondproductof momentaarisessimply from the denominatorsof the D‘s which were
neglectedso far.

To obtainthe full contributionof a stochasticdiagramonehasto sum (3.57)over all time orderings.
This discussionwas quite general.Let us now give someexamples:
1) A contributionto the lowest-order3-pointvertex(seefig. 3.1): herethereis just onevertex-time

so thatwe get trivially

k3k~

Fig. 3.1. An exampleof a stochasticdiagram contributing to the 3-point vertex to lowest order.
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1 11
~ ~ ~2 ~ ~ ~~(k1+k2+k3). (3.58)
“1 “2~”3 ~l “2

2) A self-energycontribution(seefig. 3.2).

k1 T~I1I1III~T2 k2

Fig. 3.2. An exampleof a stochasticdiagramcontributingto theone-loopcorrectionof thepropagator.

Two time orderingshaveto be considered

T1<T2, k~+p
2+q2k~+k~~~o°(k

1+k2) (3.59)

T2<T1, ~ (3.60)

3) A i-loop contributionto the 3-point vertex (seefig. 3.3):

k3 ~2 k2

Fig. 3.3. An exampleof a stochasticdiagram contributingto theone-loop correctionof the 3-point vertex.

T1<T2<T3~ k~+p~+p~k~+k~+p~+p~k~+k~+k~k
2 ~~~~(k

1+k2+k3). (3.61)

r1 <r3 <r2 gives zero becauseof the 0-function in G (p2, r3 — ‘r2). In a similar way all the other
contributionscan be evaluated;we will refrain from a more detailedpresentation.

To repeatin simple words [3.5] the result of performing the time integrationsin the t —~ cc limit
(given somefixed time ordering~ <r~2<~. . < t) we haveto

a) write in the denominatorand multiply
— sum of (momenta)

2aroundr~,
— sum of (momenta)2around r~ and ~2but not thosebetweenr~ and i~,

— sum of (momenta)2around~ ‘ri, r, but not thosebetween and~2’ ~ and r~ or i~and r~,
— etc.,
— sum of external(momenta)2
b) for every crossedline divide by the corresponding(momentum)2
c) sum over all time orderings;
d) add overall momentumconservation.
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This completesour discussionon how to calculatestraightforwardlystochasticdiagrams.
We can get a slightly different insight into stochasticdynamicswhenperforminga Fourier transform

with respectto the fictitious time as well. The Fourier transformsof the fields are then definedby

q5(k, w) = fd~xdt el iwl~(x t)

and the basicLangevin equation(3.30) becomes

(—iw + k2 + m2) ~(k, w) = — ~ f d~
1d~2dw1 dw2 5~(k— p1 — p2)~(w— w1 — w2)(2w)

x /(p~,w1) 4(p2,w2) + ~(k, w). (3.62)

Similarly theFouriertransformsof eqs. (3.7) are

(3.63)

It is importantto notice that by taking theFouriertransformwith respectto t, we havesuppressed
the part of ~(x, t) which dependson whateverinitial condition we imposeon the solution of the
Langevin equation. As we saw in eq. (3.37) this part of the solution is transient, i.e. dies away
exponentiallylike exp{—(k

2+ m2)t). Becauseit explodesexponentiallyfor largenegativet, its Fourier
transformwould notexist andourproceduredoesnot takeaccountofit. Suppressingthis transientpart
of 4~(x,t) amounts,at leastformally, to imposingthe initial condition

as t—÷—cc (3.64)

so that thestochasticprocessrelaxesto equilibrium alreadyat finite fictitious time t, which representsa
considerablesimplification (rememberthat in the lastsectionwe hadalways to neglecttermscoming
from lower integrationboundariesof the fictitious time). We shall indeedfind that our procedureyields
stochasticaveragesthat areindependentof t atfinite t. In a similar fashionasin the lastsectionwemay
introducea stochasticGreenfunction

G(k, w) = (—1w+ k2 + m2)~ (3.65)

and solve eq. (3.62) iteratively

tb(k, w) = G(k, w) [~(k, w) — .~ f d’1i, ~ dw
1 dw2

(2ir)

—p— q) S(w— W1 — w2) ~(p, w1) ~(q, w2)]. (3.66)

For an explicit demonstrationof the abovestatementsconcerningthe suppressionof the transientpart
of 4(x, t) we may directly Fouriertransformbackthe free part of eq. (3.66) and compareit with eq.
(3.37). We geteasily by contourintegration
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4(k, t) = f ~ e~iw—1w + k2 + m2 i~(k,w)

= f dr exp{—(k2 + m2)(t— r)} ~(k, r) (3.67)

which clearly exhibits no transientcomponent.
We maynow proceedto aperturbativeevaluationof stochasticaverages[3.6]

(~(k
1,~ 4~(kL,WL))O.

Owing to the noise correlation(3.63) all momentum-flowsand inflows at crossesand verticesare
conservedand eachaveragecontainsthe s-function s5(w1+ . .. WL). As a consequence,the t-space
stochastic averages which are obtained by applying a multiple Fourier transform to
(4(k1,w,). . . ~(kL, WL))~

(~(k1,t). . . ~(kL, t))~= (2~ fdwi . . .dwLexp{—i(wl + ... WL)t)

(3.68)

are in fact independentof t andrepresentalreadythe equilibrium Greenfunctions.
We seethat we must integrateover all the w-variables,including thoseon the externallinesof the

stochasticdiagram;the integrandis a productof poles so that the w-integrations just give a sum of
residues.

As the simplestexample,considerthe freepropagator

(~(k1,t) cb(k2,t))~ f dw1dw2 —iw1+k~—iw2
1+ k~(~(k,,w

1)~(k2,w2))~

2t5~(k+k’)
1dw (2i~)~

2ir J (w
1+ik

2)(w
1—ik

2)

25~(k+k’)2iri ,~ 5~(k+k’)
= 21T ~2 (21T) = k2 (21T) (3.69)

wherewe haveclosedthecontourof the w
1 integrationwith an infinite semicircle in, for example,the

lower half complexplane.
In general, Green functions soon becomequite lengthy in their evaluationusing the w-space

technique.However, we would like to remark that this techniqueprovidesa compactmethod for
showingthe equivalenceof stochasticquantizationperturbationtheory to the ordinaryone[3.6].

3.2.2. The functional-integral approach
In the last sectionwe relied in our formulation of stochasticquantizationmainly on the Langevin

equation(3.28)anddevelopedthe correspondingperturbationexpansion.
In this sectionwe would like to reformulatestochasticquantizationin termsof theFokker—Planck
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approach.Specifically, wewill discusstheassociatedfunctionalintegralformulation [3.7,3.8] whichwill
be shownto involve a local actionSFP[4]’ andwhich allows usto calculatethestochasticaverages(3.9)
by conventionalpathintegralmethods.Theperturbationexpansionwithin the functionalapproachcan
thenbe obtainedby a standardperturbationprocedurewith respectto SFP.

To begin, let us considerthe partition function for the Langevin dynamics(including a constant
kernelk)

Z = f ~ exp{_ ~ J~2(x,t) d~xdt} (3.70)

andeliminatethewhite noise~ by performingthevariabletransformationq(x, t) —~ cb(x, t). As ~qand 4s
areobeyingthe Langevin equation

çb + k~SI~çb (3.71)

thepartition function becomesthen

~ (3.72)

Herethescalarfield measureDçb is a productof theusualn-dimensionalpathintegralmeasuresover
all fictitious times. Actually, having finite fictitious time correlations(3.10) in mind, we limited the
fictitious time interval to a finite range0<r~< t, allowing for thepossibility of letting ~—* cc at theend.
N denotesa normalizationconstantandwehaveintroducedsomegeneralinitial probabilitydistribution
P[4, 0]. In the last sectionswe used

P[4, 0] = [Iô~(4(x, 0) — 4~(x)). (3.73)

Furtherevaluationof Z requirescarewhencalculatingthedeterminantof &i~ /~i4.Therearisein fact
divergenciesfor systems with infinitely many degreesof freedom (as, for example, in the most
interestingcaseof field theories).Thesedivergenciesare proportionalto 8’~(0)(as a consequenceof
twofold functionaldifferentiation)andact,whenproperlyregularizedlike cóuntertermsto cancelsome
of the divergenciesof the associatedperturbationtheory. We will, however, for simplicity, restrict
ourselvesin the following to a formal derivation(as in zero dimensionalfield theory) andrefer the
reader to the literature [3.7, 3.9] where specific examplesof the cancellationof such volume
divergencies(and further discussionaboutthis problem)can be found.

A furthernon-trivial issue,which we would like to avoid discussingin this introductorysection,lies
in the appropriatechoice of boundaryconditions.We refer to section7 on stochasticprocessesand
supersymmetrywhere theseproblemsareexplored.

With all thesecaveatsin mindweproceednowto theevaluationof thedeterminant.We have[recall
the constantkernelof eq. (3.70)]

det = det[(~+ k ~ ö(r— T’)]
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= exp{tr ln[(d~+ k ~b(T)&cb(T’)) ~(r — r’)]} (3.74)

1 1/ ~
2s

= expltrlnL~6(r— r’) + k 0(r — r’) ~çi(r) &4(r’)

where in thesecondterm of the last line we chooseforwardpropagationin fictitious time. By this we
meanthat the systemevolvesfrom somegiven initial configurationonly in the future fictitious time
direction. Mathematically,this is realizedby specifyingthe inverseg(t — t’)

— t’) = t5(t — t’) (3.75)

of the time derivativeoperatorc9~as

g(t — t’) = 0(t — t’). (3.76)

Conversely,the choice

g(t — t’) = —0(t’ — t) (3.77)

correspondsto propagationbackwardsin fictitious time. The causality condition on the stochastic
processrequiresthe choice of forwardpropagation.

Dropping an infinite overall constantwe areleft with

exp{tr ln[~(T — r’) + k0(T — T’) &2S/&4(r) 8çb(r’)]}. (3.78)

Next we expandthe logarithm, where whentaking the trace,all termsvanish except the first one.
Rememberingthat we choosethe midpoint prescription0(0)= ~ (seesection2) it gives finally (and
formally, as mentionedabove)

r 2k ,, __________det~=exp~JdTj dx 6q~(x,T)6qS(x,r)~ (3.79)

With this result thepartition function becomes

z=JD~P(&o)exp{—JdrJd~x[~(q~+k~)2_~~]}. (3.80)

We notethat the termin theexponentwhich is linearin 4’ is a total time derivativeandcontributes
only to boundaryterms.Choosingfor conveniencek= ~andseparatingthe integrationsover fieldswith
fictitious times on the boundarywe obtain the final form of Z

Z = JD4’(0) P[4’, 0] exp{+ 5(4’~0~} D4’(t) exp(— S(4’(0) } ~ exp[_ J dT J d~x~FP] (3.81)
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where

Dcb= fl D44r) (3.82)
0<1(t

and

~FP = ~2/2+ ~S/8cb)2— ~~2S/84’2. (3.83)

To get an understandingof the relation of ~ to theFokker—Planckequation(3.13) let us recast
the latter into a Schrödingertype equation(with respectto theEuclidean-likefictitious time evolution).
If we set

4i[4’, t] = P[4’, t] e512 (3.84)

a simple calculationgives

444’, t] = —2kf d~xHFP(4’(x), 84’(x)) 444’, t] (3.85)

where we defineda formally positive semidefiniteFokker—PlanckHamiltonian

HFP ~(—6/~4’(x)+ ~.6SI64’(x))(8/64’(x)+ ~6SI64’(x))

= — 1~2/64’2(x) + U(4’(x)) (3.86)

with

U(4’(x)) = ~(6SI~cb(x))2— ~82SI64’2(x). (3.87)

The classicalLagrangian£~Fp associatedwith HFP can easily be obtained(rememberthat we are
dealing with ‘Euclidean’ t, so the appropriatelyanalyticallycontinuedrelationsbetweenHamiltonian
andLagrangianformulationshaveto be considered)and reads

..~‘FP(4l(x,t), ~(x, t)) = ~2/2 + U (3.88)

which coincidespreciselywith eq. (3.83).

Given now the partitionfunction (3.81) we can define thegeneratingfunctional

Z[J] =JD4’(0) P[4’, 0] exp{S(4’(0))/2} D4’(t) exp{—S(4’(t))/2}

~ exp[— Jdr f d~x~ + .14’)] (3.89)
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from which the correlations(3.10)can be derivedin the standardway

(3.90)
l’i L’L

We obtain a perturbativecalculationof (3.90) by splitting Z[J] in free and interaction parts,with
subsequentpowerseriesexpansionof the lattercontribution.Dueto theextraverticescontainedin ~
the Feynmanrulesbecomequite involved,andwe will not presentheremore detailsof this approach,
seeref. [3.7].

At the end of this sectionlet us relate onceagainthe functional approachto theFokker—Planck
formulation,namely by consideringequaltime correlations.We want to comparetypically

(4’~(x~, t). 4’~(xL, t))~= J D4’(0) P[4’, 0] exp{S(4’(0))/2) 4’(x~,t). . . 4’(xL, t)

Dq5(t) exp{—S(cb(t))/2) fT Jill Dcb(x’, T’) exp{_Jdr Jd~x4P}

x’ O<T’<i
° (3.91)

with

JU D4’(x’) 4’(x~)~. . q5(~)P[4’, t]. (3.92)

If we restrict ourselvesfor simplicity to a free scalartheory, ~‘FP is given in momentumspaceby

= 14’2 + ~(k2+ m2)2 4’2 (3.93)

We mayperform a saddlepoint approximationby putting

4’(k, r) = 4’~
1(k,T) + 4’0(k, T) (3.94)

with 4’~vanishingon the boundaries

4’0(k, 0) = 4’0(k, t) = 0 (3.95)

and put the previously-usedsharpinitial distribution

P[4’, 0] = [I S~(4’(k,0)). (3.96)

4~is the solution of theequationof motion correspondingto ~

[—9~+ ~(k
2+ m2)2] çb~

1(k,r) = 0 (3.97)

which can be found easily as

4’~1(k,T) = 4’(t) sinh k
2 + T/sinhk2 + m2 (3.98)
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Wemaysubsequentlyintegrateaway the4’~contribution (which contributesjust to an overall factor,
taken careof by appropriatenormalization),insert 4’cl in ~ and perform the r-integration.As a
result of theseeasymanipulationseq. (3.91) becomes

Jfl D4’(k’, t) 4’(k
1, t). . . 4’(kL, t) exp{- ~f d~k4’~~t +~24’(-~kj0} (3.99)

andwe canidentify the Fokker—Planckdistributionwith

P[4’, tl = N exp{_ ~Jdk 4’ 1- exp{-(k
2+ m2)t} (3.100)

afterhavingrenamed4’(k, t) 4’(k) and inserteda normalizationconstantN.
We see that indeedin the ~ cc limit P(4’, t) convergesto the standardEucideanpath integral

density—‘exp(— ~f d~k4’k24’).

3.3. Equivalencewith conventionalpath integral quantization

In this sectionwe would like to prove how in the large fictitious time limit stochasticcorrelation
functions tend to the Eudideanquantum Green functions. We will discuss two characteristicap-
proaches,onerelying on Fokker—Planckarguments,the otheroneusing the Langevintechnique.For
an elegantequivalenceproof within the superfieldformalism of stochasticquantizationwe refer to
section7.3.

3.3.1. Equivalenceproofs within the Fokker—Planckformulation
In ourdiscussionon stochasticperturbationtheoryit wasconceptuallyadvantageousto studyfirst the

Langevin equation approach. Concerning an intuitive understandingof the large time limit of
correlationfunctionsit seems,however,more suitableto work within theFokker—Planckformulation.
As thesimplest(andpresumablymostcatching)derivationof theequivalenceof stochasticquantization
to conventionalpathintegralquantization,let us restrictourselvesto a systemwith a finite numberof
degreesof freedom,describedby a potential V, e-v being integrable.The Fokker—Planckequation
reads

d/9 oV\
P(x,t)=-~— ~-~—+-j-)P(x,t) (3.101)

which we recastupon thealreadyfamiliar transformation(3.84)

P(x, t) = ifr(x, t) exp{—V(x)/2} (3.102)

into theSchrödingertype equation

(3.103)

where
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1 ( o V’\/ o v’\ 1 d2 1 /aS\2 1 o25

~ —~ —~ (3.104)

is evidently a seif-adjointoperatorwith a non-negativespectrum.Furthermorefor

V(x)~’const+ax2, a>0 (3.105)

the spectrumof H is purely discrete[thisfollows from themm-maxprinciple (see,e.g. [3.10])and the
discretespectrumof the harmonicoscillator].

If we denotethe (completesetof) eigenstatesof H by i/i,,

H ~P~(x)E,, ~1~(x) (3.106)

we may expand~Pasfollows:

~1’(x,t) = a,, ~P,,(x)exp(—E,,t). (3.107)

It follows immediatelyfrom the factorizationof H that theeigenfunctionwith zeroenergyis (upto
normalization)just

1I~
0(x)= exp{—V(x)/2} (3.108)

so that

~P(x,t) = a0 exp{—V(x)12)+ ~ a,, ~P~(x)exp(—E~t). (3.109)

The eigenstatewith zero energyhas no nodes,and it is therefore the groundstate. All other
eigenvaluesare strictly abovezero. So, it follows that

lim ~I~(x,t) = a0 exp{—V(x)/2} (3.110)

and

lim P(x, t) = a0 exp{—V(x)} . (3.111)

We fix the normalizationby

limJdxP(x,t)=1 (3.112)

and arrivefinally at

limP(x,t)= exp{-V(x)) (3.113)f dxexp{—V(x))

as wasto be shown.
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Thegeneralizationof this non-perturbativeproofto Euclideanscalarfield theorycanin a formalway
be achievedsimilarly. Closerinspectionreveals,unfortunately,theneedfor a morerigoroustreatment
[3.11]which goesbeyondthescopeof this review.

Let us phraseinsteadanotherperturbativeequivalenceproof that relies on the Fokker—Planck
techniqueaswell: the ideais to explicitly separatetheaction into a free S0 andan interactingpart S1,
expandthe Fokker—Planckdistribution in a power seriesof the scalar self-coupling constantand
performthe equivalenceproof inductively, orderby order,

P[4’, t] = ~ A” ~k[4’, t]. (3.114)

The Fokker—Planckequationthenbecomes

~~k[4’, t] = d~x6q
5(x) [~x) + ~~(~)]~k[4” t] +f d~x~4’(x)~4’()Pk

1[4’, t]. (3.115)

The proof proceedsinductively showing

~ ‘~k[4’, t] = ~~[4’] for all k (3.116)

where

peq= A~cpeq= exp{—S(4i)) . (3.117)

f D4’

We will not perform the detailsof this proof [3.12]but ratherrecall the exampleof the last section,
where we calculatedexplicitly P0[ 4’, t].

3.3.2. Equivalenceproofwithin the Langevinformulation
We are now going to use Langevin equationtechniquesto show the equivalenceof stochastic

quantizationto the standardone [3.4],seealso [3.13].Specifically,we will proveby inductionon the
numberof verticesN that in the caseof a real scalarfield theory (3.27), the sum of all stochastic
diagrams(with the topologyof a given Feynmandiagram)yields just this Feynmandiagramin the limit
~ oc~

The induction hypothesisrequiresexplicit verification for N = 1, in which casewe only have to
considerthe lowestorder3-pointvertex. Accordingto the simplestapplicationof the time integration
rules (3.48), we get in the t—÷cclimit for the sum of the diagramsof fig. 3.4:

—~ A~2!k~+k~+k~~++-~=—A k~k~k~ (3.118)

where2! is thenumberof possibilitiesof joining togetherthetwo n’s. We seethatwe exactlyobtained
the correspondingFeynmandiagram(all Greenfunctionswe considerare non-truncated).

Assume,then, that we have proved this equivalencefor an arbitrary FeynmandiagramF in all
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K
3

K k2+ x k2+ K2

k1 k1 K1

Fig. 3.4. All stochasticdiagramscontributingto the 3-point vertex to lowest order.

numbersof verticessmaller than N with any numberof externallines L. Considernow one of the
stochasticdiagramsSF associatedwith F having N vertices and L externallines, as well as having a
fixed-timeorderingof its vertex times assigned.

Wenotethat owing to the fictitious time 0-functionsin G [eq.(3.33)]the largesttime hasto be at
a vertexwith at leastoneexternalline. In our casetherearetwo suchtopologicalpossibilitiesshownin
fig. 3.5. [Forsimplicity of the presentationwe just discusscase(a).]

Let us next define a stochasticdiagramSF which is obtainedfrom SFby droppingthis TIN vertexwith
its attachedline(s); similarly we definethe FeynmandiagramF’.

The essentialingredientof the inductionproof, allowing the step from (N — 1) to N verticesto be
performed,is the resultof (3.56) in section3.2.1:it impliesthat theN-fold time integrationof

5F equals
(up to a given combinatorialfactor) the (N — 1) fold time integrationof SF,, times a factorCwhich is
given by

(3.119)
2 ~ k2

external
momenta

As SF containsonly N — 1 verticesthe inductionassumptionmay be used,so that uponsummingand
integratingall time-orderedstochasticdiagramsSF (keepingTIN fixed) we obtain in the equilibrium

CF’=—~~ ~ (3.120)

Summingfinally over all possibleplacesfor the longesttime TIN all the contributionsevaluateto F.
We remarkthat the right combinatorialfactorsof theFeynmandiagramsemergefrom the iterative

expansionsof the fields and that case(b) can be discussedsimilarly. This completesthe diagrammatic
proof.

k:.~,j~k: k~_.._.~_—kt.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.5. The topologicalpossibilities for an external line in a scalar field theorywith cubic selfinteraction.
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To close,let usaddthe references[3.14Jto [3.20]whereequivalenceproofs aregiven, usingdifferent
methodsthan thoseso far outlined. Concerningthe inherentsupersymmetrystructureof stochastic
processeswe will comebackto this issue in section7.

4. Gaugefields

In section4.1 we will discussthe stochasticquantizationof gaugefields, and we point out the
remarkablefact that gaugeinvariant quantitiescan be calculatedwithout fixing thegauge[3.1].

Let us recall that in the standardpath integral quantizationprocedurefor gauge theoriesit is
necessaryto associatea gaugefixing termSGF with the gaugeinvariant actionS of the gaugetheory
understudy, as otherwise the path integral densitye~’~is not normalizable.This follows, as is well
known, from the fact that with S being invariantundergaugetransformationsthe integrationover all
gaugefield configurationsofe~’~gives rise to divergencesdue to theinfinite volume of thegaugegroup.

The procedureof introducing a gauge fixing term has, in general, to be supplementedwith
Faddeev—Popovfields aswell. Unfortunately,one can showthat in a non-perturbativetreatmentthe
gaugefixing conditions do not generallyfix the gaugeuniquely,which in turn leadsto ambiguitiesfor
the pathintegral. This is knownastheGribov problem.We recognizewith this immediatelyoneof the
virtues of the stochasticquantizationmethod,namelythat theabsenceof thegaugefixing procedure
implies a lack of the Gribov ambiguity, andan absenceof ghost fields.

For reasonsof simplicity wewill discussfirst themain featuresof thestochasticquantizationofgauge
theoriesfor the (free) Maxwell field. Subsequently,we- will calculatea typical one-loop quantity in
scalarQED, and finally we will discussYang—Mills theories.

In section4.2 wewill presentstochasticquantizationsupplementedwith a newconcept,commonly
referredto as stochasticgaugefixing. Within this approacha functional formulation,analogousto the
one in the scalarcase,can be found. This will be discussedin somedetail.

4.1. Quantizationwithoutgaugefixing

4.1.1. Thefree Maxwellfield

The action of the free Maxwell field is given by

S=Jd~x~ (4.1)

where

= — ~ (4.2)

The classicalfield equationreads

6S/6A,L= —e~F~=0 (4.3)

which implies theLangevin equation

A~(x,t) = ~ t) + ~ t). (4.4)
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Here the white noise hascorrelationswhich are straightforwardgeneralizationsof the scalarones,

namely
(4.5)

(4.6)

Performing,as in thescalarcase(3.29), a Fourier transformationto momentumspace,we rewrite

theaction as
S= Jd~k~A~(k) k2 ~ A~(—k). (4.7)

The Langevin equationnow reads

A~(k,t)=—k2~ . (4.8)

In the abovetwo equationswe introducedthe transverseprojectionoperatorT,~,,

~ = — k,~k~/k2, ~ = ~ . (4.9)

We define similarly a longitudinalprojectionoperator~

L,LP = 5~— T,~
5= k,LkVIk

2 , ~ = ~ (4.10)

which is orthogonalto ~

T~~L
9~=0. (4.11)

In orderto solveeq. (4.8)one studies,justasin thescalarcase,theGreenfunction~ which obeys

(~~ + T~k2)G~~(k,t) = 5~5(t). (4.12)

This equationis immediatelysolved, and onefinds

G~= 0(t) (exp(—k
2Tt))~~= 0(t)[5~~— k2tT~~+ (~)2 ~

= 0(t) [T~~ — k2tT~
5+ (kt) T~+ ...] + 0(t) (5~~— T~~)= 0(t) [T~~exp(—k

2t)+ L~
5].

(4.13)

The generalsolutionfor A follows:

A~(k,t) =J dT [exp{—k
2(t—T)}TNV + L~~]n~(k,T)+ C(exp{—k2t)~ + L~~) (4.14)
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where we haveaddedthe general homogeneoussolution C exp(—k2Tt),C being arbitrary as well.
Writing as the initial condition

A~(k,t
0) = A°~(k) (4.15)

we finally arrive at

A~(k,t)=f dr[exp{—k
2(t— r)} T~

5+ ~ r) +[T~~exp{—k
2(t—t

0)) + L~~]A~(k).
tO (4.16)

Here it becomesnecessaryto point out an importantdifferencebetweenthe scalar-field and the
gauge-fieldsolution. In the scalar casewe could explicitly see that any dependenceon the initial
condition vanished exponentiallyfor large times. This is no longer the casefor a gaugetheory:
projectingon the longitudinalprojectorL~thesolutionA~,we recognizethat thecorrespondingpart
of the initial value is never damped.This phenomenonis typical for any gauge-typetheory which
exhibits aprojectionoperatorin its action. This follows becauseof theabsenceof a dampingdrift term
in the ‘longitudinal’ componentof the Langevinequation.Specifically,we have

~ = —k
2T~

1~~A,,+ ~ (4.17)

exhibiting a damping asin thescalar-fieldcase.However,the longitudinalpart

~ = L,~5q~ (4.18)

describesan unboundeddiffusion. Out of this unboundednesswe may expecttroublewhencalculating
Greenfunctions.This, indeed,becomesapparentalreadyin the simplestexample,the free equal-time
propagator.

Let us first put the initial conditionto zero,multiply togetherthe solutions(4.16) andperformthe i~

averages.We find immediately

(A~(k,t) A~(k’,t)) = (2~)~[T~~J exp{—2k
2(t—T)} dT + L~~2Jdr]5~(k+ k’)

= (2ITY[T,LP ~ (1 —exp(—2k2t))+2L,LVt] 5~(k+ k’) (4.19)

which doesnot convergeto equilibrium for ~ cc, owing to the lineart-dependencein the longitudinal
part of the propagator.This is, of course,a reflection of the unboundeddiffusion of longitudinal
gauge-fieldcomponents.

We concludeat themomentthat Greenfunctionsgenerallywill exhibit (polynomial) divergencesin
t, and that, in general,they will not convergeto someequilibrium valuefor larget. This is at leastthe
caseorder-by-orderin perturbationtheory.

Our next remark concernsthe choice of initial conditions. We may, of course,set the initial
conditions to zero. However, a gauge transformation can always create longitudinal, persisting
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dependenceson the initial conditions.Let us calculatenow for completenessthe two-point correlation
again, this time allowing for non-zeroinitial conditionsA°~(k) [4.1]. We furtherassumethatA°~maybe
put as

A°~= (k~/k2)4’(k2) (4.20)

and allow for a distribution of the initial condition (which we will averageover in our correlation
functions) as well.

Specifically, let usassumethat 4’ hasaGaussiandistribution

expf_)a jdnik4’2} (4.21)

J D4’exp{_~aJdnk4’2}

where a is an arbitraryparameter,a>0. For largetimes(whenwecan neglectthe contributionof the
transversepart of the initial condition) we arriveat

lim (A~(k,1) A
5(k’, t)) = çb(k) 4’(k’) + ~ ~ + 2L,~~t)5°(k+ k’) (2ir)~. (4.22)

Performing an average over the initial conditionwith distributions (4.20) and (4.21) the first termon
the r.h.s.of eq. (4.22) becomes

a

so that the correlationfunction is equalto

1 kk kklim (A~(k,t) A,,(k’, t)) = f~[s~ —(1 — a)~] + 2t S~(k+ k’) (2~)~. (4.23)

We recognizein the finite part of this thefamiliar gauge-fieldpropagator,obtainedby conventional
gaugefixing in the so-calleda-gauge.But we would like to stressthat by no meanscanwe identify the
two-point function(4.23)with theconventionalpropagatorin a-gauge.This is dueto the longitudinal
contribution (linear in t) which, as we will explain in section4.1.3, is of crucial importancein the
Yang—Mills case.

We havenow reachedapoint in our discussionwherethe readerdeservesfurtherclarificationon the
(non-)convergenceof Greenfunctionsfor large t.

The answeris found by noting that any gauge-invariantquantity involves F,L,, or its derivatives;
specifically, non-trivial gauge-invariantexpectationvaluescan be built from

(F~~(x)F~~(y)). (4.24)

It follows now immediatelyfrom antisymmetryof indicesthat thesymmetriclongitudinalcoritribu-
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tions drop out, and that (4.24)hasawell-defined limit t—~co~Explicitly, we have

lim(F~~(x,t) F~~(x’,t)~=lim— (21)2n fdnpdnp’exp{_i(px+p’x’)}

{p~p~(A~(p,t) A~(p’,t)) — (~~ v) — (p ~ ~)+ (~~ ~ p ~

~ (4.25)

(
21T) p

which is the familiar result.
In the caseof more complicatedtheories such as ordinary QED and Yang—Mills theoriesthe

cancellationof diverging contributionswhencalculatinggauge-invariantgeneralitieshasbeenconfirmed
explicitly (seealso sections4.1.2 and 4.1.3) in severalexamples.

Let usnow discussafunctionalformulationof the stochasticquantizationof Maxwell fields (seealso
ref. [4.2]). Splitting the gaugefield into transverseand longitudinalparts (andsimilarly for the noise),
we proceedas in the scalarcase.Let us denotea gaugeinvariant functionalby F

01

f Dij~D~exp{_f d~kdr (~T2+ flL2)}

= JDATexp{_ ~fd~k1 _ex~_k2t)~DAL(O) P[AL, O]DAL exp{_Jd”k dr FGIEA
T]

= JDATexp{ — ~Jd~k1 _~x~~ik2t)} FGI[AT]DAL(o) PEAL,0] ~L(t) exp{ — f d~kAL(t)2 }
= NJDATexp{_~Jdnk Ak~k

2)} FGIEA
T] (4.26)

where we could integrateaway the (irrelevant) longitudinal componentsA’~,since FGI would only
dependon the transversecomponents.With the further identification

~ = k~A~— k,LA~ (4.27)

we can reproducevery easily the previousexampleof (FF) as well.
It should be stressedat this point that the limit ~ Co hasto be takenafter havingperformedthe

functional integrations,i.e. in the weak sense.
We would like to close this sectionwith a comment.It concernsthe explanationof why the usual

gauge-fixingprocedureis not necessaryin the aboveapproach.This can mosteasilybe seenfrom the
fact that in the Langevinequation(4.8) thereappearsthe operator

+ k2&~~— ~ (4.28)

Contraryto the ordinaryMaxwell field equation,whichexhibitsthenon-invertibletransverseprojection
operator,it containsthe additional 5~ôIdt part.This makesit invertible.

Although we will comeback to the following issue later, let us nowjust explicitly checkthe gauge
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covarianceof the Langevinequationin the Maxwell case.It can indeed be seentrivially that the
Langevinequationremainsunchangedupon letting

A~(x, t)—~A~jx,t) + ô~~(x) (4.29)

wherex is an arbitraryfunction.

4.1.2. Scalar QED
We proceednow to considerscalarQED with the Euclideanaction given by

SJdnx(D~cb)*(D,~)+~ (4.30)

wherethe covariantderivativeis defined as usual by

D~4= (ô~— ieA~)~. (4.31)

Using the well-known classical field equationsassociatedwith eq. (4.30) we find immediately the
associatedLangevinequations

= ~ — ie[4* ~9 — (94,*) 4 — 2ieA~4*4.]+ (4.32)

(4.33)

= (D~)~K+ ~* (4.34)

with the noisecorrelations

(77) = (~)= (~*)=0 (4.35)

(4.36)

(77(x, t) q*(x~,t’)) 2ô(x — x’) 5(t — t’) . (4.37)

It is convenientto write out explicitly the Langevinequationsfor the scalarfields:

~=a2~—ieA—ieO~(A~)—e2A24+77 (4.38)

= a2~+ ieA~~ + ie ~(A~*) — e2A2~*+ ~. (4.39)

Going to Fourier space,with the additionalconventions

~(x, t) = J (2)~exp(-ikx)çb(k, t)

d~k (4.40)~*(x t) = J (2~exp(+ikx)~*(k t)
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we find (with by now standardmanipulations)the following setof integralequations:

q5(k,t) =Jdrexp{_k2(t_ r)} [77(k,r) — ef d~pd~qô~(k—p— q) A~(p,r)

~(q, r) (k~+ q~)— e
2f d~pd~qd~r~~(k—p — q — r) A~(p,r) A~(q,T) ~(r,

(4.41)

cb*(k t) =f drexp{—k2(t— r)} [
77*(k,r) — eJ d~pd~q6~(—k—p + q) A~(p,r)

~*(q, r) (k~+ q~)— e
2f d~pd~qd~rö~(—k— p — q + r) A~(p,r) A~(q, r) ~*(r, r)]

(4.42)

as well as

~ ~*(pr)~(qT)(q+p)

_2e2f d~k+p_q+r)Ap(p,T)~*(q,T)~(r,r)]. (4.43)
(2ir)

For the assignmentof momentain diagrams,let usexplicitly drawthe vertices,andindicatethe flow of
momentaby arrowsas in figs. 4.1 to 4.6.

We notefurther thatwith conventionsasin eqs.(4.40), the two-pointcorrelationsof the scalarfields
read

(r~(k,t)~q*(k’, t’)) = 2(21T)’~o”(k — k’) ô(t — t’) . (4.44)

4(k,t) ~ Q*(kt) .—4——~k~:q~)

Fig. 4.1. Vertices in stochasticperturbationtheory of scalarQED. Fig. 4.2. Verticesin stochasticperturbationtheoryof scalarQED.

A (p~t) A (q.r) A C C r)

Ø(k,t) x ~(r,r) ø’(kt) xø~r,r)

Fig. 4.3. Verticesin stochasticperturbationtheoryof scalarQED. Fig. 4.4. Verticesin stochasticperturbationtheoryof scalarQED.
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*
0 (pr)

A~(k,t) w..w<~~+q,~)

Fig. 4.5. Verticesin stochasticperturbationtheoryof scalarQED. Fig. 4.6. Verticesin stochasticperturbationtheoryof scalarQED.

Let usnow proceedto a first non-trivial exercise,namelycalculatingthe one-loopcorrectionto the
scalarpropagator(~(k,t) 4~*(k’,t)) [3.1].

To do sowe list first all contributingdiagramsin fig. 4.7(a)to (g).
For the sake of demonstration,we choosethis gaugevariant quantity on purposeso that we are

facing divergenceslinear in t when performing the equilibrium limit. We would like to split the
calculationsinto two parts, andfirst obtain the well-convergingexpressionwith just transversegauge
field contributions.Subsequently,we will extractthe linearly diverging contributionandatthe endof
this exercisetake the limits

limlim (4(x, t) 4(y, t))

upon which the diverging terms disappearexplicitly, as generally expectedfrom gauge invariant
quantities.

Perhapsto thesurpriseofthe reader,wehavealreadyacquiredall theknowledgeto obtainthe large
t contributionof the diagrams(a) to (e) immediately,avoiding any lengthy calculation.

Starting by consideringthe gaugefield as purely transverse,the large t contributionis given by
multiplying togethervertexfactorsand projectionoperatorsfrom gaugefield lines (at the moment just
transverseprojection operators);dividing by crossed-linecontributions (i.e. the momentum2of the

*

0(k,t) ~i q 4’ (k’,t) 0(k,t) q k 4) (k,t)

(a) (b)

Cc) Cd) Ce)

__ 0~
(f) Ig)

Fig. 4.7. Stochasticdiagramscontributingto theone-loopcorrectionto the~ 4 propagatorin scalarQED.
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correspondingline); multiplying with the fictitious time integrationfactors(which are identical to the
onesdiscussedin the scalar-fieldcase,as the transversegaugefield hasthe sameexponentialfictitious
time dependence).

Diagram(a) hastwo differenttime orderings.The diagrambeingcompletelysymmetric,it sufficesto
taketwice the contributionof one of these,say when r1 < r2.

Apart from the overall fd
4p d4q~(k — p — q) ~(k — k’) we thenget

— 2 (k~+ q~)T~(p)(k~+ q~) 1 1(a) — —2e p2q2 p2 + q2 + k2 2k2

2 ~ 1 1 445(b) = (c) = —e p2k2 p2 + q2 + k2 ~ (
2 (k~+ q~)T~~(p)(k~+ q~) 1 1

(d) = (e) = —e k2q2 p2 + q2 + k2 2k2

and (not unexpectedly,in fact) the sum gives theconventionalresult in Landaugauge

_2e2fdnpdnqon(k_p_q)8(k_k~)~ (4.46)

The remainingtwo diagramscan easilybeevaluatedin a similarway (notethat the loopmomentum
doesnot contributein the fictitious time integrations,asits line is connectedto just identical fictitious
times),

—2e2f d~ptr~LV (4.47)

Generalizingthe resultsof this little exercise,one concludesthat the equivalenceproof for scalar
fields carriesover directly to scalarQED with transversegaugebosons,havingidentical fictitious time
dependence.It therefore follows that the sum of stochasticdiagramswith transversegaugefield
contributionssum up to the correspondingFeynmandiagramin Landaugauge.

Next let usstudythe contributionsof longitudinal lines. Both the G’s andD’s [seeeqs. (4.13) and
(4.19)] havenon-exponentialt-behaviourandgeneralrules for theevaluationof stochasticdiagramsare
difficult to find. It seemsan interestingchallengeto work out furtherdetailsalongtheselines.

Giventhe difficulties for a generaldiscussion,we would like to restrict ourselvesto the example
above,and for the sakeof simplicity concentrateon the leading t-contributions.

In scalarQEDa generalvertexinvolvesalwaysatleastonescalarfield line whichcarriesexponential
time dependence.Givensomefixed timeordering,fictitious timeintegrationshavethegeneralstructure

1•i+ 1

J d~r~exp(~~2~) =

2~T~exp(~p2~+i)+... (4.48)

�dp

wherethe neglectedterms(rememberthatwe arelookingjust for the dominantt-contributions)areof
O[r~i?exp(E p

2i~
1)].The general result is that any polynomial fictitious time dependencefrom

crossedlongitudinalgaugebosonlines just factorsout of the time integrals.
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The secondobservationis that as every longitudinal gaugeboson line doesnot carry exponential
time dependence,no further time dependence,andconsequentlyno furthercontributionfrom fictitious
time integrations,arises.

As a direct resultof theseconsiderationsthe leadingcontributionof the longitudinalterms for the
one-loop self-energydiagramsis just the correspondingFeynmandiagram, where the gaugepropa-
gatorsaregiven by 2tL~~,namely

Jd~pd~qe22t~°(k—p—q) (q+k)~L~~(p)(q+k)~_Jdnpe22ttrL~~ (4.49)

If we now allow the abovequantitiesto combineinto gauge-invariantGreenfunctions,for exampleby
considering

!imlim (çb(x,t) 4~*(y, t))

we pick up an additional $d~kintegrationin momentumspace.Whereasthe transversecontribution
again correspondsto the standardLandau gauge part the linear t part vanishesby symmetry
considerationsas can be seendirectly from

Jdnkdnq [q4~-2q~k~+k4 — = J d~kd~q[k2(~~2q2 + (4.50)

With a little algebraonecan also checkthedisappearanceof all theotherfinite longitudinalterms.We
arenot awareof a generalproof for this cancellation.

Summarizingthis section,we havelearnedthat scalarQED can be nicely quantizedwithout fixing
thegauge.We workedout anexamplein detail,admitting that so far the equivalenceto conventional
quantizationhasnot beenshownin general.

The breakdownof the induction argumentof section3.3 is clearly causedby the encounterof
non-gauge-invariantsubdiagrams.We havenot beenableto setup a consistentinductionprocedureto
deal with this. Ideally, one should try (especially in the caseof Yang—Mills theories)to build up a
formulationthat involvesonly gauge-invariantquantitiessuchasWilson loops [3.181and[4.20]but this
seemsto be quite difficult.

4.1.3. Yang—Millstheories
For a non-Abeliangaugetheorywith Lagrangian

~= —~F~F~ (4.60)

where

~ = 9~A— 9~A~— gfabcAbAc (4.61)

the Langevinequationreads

A,~(x, t) DbF~ + ?7~. (4.62)
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Here D~is the covariantderivative

D? = ~96ab — gfabcAc (4.63)

and thewhite noiseobeys

(77~(X,t) 77~(X’,t’)) = 2 ~ab ~ ô~(x— y) ~(t — t’). (4.64)

In momentumspace(4.62) takesthe form

A~(p,t) = —k2 TA~A~(p,t) + I~+ i~+ ~ (4.65)

whereI~andI~denotethe (usual) three-gluonand four-gluon interactionterms.
Specifically, I~,correspondingto fig. 4.8, is given by

abc

I~(p,t) = 2(2)~f d~qd~r~(p + q + r) A~(—q,t) A(—r, t) v~~(p,q, r) (4.66)

with

q, r) = 8A~(P— q)~+ cyclicperm. (4.67)

Similarly, one has

I~(p,t) = 6(~)2fl f d~qd~rd~’s5fl(p + q + r + s)A~(—q,t) A(—r, t) A~(—s,t) v~ (4.68)

with

~,Iabcd fabefcde(os — ~ + symm.perm. (4.69)

which correspondsto fig. 4.9.
In the non-Abelian casethe integral solution to eq. (4.65) exhibits as in the Maxwell casea

longitudinal component,which doesnot havean exponentialfictitious time dependence.
CalculatingGreenfunctions, longitudinal lines will give rise to various finite andpotentially infinite

terms,just as in sections4.1.1 and 4.1.2. A non-trivial expectationis [3.1]that for gauge-invariant
quantitiesnot only the infinite termsdropout but also that the finite parts arrangethemselvesto give
just thosecontributionswhich are conventionallyassociatedwith Faddeev—Popovghosteffects.

A~(p,t)

Fig. 4.8. Verticesin stochasticperturbationtheoryof Yang—Mills theories.
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,A(s.t)

A~(p,t) -~-~ (~_x~(r.t)

~+A~(q,t)

Fig. 4.9. Verticesin stochasticperturbationtheoryof Yang—Mills theories.

Again we havea somewhatembarrassinglack of generalproofs of the aboveexpectations.
In fact, one of the few explicit verificationsof the abovestatementscan be found in the exampleof

calculating[4.1]

limlim (F~(x,t) F~,(y,t)) . (4.70)

It has been shown that contributions from longitudinal internal lines automaticallysum up to the
expectedFaddeev—Popovghostcontributions,whereasthe transversegluon lines render the standard
Landaugaugeresult.

To bypassthe generaldifficulties outlined,let usmentionthatonecan write down [3.6]aLangevin
equationwhich in the equilibrium limit yields ordinary perturbationtheory in the axial gauge. We
define

N~~(p)= ~ —p~n~Inp. (4.71)

This hasthe properties

N~~(p)N~~(p)= N~~(p) (4.72)

and

pn+np pn
N~~(p)N~~(p)= — &‘ + n2 ~U) . (4.73)

Our Langevinequationis

= —p2A~+ N,~~[N~~(I+ 1) + ~] (4.74)

whereI, I and ~ are definedas beforein (4.66), (4.68) and (4.64), respectively.
it is straightforwardto work throughthe analysisof section3 usingthis Langevinequation.Because

(4.73) is thenumeratorof theusualaxial gaugepropagator,thestochasticperturbationtheorybasedon
(4.74) reproducesthe usual axial gauge perturbationtheory in the equilibrium limit. For other
approachesto a stochasticformulationof gaugetheoriesin the axial gaugesee ref. [4.31.We do not
intend to discusshereproblemsconnectedwith thezerosof the denominatorin (4.73). Whateveris the
appropriateprescription[4.4] in the usualtheorymust alsobe applied here.

We closethissectionby observingthatthoughthereis convincingevidence,it wouldbe interestingto
prove rigorously for gaugetheoriesthe equivalenceof the Parisi—Wuapproachto the conventionalone.
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4.2. Stochasticgaugefixing

4.2.1. Gaugetransformationsdependingon the fictitious time
We would now like to introducea newconceptin the Parisi—Wu scheme,commonlyreferredto as

stochasticgaugefixing [4.5—4.11,3.12,4.21, 4.22]. In order to exposethe new conceptmostclearly, it
will be useful to considerthe Maxwell field first.

Although stochasticquantizationbasedon

A~(k,t) = —k2 ~ A~(k, t) +
77~(k,t) (4.75)

is, as outlined in section4.1, perfectly consistentwithout gaugefixing, an alternativeformulation is
possible.This seemsto offer variousadvantages,bothconceptuallyandtechnically. In fact, a detailed
analysisof the stochasticevolutionof the gaugefield in ‘gaugeparameterspace’can be performed(in
contrastto, for example,the unboundeddiffusion of the gaugemodesin the Parisi—Wuapproachof the
previoussection).It can, furthermore,be shownthat all individual stochasticdiagramscontributingto
somegauge-invariantquantitymay remainfinite for t—~Co.

The basicidea[3.1](for anotherinterpretationsee[4.22],wherestochasticgaugefixing is relatedto
the Faddeev—Popovprocedurefor a gaugetheoryin one higher dimension)is to transformthe field
A,~(x, t) into a new field B,1 (x, t) so that in the Langevin equationof this new field, the previous
transverseprojectionoperator~ is replacedby aninvertiblematrix. Thetransformationis requiredto
leaveunchangedall gauge-invariantquantities,and so must be simply a gaugetransformation.

Let us recall thenth~afiiindependentgaugetransformationsleavethe form of theLangevinequation
invariant. Fromthis we concludethat the requiredgaugetransformations(let uscall themfrom now on
generalizedgaugetransformations)are necessarilydependenton fictitious time.

In momentumspacewe thenhavegenerally

B,1(k, t) A,L(k, t) + i k~A(k,t) (4.76)

so that

.á~(k,t)=—k
2T~~B~+ik~A(k,t)+

77(k,t). (4.77)

Calculatinga gauge-invariantGreenfunction we may,as alreadyoutlined above,choosewhateverA
(or A, respectively)we like. We will see belowthat we can easilyfind a A so that the freepartof the
new drift term becomesinvertible, andtheensuingpropagatorfinite for t—~co.A systematicstudyof the
possiblegeneralizedgaugetransformationsyielding finite propagatorsmay be basedon theconceptof
stochasticgaugeconstraints[4.12].This is a generalizationof theordinarynotion of gaugeconditions,
involving fictitious time derivativesas well as the noise field. A stochasticgaugeconstraint is a
stochasticdifferential equationwhosesolutiondefinesa(stochastic)constraintsurfacein theconfigura-
tion spaceof the B,1(x, t). The generalizedgaugetransformationis hencethe mappingof the original
gaugefield A,~onto thestochasticconstraintsurface.

It shouldbe stronglystressed,however,thatthe only role in theconstructionof afinite propagatoris
placedby the choiceof a generalizedgaugetransformation.Whetherwe define it from the notionof a
stochasticgaugeconstraint,whetherit mayarisefrom differentchoicesof stochasticgaugeconstraints,
or finally, whetherit may be definedwithout taking recourseto a stochasticgaugeconstraintat all, is
completelyirrelevant.
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This contrastssharply with the situation in ordinary gauge-fixing, where the uniquenessof gauge
conditions is crucial.

In the presentframework the so-called ‘Gribov problem’ takeson a new meaning.For a chosen
stochasticgauge-fixingtermthe Langevindynamicswill determinewhetherone is confinedwithin one
Gribov horizon only, or whetheronecan drift throughdifferent sectors.We will analysethis in some
depthin section4.2.2.

We illustrate now theaboveconceptsby theexampleof a Lorentzgaugeconditionand its stochastic
generalizations.

As alreadydiscussedlengthily earlier,theLangevinequation(4.8) implies theabsenceof a damping
drift term for the longitudinalpart of A

k~A~=k~ij~. (4.78)

WenowtransformA by a generalizedgaugetransformationinto a stochasticfield B, whoselongitudinal

componentsalso approachan equilibrium distribution. A convenientchoiceturnsout to be

A(k, t) = a’ if di- exp{—a1k2(t— r)} k~A~(k, r) (4.79)

where a is an arbitraryconstant.This we are ableto derivevery easilyfrom the covariantstochastic

gaugeconstraint

+ ak,
1’q,~ (4.80)

which generalizesthe LorentzgaugeconditionkB 0.
Insertingeq. (4.76) we have

ak,1A,1+ aik
2A——k2k,~~B,

1+ ak,~’r~,1 (4.81)

which on accountof eq. (4.8) implies

Aza
1ik~B~ (4.82)

i.e.

A_ahildrkpBv(k,r). (4.83)

The newLangevin equationthen reads

= —k2(T,
1~+ a

1L,
1~)B~+ (4.84)

correspondingto the propagator
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lim (B~(k, t) B~(k’, t)) = ~ k’) (T~~+ aL~~)(2~ (4.85)
which we recognizeas the familiar propagatorin a covananta-gauge.

We continuein solving for A in termsof A: from eqs. (4.76) and (4.82) it follows that

A = a~(ik~A~— k2A) (4.86)

which may readily be solved:

A(k, t) = a~if exp{—a1k2(t—r)}k~A~(k,r) di- (4.87)

asput forward in eq. (4.79)for thechoicet
0 = 0. The indeterminacyof A (by thechoiceof t0) may be

interpretedby thenotion of a generalizedgaugeorbit (see[4.12]);for our discussionwemay putsimply
t0 = 0. We also seta = 1.

An interestingquestionwhich arisesis whethertheLangevinequation(4.84)for theB field remains
invariant under t-independentgaugetransformations.To answerthis, let us extract first the gauge
transformof B. Given that

A~(k,t) = A,1(k, t) + i k~~(k) (4.88)

we find

= A — x(i — exp(—k
2t)) (4.89)

and hence

B~= B,~+ i k~x exp(—k2t). (4.90)

We seethat the B field becomesa gauge-independentfield for large times. Let us next proceedto
calculatethechangeof the form of theLangevinequationundera gaugetransformation:

= — k2 i k,
4 x exp(—k

2t)= —k2B,
4 + ~ — i k

2 k,
4 x exp(—k

2t)

=—k2B~+
77~. (4.91)

We havehenceproved that the form remainsinvariant.
It shouldbe notedthat for thechoicea= 0 in eq. (4.80)thestochasticgaugeconstraintis reducedto

k4B,4 =k,4A,~+ik
2A=0 (4.92)

so that

A(k, t) = —k~A~Ik2 (4.93)
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and

B~(k, t) = ~ A~(k, t) (4.94)

which implies that the B field is thegauge-invariantprojectionofA. It is thereforegaugeindependent
for all fictitious times.

Let us nowdiscussagainthe functionalformulationof theMaxwell field, this time showinghow the
usual gaugefixed actionemergesasthe correspondingequilibrium distribution. We areevaluatingthe
expectationvalue of a gauge-invariantfunctional FGI (A):

(F01(A(t))) = f DA~(0)PEA
T,0] exp{S(AT(0))12}

DAT(t) exp{—S(AT(t))12} LI DAT(r) exp{_J di- Jd~k~FP(AT(r))}

O<r<t
0

DAL(0) PEAL, 0] DAL(t) [I DAL(T) exp{_J di- Jd~k~~2} FGI[AT(t)]. (4.95)
0<r<t

0

TransformingA now into B

A,
4 = B,~+k,j drk~B~(k,r) (4.96)

leavesthe measure,F01 and S invariant and we get (after having chosen‘sharp’ initial distributions)

(F01(A)) = J DB~(t)exp{—S(B
T(t)12} LI DB~(i-)

O<~<t

exp{ — Jdr Jd~k.~~Fp(BT(.r))}DBL(t) [I DBL(T)
O<r<t

0

exp{_~f di- (E~+ k,~k~B~)(E~+ k~k~B~)}FGI[B]. (4.97)

Following the generalprocedureof the scalarcase,it is obvious that in a saddlepointapproximation
(which is exactfor the Maxwell field) we finally endup with

(F
01(A)) = fdB

T(t)exp{_~Jd~k~ t) }
F

01[B} DBL(t) exp{_~Jd~kB~~(k,t)k
2 B’~(~k,t) } (4.98)
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which in the t —+ ~ limit goesinto

f dB exp{_ ~fcri Bk2B} FGI[B] = JDB exp{_S(B)— ~fric (kB)2~FGI[B]. (4.99)

This is the conventionalpath integralexpressionin Feynmangauge.
In fact, a Fokker—Planckanalysiscan immediatelygive this conventionalpath-integralexpressionas

its equilibrium distribution. This is so becausefor theevaluationof gauge-invariantGreenfunctionswe
are allowedto considerthe transformedfield B asthe relevantdynamicalvariable.We thenstudy the
Fokker—Planckequationassociatedwith the Langevinequation(4.84) for B

P=fd~x~— [(a26 — ~a~)B~ + ~ ~a~B~]P (4.100)

which hasin fact the conventionalpath-integraldensity as its equilibrium distributionpeq

peq = NJ DBexp{_S+ ~— fd°x(aB)2J. (4.101)

Let us now proceedto the caseof stochasticallygauge-fixedscalarQED.
Correspondingto the transformation(4.76), the scalarfield 4’ is transformedinto 4Y~

4’B(x t) = exp{ieJ di- 9~B~(x,r)} 4’(x, t) (4.102)

and the new coupledequationsread

E,
4(x, t) = d

2B~— ie[4’*B o4’B — (t9 4’*B) 4’B — 2ieB *B4’B] + 77 (4.103)
togetherwith

= D2(B) 4’B + ie(9~B~)4’B +

= D2*(B) 4’*B — ie(ô~B~)4’*B + 77*B (4.104)

where thenew noise fields, definedby

77B(x t) = exp{ie f di- ~B~(x, r)~77(x, t) (4.105)

still satisfy

(
77B(x t) n*B(xl, t’)) = 2 ~(x — x’) ô(t — t’) . (4.106)

It is anothercheck thatunderan ordinarygaugetransformationthe field Bg transformsas before [eq.
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(4.90)], and ~B transformslike

4’Bg = 4,B exp{_ief dk exp(—ikx) ~(k) exp(_k2t)}. (4.107)

As a consequenceall Langevinequationsremainform invariant.
Let us now perform a Fokker—Planckanalysisandstudy theequilibrium distribution. The Fokker—

Planckequationcorrespondingto the action S from (4.30) and the gauge-transformedvariables~ B

4,*B and B reads

p(4’B 4,*B B, t) = J ~ + ie(ô..,B~)4”~+

+ *B (—i — 1e(~B~)4’*+

+ ~._ (~-— ~ + ~—)}P(4’B,4’*B, B, t). (4.108)

It is instructive to see whether or not the standardgauge fixed path-integraldensity exp[—S —
~f(~B)

2d~x]is an equilibrium distributionof eq. (4.108).
One finds that the presenceof the extradrift terms, _ie(9B)4’*ll and ie(ÔB)4’B leads to the

remainingterm

iefd~x(8~B~)[4’~ — 4,* ~]exp{— S + ~Jdr~x(oB)2}. (4.109)

We haveto concludethat the choiceA = aB doesnot imply the standardgaugefixed path-integral
densityin theequilibrium. Of course,it we calculateagauge-invariantquantity for all choicesof A we
obtain thesameresult.It is possiblethat thereexistsa (presumablynon-local)choiceof A(4~B * B B),
which gives exp{ — S — ~f(oB)2d~x}as the equilibrium distribution.

Thenext issuewe aregoingto discussis the conceptof stochasticgaugefixing for non-Abeliangauge
theories[4.5—4.11].We will again considera generalizedgaugetransformationand try to obtain the
new drift terms for the transformedLangevinequation.We define

etc. (4.110)

with

tri-arb=~6~. (4.111)

The generalizedgaugetransformationis definedby U= U(t) and

B~=UA~U—g1U~8~U (4.112)

so that
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= U1A~U+ U1A~U+ U1A~U—g1U~~u— g~U1~U. (4.113)

We introduceA(x, t) by

(J=gAU. (4.114)

It satisfies

U~=—U’gA (4.115)

which can be shown easilyby writing out explicitly Ô,.(UU ‘) = ~(1) 0. With this notationwe then

arrive at
= —U~gAA~U+ U1A~U+ U~A~gAU—U~(~A)U (4.116)

or

= U~{~SI&4,~— o,~A— g[A,~,A]}U. (4.117)

We identify a covariantderivativeacting on A sothat, asa consequenceof thecovarianttransformation

propertyof ~S/~Awe finally find

= — ~SI~B,
4— D,4(B) A + (4.118)

where the noise 77B is definedby

U~‘q,~U. (4.119)

This transformednoisefield satisfiesagain

(77aB(X t) ~~(x’, t’)) = 2ô0bô,~ôPI(x— x’) ô(t — t’). (4.120)

Let us now discussdifferent choicesof A.

The simplestone is the alreadywell-known choice

(4.121)

which implies the Langevinequation

~ (4.122)

wherebesidesthe usualinteractiontermsfrom theaction, alsoa new inducedinteractiontermJ~has
appeared.It is a three-gluoncoupling (seefig. 4.10)and it readsexplicitly

J~(p,t) = ~)fl Jdnqd~r3~(p+ q + r) A~(—q,t) A~(—r,t) v~(p,q, r) (4.123)
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A~(p,t)

Fig. 4.10. Extra three-gluoncoupling in stochasticallygauge fixed Yang—Mills theories.

with

q, r) — . (4.124)

Unlike theusualthree-gluoninteractioncontainedin I (4.66), it is a directedvertex[4.13,4.14] because
it is symmetricundertheinterchangeof two linesonly. The directednesscomplicatesthe analysisof this
new interaction, and makes the relation betweenstochasticdiagramsand Feynmandiagramsnon
trivial. Stochasticdiagramsof agiven topology that containonly verticesof the ordinary typeI sumto
the correspondingFeynmandiagram; this follows directly from the work of section3. Becauseof our
choice (4.121) for A, this Feynmandiagramis calculatedin Feynmangauge.

However,for stochasticdiagramsthatcontain oneor moreverticesof the new typeJ the situationis
much morecomplicated.

If we sum all such diagrams,and usethem to calculatea gauge-invariantquantity, we expectthat
they shouldjust reproducethe usual ghostcontribution.

As an example,one might consider the one-loop contribution to the gauge boson propagator
(A~(p, t) A~(p’, t)). A straightforwardcalculationof the contributionof the new verticesgives [3.6]

—~(p+ p’) g2 facd fbcd J d~qd~r~(p + q + r) p2q2r2 — ~ 2~2~2~2] +

(4.125)

wherethe termsnot explicitly written are proportionalto the externalmomentaPAp~.We recognizein
the first term of the squarebracket the usual ghost term, but the remaining contribution is not
immediatelyrecognizable.We mayuse (4.125) to obtain the contributionof the two-pointfunctionsto
lim~~(F~V(x) F~( y)). We find that the ‘unwanted’ terms result in a quantity which is exactly
cancelled[3.6] by the three-pointcontributionsto (FF) which involve the new vertexJ.

It is tempting to modify the Langevinequationafter applyingstochasticgaugefixing by including an
additionalkernel operatorK. With the choice K = 1/p2 things apparentlybecomevery much simpler;
howeverwe arelacking a generalproof to showthat the sum of stochasticdiagramsis independentof
K. If we repeatthe calculationof (FF) we do find that the answeris the same.But this is no longer
true for, for example,quark—quarkscattering[3.6]wherethe unrecognizabletermsstemmingfrom the
new drift term no longer cancel.We concludethat it is not generallyvalid to introducea kernelonce
the Langevin equationhas beenmodified by stochasticgauge fixing. Also, one should presumably
alwaysrestrict oneselfto gaugecovariantkernels,evenin the stochasticallygaugefixed case.

It is a natural taskto recastthe Langevinformulationof the stochasticgaugefixing procedurefor
Yang—Mills theoriesin a functional formulation as well [4.5,4.6, 3.12, 4.9, 4.10, 4.13, 4.15]. In
particular we may, in direct generalizationof section 3.2, construct a generatingfunctional for
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stochasticcorrelationfunctions. It reads[4.15]

Z[J] = NJ flDB(i-) exp{f di-d~x[_~(E + - D~aVB~)

+ ~~-~-(~-— D~d~B~)+ J~(x,r) B(x, i-)]~. (4.126)

Let us point out that thepresenceof the stochasticgaugefixing term allows us to perform safelythe
limit t—* ~ right in the generatingfunctional. Onecan thenderive the Feynmanrules, implied by 4~
anddevelopa perturbation.expansion.It shouldbe noted,however,that thegeneralstructureof £~‘FP,

in interplay with the contributions of the stochasticgaugefixing term and volume divergences(see
section3) leadsto quite involveddiagrammatics.It seemsthatcontraryto theLangevinapproachso far
no systematicsimplification for summingthesediagramshasbeenfound.

Apart from thesetechnical problems, however, severalnice resultshave been obtainedas, for
example,the calculationof the f3 -function for Yang—Mills theory to one loop [4.15].We refer the
readerto the literature for further reference.

Parallelto theconstructionofthe generatingfunctionalin termsofa Fokker—Planckactiononemay
adhereto a direct study of the Fokker—Planckequation [4.5,3.12, 4.13, 4.15] and of its equilibrium
distribution. In general (see also next section) we cannotexpect an exponentialsolution to the
Fokker—Planckequation.

Onemay insteadtry to solve the Fokker—Planckequation

P=fd”x~i (~
1+D~A”+~-~-)P (4.127)

perturbatively[3.12]by setting, asin thediscussionof the scalarcase,

p~gkp (4.128)

We split the Yang—Mills action(4.60) into its free part andthe interactiontermsproportionalto g and

S=S0+S1+S2 (4.129)

so that the Fokker—Planckequationfor the ~k becomesfor the gaugefixing term A =

Pk=fdx3Ba() [~B~X)~ ~a

+fd x &B(x) [ôB~(x) +gfa c~ ÔVB~]Pkl

_______ 8S2
d”x 6B(x) 6B~(x) ‘~k-2~ (4.130)
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This recursiveequationmay thenbe solved order by order in perturbationtheory by the methods
outlined in section3. To give just an examplewe havefor the zeroth-ordercomponent

Po=Nexp[_~Jd4kB~(L1~y1B~] (4.131)

with
= ~ab [T,~~(1— exp(—2k2t))+ L,

4~(1_exp(~~2k2t))]. (4.132)

As a further applicationonemay perform in the ~—* co limit an expansion[4.111of the generating

functional of connectedGreenfunctionsW(J) definedby

W[J] = ln Z[J] (4.133)

with

Z[J] = JDB exp{J d~xB(x) J~(x)}P[B, t]. (4.134)

Let us finally mentionthatan attempthasbeenmadeto derivethe aboveperturbationtheorywith its
verticesdirectly from an ordinaryaction, by invoking the conceptof para-statistics[4.14].

4.2.2. Propertiesof the stochasticgaugefixing force
In this section (wherewe follow closely refs. [4.9,4.10]) we would like to discusssome of the

propertiesof the newdrift termJYb ~ b(x t), referredto asastochasticgaugefixing term (Zwanziger
term). For theparticularchoice A = — jiB we will studyin which senseit actuallyfixes the gauge,and
we will discussa simplemodelwhich exhibits the basicfeaturesof the full Yang—Mills case.

Finally, we shall give a formal argument as to why stochasticquantizationcan ‘reproduce’ the
Faddeev—Popovprescriptionby choosinga specific (non-local) stochasticgaugefixing term.

We start by considering A = —(1 /a)9~B~.First note [4.5] that the gauge-fixing force is non-
conservative,as follows from

~B(x, t) D~(y, t) ê~B~(y,t) — ~Bb~y t) D~(x,t) ~ t)�0 (4.135)

andwhich, in fact, holdsfor a generalchoiceof A [4.16].It thenfollows that the stochasticgaugefixing
term cannotbe expressedas the gradientof an action, but rathercan be split into a gradientand a
divergencelessterm (a purecurl)

D~’t3J,B~= — ~- + gfabcBb8~B~ (4.136)

with

~ (4.137)
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For the following discussion let us recall some basic notions of gauge orbits [4.17],avoiding
mathematicalrigour as much as tolerable.

We considerthe gaugefield B,4(x, t) = B~(x,t)A” as an elementB in a Hilbert spaceH, with the
norm given by

11B11
2 = f d~xB~(x,t) B~(x,t) = (B, B). (4.138)

Note that the distance betweentwo elementsB
1 and B2 is gauge invariant. We define the gauge

transformB~similar to eq. (4.112);as g(x) variesover all local gaugetransformationsB~describesthe
gaugeorbit of the point B. Next we needto introducethe Faddeev—PopovoperatorL(B)

L(B) = —a~D~(B) (4.139)

(where D~,4is the covariantderivative)and define a hyperplanein the Hilbert spaceH by jiB = 0.
One definesthen the Gribov region 11 as the part of the hyperplanejiB = 0 wherethe Faddeev—

Popov operatoris non negative.The boundaryjiQ is known as the Gribov horizon. It hasa vanishing
Faddeev—Popovoperator.The shapeof 11 is characterizedby the fact that it is an open,convexand
boundedset. It can be chosento contain the origin.

We havenow gatheredenoughterminologyto studyin generaltermsthe effectsof the gauge-fixing
force (4.136). For the sakeof easyargumentationlet usneglectin the following the usualdrift term

and the randomnoisein eq. (4.118),which correspondsto consideringa purely deterministic
dynamicalsystem (we could imaginesucha situation, for example,in the limit of very small a)

134 = ~-D~~ (4.140)

As a first resultwe can showthatthe gauge-fixingforceis a restoringforce, pulling backB to the origin

B = 0. This follows as

~ 11B11
2=2(B,B)= ~ (B,DoB)

= — (DB, c9B)= — ~ IdBIl2�0. (4.141)

It can be shownnext that thepoints on the hypersurfacet9B = 0 which lie in the Gribov region 11 are
stablefixed points,whereasthe pointsoutside(1 areunstablefixed pointsof the gauge-fixingforce. This
can mosteasilybe shownby consideringa point B in the neighbourhoodof the hyperplane~B=0 and
setting

B~= B°~+ eB~ (4.142)

whereB°is in the hyperplane,ÔB°= 0, and 111 in theorthogonalsubspace.To leadingorder in e we

have

~ ~ = 2(aB,oE)= — (SB, L(B) ~B) = — ~ (~B1,L(B°)ôB1)e2 (4.143)

so that,with the propertiesof L(B) outlined above,the stability argumentis demonstrated.
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The generalfeaturethat emerges[4.10]when we includein eq. (4.140) also the perturbationof a
Gaussiannoise term is as follows. Let us supposethat B is locatednear the origin and drifting
arbitrarily.

Owing to the influenceof the restoringforce it will be draggedin the direction of the Gnbovregion
(2, exceptwhenbeingvery closeto it (i.e. whenthe restoringforce is quite weak) it developsa large
horizontalcomponentalong 11 by statistical fluctuations. In this way it is possible that it evenmay
escapethe vicinity of 12, wherethe hyperplaneÔB = 0 is no longeran attractor.However,againowing
to the fluctuatingBrownian motion it unavoidablypicksup a drift from the gauge-fixingforce leading
away from the jiB = 0 surfaceandfinally is stronglyattractedtowardsthe origin, insteadof escapingto
infinity alongthe hyperplane.

To understandthe propertiesof the stochasticgaugefixing in better detailit is instructive to studya
simple two-dimensionalmodelwhich exemplifiesimpressivelythe aboveconcepts[4.9].

One chooses(for a>0)

(i)_~( 2xy2 ) (4.144)
y a (1—x2)y

and finds easily

~(x2+y2)=_~(x2+1)y2

(4.145)

~ y2=— ~(1_x2)y2

which are the analogues of eqs. (4.141) and (4.143). Here we identify the hypersurface ÔB = 0 with
y = 0, the Gribov region 12 is the interval 11 = { y =0, —1� x � 1), and the Gribov horizon dii is
formed by the points (~‘). The lines of flow for the force (4.144) are obtained by

clylx (4.146)
dx 2xy

as

2y2=lnx2—x2+c (4.147)

and are given in fig. 4.11.

ô.A

~-c~ ~A

Fig. 4.11. A typical pathfor a particleunderthe combinedinfluenceof the drift andnoiseterm.
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For the sakeof illustrationwe also drew (dottedline) a typical Brownianpathfor a particle under
the combinedinfluenceof the drift and noiseterms.

Further numericalinvestigationand confirmationof the aboveconceptsfor the actual Yang—Mills
case can be found in ref. [4.18].

Finally, we would like to add a formal argument[4.6]that (for somearbitrarygauge-fixingcondition)
we can specify a stochasticgauge-fixing term in such a way that the equilibrium distribution of the
correspondingFokker—Planckequationis given by the conventionalpath-integraldensity (with gauge
fixing and the Faddeev—Popovterm).

To this endwe convenientlyusea BRS formulationof the Faddeev—Popovconstruction.The BRS
operatoris definedby

Q = f d~x{(D,~cy’ ~-~- — ~ ~ ~ + b” (4.148)

where b is an auxiliary field andc, ~ denote (scalar) ghostsand antighosts,respectively.As is well
known, this operatorsatisfies

Q2=0 (4.149)

and allows the conventionalgauge-fixingpartof the action to be expressedby

SGF = f d~x b0b” + (jiBa)ba — aji(D )a] = QK (4.150)

where

K = fd~x(~-b’ + dBa)~a (4.151)

Let us remarkthat b is not a dynamicalfield. If we integrateit out we obtainan equivalentexpression
for the gauge-fixingaction, namely

SGFJdX[~ (dB)2—t~dDc] (4.152)

which (apartfrom the ghostterm) we alreadyusedin previousdiscussions.
We maygeneralizethe gauge-fixingconditionanddefineK by an arbitrary function F

KJd~x(~-ba + Fa)~. (4.153)

What we will shownow is that the Fokker—Planckequation

P=Jd~x~ (~-+ - + D~A~’)P (4.154)

hasa stationarysolutionpeq given by the conventionalpath-integraldensity
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peq = JdB Db Dc D~exp(—S— SGF) (4.155)

providedwe chooseA as

____ 6K
= — ~ JDbDcDEJd~YCa(x) bB~(y)[6B~(y) exp(—S— SGF)]. (4.156)

Though A is an involved quantity, the proof of the abovestatementcan quite elegantly [4.8]be
performedusing the propertiesof theBRS generator.Before working out thedetails,let us notethat
for F~~=dBa

A” = dB (4.157)

in the Abeliancase.
We insert now eq. (4.156) in eq. (4.154)and get for the stationaryFokker—Planckequation(we

denotefDb Dc DE by f):

I
~ _____

— x 6B~jx)6B(x) exp(—S— SGF)

____ ____ 6K

_~JJdnxdny6Ba(x){D~C~x~6Bb(y) (6B~(y)exp(—S— SGF))}. (4.158)

For later conveniencetwo identitiesshould be noted,namely

6 6K abc-c 6K
(QK) = Q 6B”~(x)— gf c 6B~(x) (4.159)

6B”~(x)

and

6 ________ ________ ________

(D~(x)C’~(x))6Bb(y) = 6B~(y)(D~(x)C’~(x))6B~(x)
6B~(x)

6
6”(x—y). (4.160)— fabd C’~(x)6B”~(x)

Insertingthe first identity in the l.h.s. of eq. (4.158) we get

__ __ Kl
I Jd~ 6 1 / 6K \— x 6B(x) [~6~a~) gf C Iexp(—S—SGF). (4.161)x) J

Conversely,with the secondidentity the r.h.s.of (4.158)reads

_______ a 6 / 6K (—S— SGF))}

fJd”y 6B~(y){(D~C(x)) 6B~(x)~6B~(y)
b exp

____ 6K
+ d”x 6B(x) {gfabc~ ~ b exp(—S— sGF)}. (4.162)

B,~(x)
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With the definition (4.148)of the BRS chargethis thenbecomes

dnx 6B~(y){Q(6:~~exP(-S-SGF))~

+ ffd~xd”y 6B~(y){~faca CC( ) Cd(x) 6Ca(x) + b” 6c”} 6B~(y)exp(—S— SGF)

—Jfd”x 6B~() {gfabccc j~ exp(—S— sGF)}. (4.163)

Given the BRS invarianceof S andSGF

Q(S+SGF)=0 (4.164)

the first and the third integral just add to the l.h.s. of eq. (4.158) given by eq. (4.161).The second
integralvanishesafter a few straightforwardmanipulationsby partial integration [4.6,4.8]. We have
thus recoveredthe standardFaddeev—Popovformula.

At the end of this formal equivalenceproof for gaugetheorieswe would like to add a word of
caution,namelythat the investigationof thedynamicsof the implied stochasticgauge-fixingtermseems
to be moreinvolved due to the non-localityof A (4.156). In a recentpaper[4.19]it has,in fact,been
claimedthat confinementwithin one Gribov regionseemsunlikely. But in our opinion this issue still
requiresinvestigation.

5. Tensorandstring field theories

In this sectionwe wish to discussthe possiblegeneralizationsof the Parisi—Wu schemeto fields of
higher rank. Of most interest, perhaps,is the possibility of a stochasticquantizationof theories
involving gravity. Onesuchtheory,Einstein gravity,will be discussedin section5.2, andin section5.3
we presenta brief discussionof stochasticquantizationin connectionwith string field theories.We
begin,however,with a muchsimplersystem:a theoryinvolving oneantisymmetrictensorfield B,4,,. We
restrictourselvesto thecasewherethis tensorfield is Abelian, but thereareno fundamentalobstacles
to generalizingit to the non-Abeliancaseaswell.

5.1. Abelianantisymmetrictensorfields

We first define a totally antisymmetricfield strengthF,~,,,,,(x)associatedwith the field B,4,,(x)=

F,4,,~= d,4B,,~— d,,B~,4+ d~B,4,, (5.1)

and a correspondingLagrangian

~= ~ (5.2)
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It is clear from (5.1) that the field strength is invariant under the following gaugetransformation:

B,~,,—*B,4,, + ~ — d,,A,, (5.3)

whereA,~is an arbitraryvectorfield. We canthereforeview eq. (5.2) asthe tensorgeneralizationof an
Abelian gaugetheory. The antisymmetrictensorfield B,~,,plays the role of a gaugepotential.

However, thereis one importantand interestingdifferencebetweenan ordinary field theory of a
Maxwell field, and the theory definedby eq. (5.2). The tensorfield theory hasa much largergauge
invariance[5.1].This is clearalreadyfrom eq. (5.3) sinceobviously thegaugetransformationitself is
invariantunder

(5.4)

with x an arbitrary scalarfunction. This ‘hidden’ gaugesymmetryhasimportantconsequencesfor the
quantizationof the theory (5.2) if one relies on standardmethods.As we shall see, in a stochastic
quantizationschemethe effectsof gaugeinvarianceare automaticallytakeninto account.

In a standardFaddeev—Popovprocedurefor this theorythemethodfor introducingghostsappearsto
breakdown.This is clear,becausetheFaddeev—Popovdeterminantassociatedwith the transformation
(5.3) is not properly definedon accountof the Faddeev—Popovoperatorbeing non-invertible.This
againis simply aconsequenceof theextragaugeinvariance(5.4),which representsthenew invariance
associatedwith the first ghostfields themselves.In sucha standardformulationthecureto this problem
lies in the introductionof ‘ghosts for ghosts’ [5.2—5.5].(For tensorsof higher rank this schemeof
introducing moreandmoreghost fields to removeunphysicaldegreesof freedomcancontinuefurther.)

In stochasticquantizationwe do not have to fix the gauge,andghostsarethereforenot necessary.
The sameholds evenin situationswherethe ghoststhemselveswould requirenewghosts.Let us now
see [5.6] how the stochastic quantizationprescription works for the tensor field B,~,,(x) of the
Lagrangian(5.2).

In a second-orderformalism, correspondingto (5.2), we have just one Langevinequation:

t:9 6S
~ t) = — 6B,~,,(x,t) + 77,4,,(x, t) (5.5)

i.e.

t)= d
2B~,,(x,t)+ d~d~B,,~(x,t)+ d,,d~B~(x,t)+

77~,,(x,t). (5.6)

We mention in passing that this is only one possible way of quantizing the theory (5.2). An

alternativesecond-orderformalism is basedon the Lagrangian

~ ~PAPF~JH BAP(x) — ~j-H,4(x) H,4(x) (5.7)

with

F,~,,[H]=d,~H,,(x)—d,,H,~~(x). (5.8)
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The action associatedwith (5.7) is, both classically and quantummechanically,equivalentto the
actionassociatedwith (5.2). This is readilycheckedby first performingpartialintegrationson the H,4(x)
field. The H,4 (x) field then appearsasa non-dynamicalauxiliary field which only entersquadraticallyin
the action. Performingthe exact GaussianintegrationH,4 then yields the actioncorrespondingto eq.
(5.2). In particular,note that the (real) parametera in eq. (5.7) is completely arbitrary since this
parameterdisappearsupon integratingout the H,, field; all gauge invariant quantitieswill hencebe
independent of this parameter.

Associatedwith the first-orderformalism are two coupled Langevin equations:

t) = — ~ e1,,,~~(d~H,7(x, t) — d,,.H~(x,t)) + 77,4,,(x, t) (5.9a)

2 a

-~—~H,4(x~t) = a H,,(x, t) — ~ ~ t) + q,4(x, t). (5.9b)

Onecan readily checkthat the stochasticquantizationbasedon thesetwo coupledequationsyields
resultsidentical to thoseobtainedfrom the first-order formalism.Let us thereforerestrictourselvesto
the Langevin equation(5.6) of the second-orderformalism.

The stochasticnoise field of eq. (5.6) is of courseitself an antisymmetrictensorfield, fl,4y(x, t) =

—77V,4 (x, t). Its expectationvaluesare determinedby the measureof the partition function

z=JDnexp{_ ~f d
4xdti~,,(x, t)fl,4,,(x, t)}. (5.10)

This meansthat any functionalF[B,4,,] [andthe B,,,,(x, t) field is now implicitly a functional of the
noise field -q,4,,(x, t) via theLangevinequation(5.6)] hasa stochasticexpectationvalue (F[B])~ given
by

= ~ JD
77F[B]expf_ ~f d

4xdt
77,~,,(x, t) 77,4,,(x, t)~ (5.11)

with B,4,,(x, t) determinedfrom eq. (5.6). Z is the normalizationconstantgiven in (5.10).
In particular,

(fl,4,,(x, t) ~ t’)),, = ~ — ôVpô,4U)ô
4(x — x’) 8(t — t’) (5.12)

and similarly for higher2n-pointfunctions.
Now as ~ Co thesestochasticexpectationvaluesreduceto ordinaryvacuumexpectationvalues,for

any gauge-invariantfunctional. In order to see how this reductionto ordinary vacuumexpectation
values works in detail, and how the physical degreesof freedomcontribute to gauge invariant
quantities,let us try to solve theLangevin equation(5.6) directly.

To this end, let us first introducea convenientandcompactnotation.We startwith a ‘unit’ 1 defined
by

= ~ — ~ (5.13)

which is antisymmetricin eachsetof indicesseparately,but symmetricbetween(~w)~ (pu).
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Also, it is convenient to introduce the standard momentum projection operator for massless vector
fields,

T 6 kk/~2
,4V ,4V ,4V

anddefine

= ~(TayT~j~— ~ . (5.15)

Note that P constructedin this way is also a projectionoperator:

P2= P, P(~— P)= 0, (1 — P)2 = (1 — P). (5.16)

Having introducedthis notation it is trivial to solve the Langevinequation(5.6). We find

G(k, t) = 0(t) [P(k) exp(—k2t) + (1 — P)] (5.17)

in momentumspace,and thegeneralsolutionto eq. (5.6) is hence

B,4,,(k, t) = f di- G,4pa~(k, t — T)
77,,,~(k,i-) + B~~(k,0) [P exp(—k

2t)+ I — P]~,, (5.18)

with B,4,,(k,0) determinedby the initial conditions.
Note that the B,4,, field naturallydivides into two parts:

B,4,,(k,t) = B~,,(k,t) + B~,,(k,t) (5.19)

with

BT=PB, B’=(l—P)B. (5.20)

[Themultiplication rule beingthenatural one: (A. B)a~= AaI3ysB
7a.]

The fields B~,,andB are solutionsof two decoupledLangevin equations:
t) = —k

2 B~,,(k,t) +
77~,,(k, t) (5.21a)

fB~,,(k,t) = 77~,,(k,t) (5.21b)

in completeanalogyto theAbeliangaugefield case[seesection4]. As canbe seenfrom eq. (5.21),the
field B~,,(k,t) simply performsrandomwalk aroundits initial configuration.

It is B~,,(k,t) which is responsiblefor the propagationof thephysicaldegreesof freedom.Since P
satisfiesP

2 = P, its eigenvalueswill be0 or 1. We canthereforecountthedegreesof freedomassociated
with the propagationof BT = PB by taking the trace:
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Tr P(k)= ~ P~O.,4,,(k)= 3 (5.22)

in d =4 dimensions.
In general,in d dimensionsB,,,, will propagate(d— 1)(d — 2)12 degreesof freedom.This is readily

seenfrom a different argument[5.6]. Since B,,,, is antisymmetric,it hasd(d— 1)/2 different compo-
nents. Since only B~,,propagatesphysical degreesof freedom,we must imposethe transversality
condition, which leads to (d— 1) constraints.This leaves d(d— 1)/2 — (d — 1) = (d — 1)(d— 2)12
degreesof freedom.Of course,for a physicalscatteringamplitudeonemust also imposetheon-shell
conditionk2 = 0. This is doneby Wick rotatingbackinto Minkowski spacewhereS-matrixelementscan
be computed.It canbe shown[5.6] that theon-shellcondition k2 = 0 reducesthenumberof degreesof
freedomto (d — 2)(d— 3)12, and 13,4,, carries thereforein the 4-dimensionalcaseonly one physical
degreeof freedom.

Weshouldpoint out that this resultis in agreementwith theconventionalghosts-for-ghostsapproach
[5.2], and reflects one of the surprising propertiesof antisymmetrictensorfields in 4 space-time
dimensions.A simple argumentcan actuallybe given for this result: introducea scalarfield 4’ through

F,4,,ff(x) = e,4,,.~~d~4’(x) (5.23)

in termsof which the Lagrangian(5.2) takesthe form

(5.24)

i.e., the action densityof a free, massless,scalar field! Of course, such manipulationsare strictly
speakingvalid only at the ‘classical’ level ofequationsof motion. As wehaveshownabove,this actually
remainsvalid upon quantization,but only on the massshell.

As an example,let usnowcomputethetransversepropagator.Usingeqs.(5.18)and(5.21) onefinds
[5.6]

~ = lim (B~,,(k,t) B~(k’,t)) = P,4,,pff(k)(21r)d6d(k+ k’) ~. (5.25)

Similarly, for a gauge-invariantquantity suchas the F,,,,~— F~
78correlationfunction, one finds, for

example[5.6]:

lim (Fa~y(k,t) Fa~y(k’, t)) = _(21~~)d6d(k+ k’) 3(d—1)(d—2) (5.26)

in d dimensions.This, of course,agreeswith the result of standardquantizationprocedures.In this
Abelian case,thecrucial role playedby the ghosts-for-ghostscould in any caseonly be ascertainedif
onecomputed,for example,finite temperatureeffects [5.5],oruseda gauge-fixingcondition containing
covariantcoupling to otherfields suchas gravity [5.3].

5.2. Einstein gravity

5.2.1. Linearizedgravity and the indefinitenessproblem
In this sectionwe would like to applythestochasticschemeto thegravitationalfield. Giventhemany
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known problemswhich arisewhen oneattemptsto quantizethe gravitational field by conventional
methods[5.7]we shouldnot besurprisedwhenencounteringdifficulties within the stochasticapproach
as well. Indeed,let us recall oneof the obstaclesfor the quantizationof Euclideangravity, namelythe
fact that the EinsteinHilbert actionSEH is not positivedefinite [5.8]. As aconsequenceexp(—SEH)will
eventuallyincreaseexponentiallyso that astraightforwardpathintegralquantizationin Euclideanspace
is not possibleandmodificationsof the standardpathintegral procedureare necessary[5.8]. At the
beginningof this section,wewill outline the standardgauge-fixingprocedurefor linearizedgravity and
sketch the approachof ref. [5.8] thereafter.

We will subsequentlysee that a straightforwardapplicationof the stochasticquantizationschemeis
not possible [5.9,5.10], as the stochasticprocessnever will relax to equilibrium. This is a direct
consequenceof the indefinitenessof the Euclideanaction. We will explain that this non-relaxationis
intrinsicallydifferent from the oneencounteredin ordinarygaugetheories(seesection4.1.2),persisting
as well when calculatinggaugeinvariantquantities.

A solution to this problemmaypossiblybe foundwhenallowing for a moregeneralformulationof
stochasticquantizationthan so far considered:guided by the principle of generalcovariancewith
respectto field redefinitionsa one-parameterfamily of Langevinequationsfor the metric tensorfield
hasbeenproposed[5.11] (for an earlier attemptwithin a relatedcontextsee also ref. [5.12]), and a
preferredparametervaluehasbeenpointed out.

Theindefinitenessproblemmanifestsitself whenonetriesto give a probabilisticinterpretationof the
noise.We discussa rathernaturalprecriptionfor howto dealwith this and studythe equilibrium limit
of the correspondingFokker—Planckdistribution. Remarkablywe find an equilibrium distribution
which is just the sameas that correspondingto the approachof ref. [5.8].

Before closing this sectionwe will put severalotherstochasticapproachesto quantumgravity [5.9,
5.10, 5.13, 5.14] into perspective(seealso [5.24])andendour discussionwith afew remarksconcerning
the stochasticapproachto gravity beyondthe linear approximation[5.11].

We startfrom the Einstein—Hilbertaction(for standardtextbookson gravity see,for example,ref.
[5.15]) in Euclidean(or more preciselyRiemannian)space-time

SEHg~b1= — ~- fd~x~ R[g~~] (5.27)

where

x = 8reG1c3 (5.28)

g = — det ~ab (5.29)

and R is the curvaturescalarof the positive-definitemetric ~ (x). Expandingthemetric aroundflat
space-time

~ab = 6ab + 2v’~he,, (5.30)

one obtainsin lowest order (up to surfaceterms) the quadraticaction [5.15]

S~(hab)= ~f d4xhabVabcdhCd (5.31)
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describinga helicity-2 field in Euclideanspace-time,with 1Tabcd beinggiven in momentumspaceby

Vabcd= — ~(6acôbd + 6ad8bc — 2ôab6cd) — (kakb5cd + ôabkckd)

+ ~(kak6bd + kakd6bc+ kbkc6ad+ kbk~ôCd). (5.32)

From (5.32) it follows that

Vabcd = V(ab)(cd) = Vcdab (5.33)

(wherewe denotedsymmetrizationof indices by round brackets),which implies that V defines a
self-adjointoperatoron the linearspaceof symmetrictensorfields. A morecompactrepresentationof
V maybe obtainedupon the introductionof the following completesetof projectionoperators[5.16]

‘~abcd ~(TaCTbd+ TadTbc)~ ~TObTCd (5.34)

‘~abcd= ~(TacLbd + TadLbc + TbcLad + TbdLaC) (5.35)

‘~abcd= LabLcd (5.36)

D°’ —IT P

~ abcd 3’ab’cd

whereagain asin section4

Tab = — kakb/k2 (5.38)

Lab = kakblk2. (5.39)

Denotingthe unit operatoron the spaceof symmetrictensorfields by

1abcd = ~(t5act5bd + ôadôbc) (5.40)

onecan easily check the completenessrelation

P2 + P1 + P°+ P°’= 1. (5.41)

For convenienceof lateruse,let us notetwo useful relations,namely

(P1 + 2P°)abcd= ~(~5acLbd + tSadLbc+ t5bCL~d+ ôbdL~C) (5.42)

(3P°’— P°)~bCd= 6ab6cd — 8ab’~cd— L~b~5Cd (5.43)

which follow directlyfrom thedefinitions (5.34)—(5.37).In termsof theabovespin projectionoperators
V is simply proportionalto the differenceof two of them
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V= —k2(P2— 2P°’) (5.44)

which clearly showsthe indefinitenessof the Euclideanactionalreadyatthe linearizedlevel: P°’(which
comprisesthe conformal degreesof freedom as it containscontributions of the trace part of hab)

appearsin associationwith a crucialminussign andwill imply the actionto be unboundedfrom below.
Let us, therefore,review in the following oneproposedmodification[5.8] of the standardpathintegral
procedurefor linearized gravity. Using this prescriptionwe will, as an example,calculatethe free
gravitonpropagatorand compareit with the expressionsobtainedwithin the stochasticscheme.

Owing to the gaugeinvarianceof the action(5.31) underthe gaugetransformations

hab~4hab+ daAb + dbAa (5.45)

whereA~correspondsto an infinitesimal coordinatetransformation,we haveto imposea gaugefixing
condition on hab.

We considerthe linear, covariantand local gaugefixing condition

C~(h) = dchac — Adahcc= 0, A� 1 (5.46)

which is implementedby addingthe gaugefixing term

S(A~a)(h)= Jd4x aC~(h)C~(h) (5.47)

to the action (5.31). We do not have to introducein our caseFaddeev—Popovghost fields, as they
decouplein the linear approximation.In momentumspacewe obtain, using the projectionoperators
(5.34)—(5.37)aswell asrelations (5.42), (5.43),

aC~C~= ~a ~h~b[ ~(kb~5ea+ k~6~b)— Akei5ab][~(kC6ed+ kd6ec) — Ake6cd]hcd

= ~a~habk2[~(P1 + 2P°)abcd+ A(3P°’— P°— 65)abcd + A2ôab6cd]hcd. (5.48)

The simplestexpressionfor the gaugefixed actionis obtainedfor A = ~, a = ~(the ‘harmonic’ gauge)

in which caseit becomes,using the completenessrelation (5.41),

S = S~(h)+ S~2~v2)(h)= f d4khk2(l — ~6o)h. (5.49)

It should be noted that the gaugefixing proceduredid not changethe indefinitenesspropertyof the

action. This can most easilybe seenby studying theeigenstateshE of the operator1 — 66

(l—~66)hE=EhE. (5.50)

If we makethe generalansatzfor hE

hE=al+b&5 (5.51)
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we find two solutions,namely

h1=11—ôô/4, h1=.66 (5.52)

which clearly shows the indefinitenessof thegaugefixed action(5.49).
In orderto obtain insteada positive definite actionit wasproposedin ref. [5.8]to continueh in the

complex planein a specific way, namely to requirethe trace part (the conformalmode) of hab to be
purely imaginary. Specifically,

/ 66\ 68
~ (5.53)

so thatone obtainsinsteadof (5.49)

~= ~fd4kk2[hRC(1 _~)hRe+hIm~ him]= ~fd4kk2hh* (5.54)

which clearly is positive definite. It is now easyto calculatethefree gravitonpropagatorin theharmonic
gauge,which becomes

J D[(l — ~)hRe]D[~ him] exp{_ ~f d
4kk2 [hRe (1— ~)hRe+hIm ~ h

1m]}

[hRe(1 — hRe — h~m~ him]/~f D[(1 — ~)hRe] D[44~him]

.exp{_ ~Jd4kk2[hRe (i — hRe + him ~ him]}}. (5.55)

Using (5.53) and the fact that

= hRe(1— hRe — him him = h(1 — h* (5.56)

we obtain, finally,

JDh Dh* exp(_ f d
4kk2hh*) h(1 — h* = — (5.57)

J DhDh*exp(_ Jd4kk2hh*)

which endsour short discussionon the methodproposedin ref. [5.8].

5.2.2. Breakdownofnaivestochasticquantizationof gravity
In this sectionwe would like to study theconsequencesof the indefiniteaction (5.31)for stochastic

quantization,using a straightforward(howeveraswill be seen,toonaïve)applicationof the stochastic
methodspresentedin the previoussections.The Langevin equationreadsin this case
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~hab(k, t) = Vabcdhcd + ~ab (5.58)

with the white noise fulfilling

(~abQ~,t)) = 0 (5.59)

(4~ab(’~~,t) ~cd(k’, t’)) = 2 (2~r)41 64(k+ k’) 6(t — t’) , etc . (5.60)

We can solveeq. (5.58) by finding first the solutionG(k, t) of the deterministicpart of this equation,

i.e. setting ~ to zero,

G(k, t) = 0(t) e”~’ (5.61)

subjectto the boundarycondition

G(k, 0) = 1 . (5.62)

Using the fact that P2 andP°’areorthogonalprojectorssatisfying (5.41),we easilyobtain for (5.61)

G(k, t) = 0(t) exp(—k2tP2)exp(2k2tP°’)

= (exp(—k2t)P2 + I — P2) (exp(2k2t)P°’+ 1 — P°’)0(t)

= (exp(—k2t)P2 + exp(2k2t)P°’+ P1 + P°)0(t) (5.63)

which shows,asa direct consequenceof the crucial minus sign in (5.44), a ‘runaway’ behaviourin the

P°’contribution.Continuing, we find the uniquesolutionof (5.58)with the initial condition
hab(k,0)=0 (5.64)

as

hab(k, t) = J Gabcd(k, t — i-) ~ T) di- (5.65)

andevaluatethe equaltime two-point function to be

(hab(k,t) hcd(k’, t))

= 2 (2~)~64(h + h’) J di- Gabem(k, t — i-) Gcdem(k, t — i-)

= (2ir)4 64(k + k’) [~P2(1 — exp(—2k2t))— P°’(l — exp(+4k2t))+ 2t(P1+ P0)]. (5.66)
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In the Parisi—Wuapproachthe equaltime-correlationfunctionsaresupposedto yield theEuclidean
Greenfunctions in the limit ~ oo. Obviously this limit doesnot exist atall in thegravitationalcaseas
the right-handside of (5.66) divergesboth linearly andexponentiallyfor ~ Co~

Let usrecall that thestochasticquantizationof theMaxwell field yields adivergentpropagator,too.
But therethedivergenceis only linearand— beinga puregaugetermproportionalto L,4,, — reflectsjust
the randomwalk behaviourof the gaugemodes(seesection4); thedivergencesdo not contributeto
gaugeinvariantquantities.

In the gravity case,however,any gaugeinvariant quantity involvesthe linearizedRiemanntensor
[5.15]

R~bCd= 4k~ hbc kd (5.67)

(wherewe have indicatedantisymmetrizationof index pairs with squarebrackets)andall non-trivial
gauge invariantexpectationvaluescan be constructedfrom

(Rabcd(k,t) R41k,(k’,t’)) = l6ka kj(hbc(k, t) h.k(k’, t’)) kd k~. (5.68)

I I

We seeeasilyfrom (5.68) and the definitions (5.34)—(5.37)that only P
2 and P°’contributeto gauge

invariantquantities,as only they contain momentumindependentterms

p2(m.ind.) .-~ — , p°’~~’~~— (5.69)

whereasP1 and P°arepuregaugemodes.As a consequence,we canidentify in the largetime limit of
the 2-point correlation (5.66) linear divergencescorrespondingto the gauge modes as well as
exponentialdivergencesfor the gaugeinvariant part.

Generalizingthis result to arbitraryGreenfunctionswe haveto concludethat we failed in ourfirst
attemptto stochasticallyquantizelinearizedgravity. Apart from the (harmless)polynomial divergences
in t (which dropout in gaugeinvariant quantities)we generallyhave to faceexponentiallyincreasing
termsas well. In the following we are going to discussseveralapproachesin orderto overcomethis
problem.

5.2.3. Generallycovariantstochasticformulation
In this sectionwewould like to showthat stochasticquantizationof gravity shouldbe formulatedin

more generalterms than so far considered.The concept [5.11]that we are going to useis manifest
covarianceof the Langevin equation with respect to redefinitions implied by general coordinate
transformations.This necessitatesthe introduction of a metric tensorfunctional G”~’(x,x’) (which
dependson themetric tensorfield ~ and which shouldnot be confusedwith it) in field configuration
space.The mostgeneralfield metricG~~!~c~tthat is local, andwith respectto whichthe actionsof general
coordinatetransformationson ~ are isometries,is given [5.17]by the one-parameter(A) -family of
field metrics

Gabcd(X, x’) = ~ gl/2(gacgba + gadgbc + Agabg~) 64(x — x’) (5.70)

(5.71)
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wherethe (irrelevant)constantC maybechosenfor convenienceas C = 1. We areactuallyinterestedin
the inversefield metric Gabcd, which will enterinto the covariantLangevinequationfor gab, andwhich
reads

Gabcd = 2C~i/2(~ac~bd+ ~ad~bc + ~~ab~cd) 64(x — x’) (5.72)

where

(5.73)

We also notethat in 4 space-timedimensionsthe determinantof Gabcd is independentof ~ [5.17].In
the linearizedcaseGabcd becomes

G~°~d(x,x’) = (labcd + ~ 8~8~)64(x — x’) (5.74)

and the manifestly covariantLangevinequationfor h~bis given by

oh I 6S~°~(h)

—~= — j dx’ G~,°~d(x,x’) ~~‘lcd + ~ab (5.75)
or

(5.76)

and

~=_k2(l + ~ 66)(P2_2P01)h+~. (5.77)

In the above linearizedequationsthe white noise ~ involves, by the principle of generalcoordinate
invariance,in its Gaussiandistribution the field metric Gabcd again

D~exp{_ ~Jd~xd4x’ dt ~(x,t)ab G(o)a~(x,x’) ~(x’, t)cd} (5.78)

so that the 2-pointcorrelationof the noise readsin Fourierspace

(~(k,t) ~(k’, t)) = (1 + ~ 66)2 (2ir)4 64(k+ k’) 6(t — t’). (5.79)

In the previous sections we have interpretedstochastic differential equations in the sense of
Stratanovich(seethe discussionin section2). It can,however,beargued(see[5.11])thatin the gravity
casea physically meaningful formulation preferablyrequiresan Ito interpretation.Unfortunately,in
this casethe manifestcovarianceof (5 .75)—(5.77) is lost owing to the Ito rulesfor variabletransforma-
tions and a Langevin equationwhich manifestly transformscovariantly has to be constructed(see
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[5.23]). The covariantizedLangevin equationthen contains an extra term involving the Laplace—

Beltrami operatorwith respectto the field metric G””~

4~g
0~=f d~x’G~

2 6 , (Gv2 Gabcd(X,X’)) (5.80)

g~~(x)
which, given the independenceof G from ~ and taking careof symmetrization,reads

4Gg~b= I dix’ ~ (6gc~x’)+ 6gdC(x’)) Gabcd(X, x’). (5.81)

It is readily evaluatedasfollows:

~G~ab = ~ gg~~(1+ ~)8~(0) (5.82)

wherewe used,for example (seeref. [5.15]),

—1/2 1 —1/2 ab
6g !6g~~= — ~g g . (5.83)

As in this sectionwe areconcernedonly with the linear approximationof gravity we shouldextractthe
correspondingcontribution from (5.82). Referring the readerfor more details to section5.2.4 we,
however,find that the Ito termcontributesto the linearizedLangevinequation(5.75)—(5.78)at leastto
orderVkandcan thereforebeomitted.As an independentargumentfor the non-appearanceof the Ito
termto lowestorderweobservethat theconsideredfield transformationsarethegaugetransformations
(5.45). Thesebeinglinear they do not contributeto the Ito term, which involves twofold functional
derivatives.

Though the parameterA (or ~)was a priori unrestricted,it is clear that a preferredvalue can be
deduced.In fact thevalue

(5.84)

is favoured by the following two remarkableproperties:
i) The divergentIto term (5.82) vanishes,leaving a well-defined Langevin equation. (As stated

above, by formally counting powersin k the Ito term doesnot arisein the linear approximation;it
should, however, vanish in higher ordersfor consistency.)This is the parametervalue for which the
field ~ is harmonicwith respectto the metric G”~,i.e.

‘~Ggab=0~ (5.85)

ii) Only for this value of A the drift term in the Langevin equation (5.77) exhibits a projection
operator.With

pE = (i — ~)(P2 — 2P°’)= P2 — 2P°’+ 8(6 — L) (5.86)
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it holds indeed,using (5.34)—(5.37)and (5.41)—(5.43),that

(pR)2 = pR (5.87)

In the following we restrict our discussionto the value A = p, = —1. The presenceof the projection

operatorallows us to solveeasily theLangevin equation

h=—k2P’~h+~ (5.88)

namely

h = J di- [exp{—k2(t— i-)} pR+ 1 — pR
1~(i-)~ (5.89)

It is important to observethat, owing to the presenceof the projection operator~R (in complete
analogyto the caseof the Maxwell field), gaugeinvariantquantitiesdo not have linear (or, generally,
polynomial) divergencesin t. To seethis we haveto showthat the momentumindependentpart of
1 — ~R vanishes,so that all possiblepolynomial t-dependences(which areall associatedwith 1’ — PR)

drop out in gauge invariant quantities. The above assertion is easily checked by extracting the
momentum-independentpart of ~R

pR(m.ind.) -~ 1 — ~66— ~66+ 66 = 1 (5.90)

so that

1 — pR(mfl~~I)—0. (5.91)

Given that (5.79) is maintainedwe can calculate,as an example,the free propagator

(hh) = pR (1 — ~)pR 6
4(k + k’) (~)4 ~ (5.92)

wherethe termsnotexplicitly written areproportionalto 1 — ~ From theabovediscussionwe finally
extract themomentumindependentpart

(hh)(m~~)= (1 — ~)64(k+ k’) ~ (2~)~ (5.93)

which is in agreementwith the result (5.57) that we obtainedin the modifiedpath integralapproach
[5.8].

5.2.4. Resolvingthe indefinitenessproblem
The careful readermight have wonderedby the end of the last section,whether or how, the

indefinitenessproblemactuallywassolved.In fact, a closerinspectiontells us that theproblemhasjust
beenhidden so far, manifestingitself as the non-positive-definitenoise correlation (5.79) and the
analysis(5.50)—(5.52) (rememberwe put A = = —1).
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The simplestprescriptionwe can think of is to set

/ 66\ .66

(5.94)

where

(rp1)12(2ir)
464(k+k’)6(t—t’). (5.95)

This constructionleaves(5.79) unchanged

/1 66\ \ /66

= (i — ~)2 (2ir)4 54(k + k’) 6(t — t’) (5.96)

but gives a probabilisticinterpretationof the ‘bad’ noise~in termsof theGaussianone q.
The price onehasto payis that the field h becomescomplexin general,thoughthis doesnot affect

Greenfunctions,asnoisesarealwayscontractedpairwise.Beforecontinuingourdiscussionby splitting
the Langevin equation into real and imaginaryparts, we would like to formulate the concept of
stochasticgaugefixing for linearized gravity. Given the gaugetransformation(5.45) it follows from
generalprinciples (seesection4) that the stochasticallygaugefixed Langevin equationis given by

hab = ~k2P~cdhcd ~ + kbfla) + seab (5.97)

where themostgenerallocal ansatzfor A~,which is linear in h, is given by

~ —ia’[~(kd6ac+kcôad)+ ~f3ka6cd]hcd (5.98)

with a and f3 beingarbitraryconstants.In an analysissimilar to (5.48) we thenobtain

—i(k~Ab+ kbAa)

= ~2~1[~(kbkd6ac+ kbkcôad + kakdôbc + kakcöbd) + /3kakbôcd]hcd

= —k2a’[P’ + 2P°+ 13L6]abcdhd (5.99)

and thestochasticallygaugefixed Langevinequationbecomes

h = —k2[P2 + P1a’ + P°(2a’— 1) + F’1 + L 8(1 + f3)]h + ~. (5.100)

With the choice a= 1, /3 = —1, and using the completenessrelation (5.12), the remarkablysimple
equationfollows:

h=—k2h+~ (5.101)

where still
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(~)2(2~r)4(1_~)64(k+k’)o(t_t’). (5.102)

It is completelytrivial to solve (5.101):

h=JdTexp{_k2(t_i-)} ~(T) (5.103)

and calculatethe freepropagatoras

(hh) = (1 — ~)84(k + k’) ~ (2ir)4 (5.104)

in agreementwith (5.57)and(5.93). If we distinguishbetweenthe realand imaginarypartsof thefield
h

h = hRe + lhim (5.105)

and the noise ~as in (5.94)we obtain

‘IRe = ~k2hRe+ (i — ~)q (5.106)

~Im = ~k2him + ~ (5.107)

With the initial conditionh(0,k) = 0 we readoff immediately that

h~~(t)=0, (i_ ~)hIm(t)=0, Vt. (5.108)

Finally let us discusstheFokker—Planckformulationof thestochasticprocess(5.106),(5.107).The

correspondingFokker—Planckequation.(seesections2 and3) reads

~ (5.109)

andhasthe simple equilibrium distribution

P~= 6[~ hRe] 4(i — ~)him]

.exp{_~Jd4kk2[hR(1_~)hR+hI~hI]} (5.110)

which, uponcomparisonwith (5.53),(5.54)is justequivalentto themodifiedpathintegralprescription
[5.8], discussedbefore.
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For the sake of completenesslet us finally discuss some other approachesto overcoming the
indefinitenessproblem. As an attemptone might retormulatethe unsuccessfulapproachof (5.58)—
(5.60) (correspondingto settingA = 0 in (5.72))by using themodified S from (5.54)asa startingpoint.
Being not primarily interestedin a gaugefixed formulation,somegeneralizationof (5.53) hasto be
lookedfor in that case.A prescriptioncanbe foundin ref. [5.10]where,insteadoftheoperatorVgiven
in (5.44) it was proposedto consider

V —k~(P2+ 2(y — 1)P°’). (5.111)

Here y is a constantwhich is adjustedso that y > 1 at first, but which is set to zero after having
performedthe integrationsover the internal fictitious times and after having takenthe limit ~ --* Co~

Redoing, as an example, the calculation of the 2-point function we obtain

(hab(k,t) hCd(k’, t)) = (2ir)4 64(k + k’)~[~P2 (1— exp(—2k2t))

+ 2(1 1) P°’(l— exp{—4(y — 1)k2t}) + 2(P1 + P°)t]. (5.112)

Weseethat thegaugeinvariant(i.e. momentumindependent)partof (5.112)relaxesto equilibrium as
well and finally obtain in the limit ‘y —*0

lim (lim (h~b(k,t) hCd(h’, t))(m~1~)) = (1 — ~)64(k + k’) -~ (21T)4 (5.113)
y—40 t—~~ k

in accordancewith (5.57).Theprescriptionof insertingthe y-factoractuallyamountsto redefiningthe
divergentintegral for the P°’modeas

Jdzz2exp(z2/2) fdzz2 exp{—(y — 1)z212)
—~‘lim =lim(y—1)~=—1 (5.114)

~‘—40

dz exp(z2/2) f dz exp{—(y — 1)z212}

andgives the sameas if onehadrotatedthe z-axis in the imaginarydirection.
Anotherapproachto dealwith bottomlessEuclideanactionshasbeengiven in ref. [5.13],wherethe

ground stateof the (generally) positive definite Fokker—PlanckHamilton operator(see section3)
servesto define the Euclideanpath integral. Although this methodmight be of interest in various
non-gravity models, it doesnot reproducethe free propagatoras given in (5.57); its applicability
beyondthe linearized level is unclear.

A furtherproposal,still revertingto A = 0, canbe foundin ref. [5.9](andwasalso usedin ref. [5.14]
in a somewhatdifferent contextof a bimetric formulationof gravity) to rotatethe fictitious time axis in
the imaginary direction. If the correlation function is interpretedas a tempereddistribution on
Euclideanspace-timewe have

lim exp(±ik2t) = ±iir 8(k2)= 0 (5.115)
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where the secondequationholds in Euclideanspaceof dimensiond � 3 (for moredetailsconcerning
the distributional interpretationsee section9). Thus the exponentially increasing terms in (5.66)
effectively vanish, leavingagainthe result (5.57) as its momentumindependentcontribution.

We concludethis sectionby observingthat several stochasticapproachesto linearized Euclidean
gravity havebeenformulated,implying essentiallythesamefree propagators.It seemsclearlydesirable
to apply thesemethodsto the full non-lineartheory and exploretheir (eventuallydifferent) implica-
tions. Let us remark thatoneof the methodspresented,the generallycovariantstochasticformulation
of ref. [5.11],will howeverstill receivefurtherconfirmationat the free level, namely whendiscussing
the stochasticquantizationof string field theories(seesection5.3).

5.2.5. Beyondthe linear approximationin Einstein gravity
So far we haveformulatedstochasticquantizationof Einstein gravity at the linearized level. In the

following we want to pointout someof thedifficulties one encounterswhengoing beyond,usingmainly
the formulationof ref. [5.11].

Oneimmediateproblemthat arisesin higher ordersin x is thatgenerallythe noise field ~ab is no
longer Gaussian.One can understandthis from the fact that the field metric G~”~dependson the
metric tensorfield gab, which on its own depends(being a solutionof the Langevin equation)on the
noise ~ab~ This implies generallythat the noise distribution ceasesto be Gaussianand most of the
techniques,we acquaintedourselveswith during the last sections,cannotbe appliedany longer.

In ref. [5.14]a bimetricformulationhasbeenadopted.Anotherproposalcanbe foundin ref. [5.11]
to relate the inconvenientnoise ~ab to a Gaussiannoise field ~ by

= Jd4x’ E~(x,x’) ~x’) (5.116)

where~~(x) is distributedas given in the last section,eq. (5.102),

(~~(x,t) ~~(x’,t’)) = Ga°bcd(X, x’) 2 8(t — t’) (5.117)

anda stochasticvielbein functionalE~(x, x’) is introduced.E~(x, x’) dependson ~ andis required

to obeyJd~xd4x’ G~°~~(x,x’) E~(x,y) E~,,(x’,y’) = G~j~fl(y,y’) (5.118)

so that the noisedistribution is transformedinto a Gaussianone.
We thenobservethat only in the Ito interpretationspurioustermswith possiblyvielbein E~(x,x’)

dependence(which is unphysical)canbe avoided.For this reasonwe adoptan Ito interpretation.As a
consequencea covariantizedLangevinequationhasto be considered(seesection5.2.3) so that as a
generalizationof (5.77)we obtainfor the full non-lineartheory

gab — ~(1+ ~)6~(0)g~l/2g~~ = I (~0~— +1 gabR)+ ~ab (5.119)

Herewe used,startingfrom (5.27),that

H = — ~- g~’~(R” — ~gabR) (5.120)
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whereRab is theEinsteintensorand thenoise~ab is given by (5.116). Weremarkthat, in orderto allow
for thenoiseto haveits canonicaldimensionL and in order to directly relate(5.119)to the linearized
version (5.77),we may insert in (5.119) a constantkernel 4x so that we get

gab —18(1+~)~(O) x g”2 ~ab = 2(Rab — +1 gabR)+ 2x112~b. (5.121)

As in thelast sectionthe favouredvalueA = —1 shouldbe adoptedandthe indefinitenessproblem,
representedby the indefinite ~ noise distribution, see(5.116), canbe overcomeby settingagain

(5.122)

where ~ is purely Gaussianasin (5.59),(5.60).Onemay split themetric tensorfield ~ab into realand
imaginary parts and considersimilarly (5.116) and (5.122). As a consequencethe corresponding
Fokker—Planckequationgetsa quite involved structureandno equilibrium distributionhasbeenfound
so far.

Let us finally indicatea perturbativetreatmentof the full Einstein Langevin equation(5.119)by
setting

cd , —1/4c d , 4Eab(x,x)=IgI ea(x)eb(x)ö (x—x) (5.123)

and

g~~(x)= e~(x)e~(x)ôcd (5.124)

which fulfils (5.118)as caneasilybe checked.Given the expansion

~ab = 5ab + 2Xt12hab (5.125)

a correspondingexpansionfor e (x) can be formulatedand thedrift term aswell as the noise term
(5.116)can be expandedin apowerseriesin x. It remainsan openquestionwhetherthis perturbation
theoryis equivalentto the standardone (supplemented,for example,with theprescription[5.8])and
whethersomeof the most disturbingother featuresof gravity, as for examplenon-renormalizability,
can be overcomein this approach.

5.3. Free bosonicstringfield theory

In this sectionwewould like to discussbriefly theimplementationof stochasticquantizationconcepts
in the field theoryof free bosonicstrings [5.18].We do not intend to presentherean introductionto
stringfield theories(for a recentreviewsee,for example,ref. [5.19])andwe will try to avoid technical
details on string field theory, supplying with our analysis the appropriatereferences.However, we
should remindthe readerthat bosonicstring theoriesare self-consistentonly in an unphysicalnumber
of dimensions,D = 26, and that evenin 26 dimensionssuchtheoriesstill contain a tachyonicsector,
which we will simply disregardin the following.

Weconsiderour discussionasa first steptowardstheapplicationof stochasticconceptsto interacting
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string field theories,possiblyincluding superstringsaswell. We will not commenton thepossibility of a
compactificationof the extradimensionsto D = 4.

Let us point out that string field theoriesincorporatein a non-trivial fashion Einstein gravity and
antisymmetrictensorfields. Treatingstringtheoriesin stochasticquantizationthereforenicely putsthe
discussionof the two previoussectionsinto perspective.

The gaugeinvariantclassicalactionfor freebosonicstringfields thatwe useis givenin ref. [5.20](see
also ref. [5.21]):

S = ~J d26x (1I~(x)IH— qT1q~(x)). (5.126)

Let us first discussthe openstring case.Here ~1’(x))is a vectorin the Fockspacespannedby the
harmonic oscillators a~,b, b. (The readershould not confuse the Fock-spacebracketswith
stochasticaverages,seelater.) Here the a operatorscorrespondto thevibrationalexcitationsof the
string, while b~and b,~ are fermionic ghostsand anti-ghostsof the first quantizedtheory. I ~!‘(x))is
subjectto two constraints:onewhich ensuresthat theshiftedfirst quantizedghostnumberis zero,anda
symmetrizationconstraintwhich makesthe operatorT

3 invertible [5.20].
The operatorsin (5.126)aredefinedby expandingthe first quantizedBRS chargeof the string in

termsof ghostzero modes[5.22]:

Qb0H—b0T3+q. (5.127)

The fact that Q
2 = 0 (in 26 dimensions)implies

[H, T
3]=[H, q]=[T3, q]=O, q

2= T
3H. (5.128)

H is a positive definite operator(exceptfor thetachyonicsectorwhich we are disregarding).
If one explicitly performstheexpectationvalue with respectto the ghostoscillatorsin (5.126),one

finds that the action (5.126) is not positive definite in Euclideanspace.This is a consequenceof the
ghostoscillatorsbeingGrassmannian,and it wasin fact to be expectedsincestringfield theoriescontain
fields of arbitrarily high spin. (We alreadysaw in the lastsectionthat EuclideanlinearizedEinstein
gravity hasa negativecontribution in the action. Indeed,all suggestedtheoriesof fields with spin �2
areplaguedby the indefinitenessproblem.)

For closedstringsthe action is still given by (5.126),but the interpretationdiffers. W(x)) is now a
vectorin theFock spacespannedby a~,a~,br,. . . etc., i.e. boththe right and left moversof the
first quantizedstring. For the closedstring the fields obey anotherfurther constraint and (5.128)
remainsvalid modulo termswhich vanishwhenthey acton II’).

Varying the action(5.126) with respectto (~P(x)we obtain the classicalequationof motion

O=(H—qT
1q)~~1’)=HP~~t’) (5.129)

where

P=~—H1qT1q (5.130)
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is a projectionoperator(P2 = P), on account of (5.128).Thus theequationof motion containsa single
projector. This is truefor both open and closedstrings; only the interpretationof (5.130) differs.

According to the standardprocedureof stochasticquantization,we now go one step further and
supplementthe Euclideanstring field with an additionalfictitious time coordinatet. With (5.130)we
associatethe Langevinequation:

~ I~(x,t))=-HPI~(x,t))+I~(x,t)). (5.131)

Denotingstochasticaveragesby roundbrackets,we require

(I~))=((nI)=°
(I~(x,t)) (ii(x’, t’)I) = 2 526(x — x’) S(t — t’) ~ (5.132)

and similarly for highern-point functions.
Given the fact that 11P(x, t)) andJ~(x,t)) carry no indices,eqs.(5.131)and (5.132)appearthemost

natural startingpoint for a stochastictreatmentof string field theory.
Sincea projectorappearsin the drift termof theLangevinequation(5.131),the generalsolution is

easilyfound. In momentumspaceit reads

~(k, t)) = Jdr [e~t~P + (~— P)] I~(k,r)). (5.133)

As a first examplewe computethe two-point correlation:

(I~P(k,t)) (~P(k’,t’)I) = [H1P(1 — e_2~~t)+ 2t(ll — P)] ~26(k+ k’)(2ir)26 (5.134)

which exhibits in its ‘longitudinal part’ the well-known linear t-factor characteristic of the random walk
behaviourin gaugeparameterspace(see section4.1). Calculatinga gaugeinvariant quantity as, for
example,theexpectationvalue of (~1’IHPI~P),we obtain from eq. (5.134):

((~P(k,t)IHPI~P(k’,t))) =Tr[HPIV’(k’, t))(~P(k,t)I]
= Tr[P(1 — e_2hht)]~26(k+ k’)(2ir)26 (5.135)

wherethe traceis definedwith respectto a completesetof statesin the first quantizedFockspace.Note
that the ‘longitudinal’ modes have been projectedaway in (5.135), as is expectedfrom general
principlesfor all gaugeinvariantquantities.Let us emphasizeat this point that the stochasticschemeis
perfectly consistentwithout having addedgaugefixing terms to the action and no secondquantized
ghost fields are needed.Given that H is a positive definite operator,strict relaxationto equilibrium is
obtainedfor t—~~, and the quantumexpectationvalue of (~PJHPJ~P)reads

urn((W~(k,t)IHPI1II(kl, t))) = Tr Pt526(k+ k’)(2ir)26. (5.136)

For further clarification we now study the masslesssector of the closed string, which contains
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antisymmetrictensorfields and linearizedgravity, in componentform. Expandingthestring fields as

[5.20]

I~)= + ~ + iA~~)a~a~+ ~ b~b~+ ...] 0) (5.137)

where4, h,~and ~ arescalar,symmetricandantisymmetrictensorfields, respectively,andusing the
explicit modeexpansions[5.20]for H, 4, T1, the actionfor the masslesssectorbecomes

S = — J d~xXTFEIPX (5.138)

where

x= h~ , r= is (5.139)
—1

and

pA 0 0

P= 0 P2—P°+P°’ —V~L. (5.140)

0 V~L 2
HereF2, F°,P°’andpA denotetheprojectionoperatorson thespaceof symmetricandantisymmetric
tensorfields, which were introducedin theprecedingtwo subsections(andwhich haveto be trivially
generalizedto D = 26 dimensions); similarly

1s and 1A denote the correspondingunit operators,
L = ~ 2 and 6 denotestheEuclideanmetric.

The action can be diagonalizedusing

0 0

I is — 1

X=M~, M=I 0 \/IJY—2 (5.141)

so that

S=_Jd~)xA~TETI.k (5.142)

where

/pA 0 o\
Ii = M

TFPM = ( 0 P2 — (D — 2)P°’ 0). (5.143)
\o 0 1!
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We see, as anticipated,that for the rnasslesssector(in thesymmetric tensorfield part) the action is
indeed indefinite. Note also that our manipulations were done in D dimensions (actually D = 26) and
that 11 is no projector, although F, eq. (5.140), is.

Expandingthe noise string field in a similar way as (5.137)

~)=[... + ~ a~+ ~ b~b~+ ...] 0) (5.144)

we extract from (5.131) the componentfield Langevin equation

~X=LJPX+~ (5.145)

where

A
‘1

~ ~S (5.146)

The two-point correlationof ~can be readoff from (5.132):

~ is 26’3(x — x’) ô(t — t’). (5.147)

—1

We noteasa generalfeaturethat owing to theghostoscillatorstructurein (5.144)thenoisecomponent
fields are Gaussianonly up to signs, i.e. they are correlatedas plus minus the appropriateunit
operators.This is how the indefinitenessproblem appearswithin the stochasticapproachto string
theory.

The diagonalized version of the Langevin equation (5.145) is

~=M’ ~X=UM1PX+M1~. (5.148)

Defining

P=M1PM (5.149)

and

(5.150)

We thus get

(5.151)
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Using M from (5.141)we calculatestraightforwardly

/ 1A 0

10 is 66 __

M1=1 D—2 D—26 (5.152)
1 /2

VD—28 ~D—2

andfind P as

/ pA

P=1 pR (5.153)

1
where

pR = P2 — (D — 2)P°’+ 6(6 — L)

(5.154)

(pR)2pR

For the physicalnoise correlationswe find straightforwardly,usingM1,

(~T)( 1D266
1)26~_6t_t~ (5.155)

We remarkthat for D = 4 the symmetrictensorpoint in (5.151),(5.154)and (5.155),corresponding
to linearizedEinsteingravity, is identicalto the generallycovariantapproachof [5.11];it is remarkable
that the string approachdirectly gives thepreferredparametervalue A = — 1.

Now let us returnto theproblemof thenon-Gaussiannoise. In a similar spirit as in the last section
we might set i~

4’= i~~, where is real. Then ~ is Gaussianand a probabilistic interpretationis
possible.The generalizationto all masslevels is obvious.

In order to discussa Fokker—Planckformulationwe haveto implementthe stochasticgaugefixing
procedure(seesection4) for the string field case.With the gaugetransformationbeinggiven by

6~1P)q~A) (5.156)

the stochasticallygaugefixed Langevinequationthenbecomes

~ I~)= -HFI~)+ qIA) + In) (5.157)

where IA) is — apart from the constraintsmentionedbefore— an arbitrary string field. Choosing, for
example,IA) = T 1q I ~P)we obtain the simple Langevinequation
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~I~)=-HI~)+In)

where,studying themasslesssector,we find the samesymmetrictensorpart asin (5.101).Distinguish-
ing betweenthe real and imaginary parts of the fields we find that the Fokker—Planckequation
correspondingto the masslesssectorof (5.157)becomes

PFP_JdX{_~Re~,,~)

+ (~Dh1~,,)+ L E”1tI)i~e)+ ~ (—~~+ (5.158)

and theequilibrium distribution is easily foundas

ô[q5~J6[him] exp{_Jd
2~x[(t9hRe)2+ (t~q5im)21~ (5.159)

Thus our prescriptionis equivalentto performing the path integral alongthe imaginaryaxis for the
troublesomedirectionsin field configurationspace.

The above calculationcan be repeatedstraightforwardlyfor the diagonalizedfields. One finds an
equilibrium distributionwhich is (with respectto thesymmetrictensorfield part) not quite thesameas
that given in the last section; however, it implies the samepropagators.We can understandthis
ambiguityin the equilibrium distributionby noting that a probabilistic reinterpretationof the noise n”
by continuationin the complexplaneis notunique.As, however,the noisecorrelations alwaysremain
unchanged,this doesnot lead to different Greenfunctions.

6. Fermions

So far our discussionhasbeenrestrictedto theoriescontainingbosonicfields only. Eventhough,as
we saw,the formalismbecameincreasinglymorecomplexaswewent from fields transformingasscalars
under the Lorentz group to fields of spin one and two, the main ideasneverthelesscarried through
intact. The pure‘Brownian motion’ interpretationof theLangevinequationfor scalarfields obviously
lost someof its immediatemeaningas we went to higher spins,partly asa consequenceof thegauge
and reparametrizationinvariancestypically containedin such theories,but also becausethe random
noise fields themselveshad to transformasspin-oneand spin-two fields underthe Lorentzgroup. In
spite of thesecomplications,convergenceof stochastic[(D + 1)-dimensional]expectationvaluesto
standardD-dimensionalvacuum expectationvalues as t—~~ could neverthelessbe assured,as it
basically correspondedto the convergencetowards thermodynamic equilibrium in the (D +
1)-dimensionalsystem.

When we introduce theoriescontaining fermion fields this convergencetowardsthermodynamic
equilibrium can really be jeopardized.The root of this problemlies in the fact that thereexists no
classicalanalogueof fermion fields. In an operatorlanguagethis manifestsitself in theappearanceof
operatorsthat arenot positive definite. Not surprisingly,therefore,the solutionto this (first) problem
lies in properly choosing a bosonizedversion of the Langevin equation. The purpose of this
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bosonizationis preciselyto transformall relevantoperatorsinto operatorswhich arepositive definite
with respectto the setof statesunder consideration.

Onefurther complication associatedwith the treatmentof theorieswith (massless)fermions is the
appearanceof a new setof global invariances,thoseassociatedwith chiral-flavoursymmetries.In some
instancesit appearsimperativethat the Langevinequationstransformcovariantly underall local and
global symmetries.This requiressomespecialcare.

6.1. The naivefermionicLangevinequation

Let us,for simplicity, first considera theorydescribedsolely in termsof spin-i/2 fermion fields, i.e.
defined by an action S = S[ç(i, i/i]. Working in Euclideanspace,the fields ~(x) and tfr(x) have to be
treatedas independentGrassmannvariables.

The immediategeneralizationof the bosonfield Langevinequation(3.3) leadsto the following two
equationsfor t~(x,t) and iIi(x, t):

~(x,t)=- ~ +~(x,t) (6.1)

and*

____ -

~ t/i(x, t) = ~i/I(x, t) + n(x, t). (6.2)

LNote the changeof sign in eq. (6.2) due to the completeanticommutativityof the fields ~ t) and
~i(x, t).]

Obviously, eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) force the noise fields n(x, t) and ~(x, t) themselvesto become
anticommutingspin-i/2 fields.

By analogywith the bosoniccaseonewould define stochasticexpectationvalues

(~~)= ~ñ)= 0 , (na(x, t) ~~(x’, t’)) = 26~6’~(x— x’) 6(t — t’) (6.3)

and similarly for higher n-point functions, taking into accountthe anticommutingnatureof the noise
fields n(x, t) and i~(x,1). -

The Langevinequations(6.1) and(6.2) can,for a given actionS(~/i,~i), be solvedby essentiallythe
samemethodswe havealreadydiscussedfor bosonicfields. Perturbatively,the simplestway of solving
the equationsis by writing them as two coupledintegralequations,andthensolve them by iteration.
This expansionwill, just as in the bosonic case,formally generatethe standardperturbationtheory
known from ordinary Feynman-diagramtechniques,once all the fermionic noise fields have been
contractedaway.

However,in the general casethe choice (6.1) and (6.2) will not generatethe properequilibrium
configurationsat t—+ ~.We only haveto considera free fermionic theory to see this.

Choosingto work with a Euclideangammamatrix representationnormalizedby { y,~,y~} =

our free Euclideanfermion actiontakesthe form

‘In thefollowing theconjugateequationwill not be written down unless explicitly required.
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S[~,~]= - i JdDx ~(x) (/ + im) ~(x). (6.4)

The Langevinequation(6.1) thenbecomes

~ ~(x,t)=(i/-m)~(x,t)+~(x,t) (6.5)

which is readily solved by the introductionof the Greenfunction g(x, t) satisfying

~ +m)gx,t)=6~~6~)(x)6(t)

g(x,t)=0, for t<0. (6.6)

Notethatalthoughthe left-handside of eq. (6.6) of courseis diagonalin the spinorindices(cc 6,,,,~),

g(x, t) = g~p(x,t) itself is not. Formally,

g(x,t)=O(t)f d ~exp{(/+m)t+ipx} (6.7)
(2ir)

which solvesfor ~fr(x,t)

t/i(x, t)=Jdt’f d’3x’ g(x’ —x, t’ — t)~(x’, t’). (6.8)

Fromeq. (6.7) it looks superficiallyasif g(x, t) —~ 0 as t—* ~, asis requiredfor convergencetowards
equilibrium. However, as mentioned,g~(x, t) is not diagonal in the spinor indices,and in order to
checkconvergencewe must first diagonalizethis matrix. This is done by noting [6.11that the matrix
(/ + m) canbe diagonalizedby a unitarymatrix U(p):

fi~+m 0

i\/~+m —i~/~+m ) U(p). (6.9)

0

The two (doubly degenerate)eigenvaluesare hence±i~/~+ m. The Greenfunctiong(x, t) itself is

thereforealso diagonalizedby U(p):

g(x, t) = 0(t) f (~D U~(p)exp{— ~(p) t} U(p) exp{— mt + ipx) (6.10)

whereD(p) is thediagonalmatrix of eq. (6.9).As canbeseen,theonly convergencefactorarisesfrom
the exp { — mt} factor. This meansthatin the masslesslimit m = 0, theGreenfunctiong(x, t) becomes
ill-defined, and the formal solution (6.8) meaningless.This is clearly an unwantedsituation, in
particularif one is interestedin the chiral propertiesof the theory.
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6.2. Introduction of kernels

The remedy of the problem of convergencediscussedin the last subsectionconsistsin noting,
[6.2,6.3] the freedomwe havein choosingour Langevinequations.In particular,we can makeuseof:
our freedomin introducing‘kernels’ into the Langevinequations.It should be kept in mind, though,
that just asin ordinaryquantization,zeromodesmaycausedifficulties for themasslessfermiontheory,
and of coursea kernel cannotremovesuchproblems.We alreadydiscussedthis issue in the caseof
scalar fields (see section3), but therethe introduction of possiblekernels was mostly a matterof
convenience.For fermionic Langevinequationskernelsbecomecrucial.

Let us recall that onepossiblegeneralizationof eq. (6.1) is to inserta kernel V(x, y) in front of the
action-derivative:

~(x, t) = — JdDy V(x, ~ ~ t) + ~(x, t) (6.11)

providedwe simultaneouslychangethe stochasticexpectationvaluesto

(n(x, t) n(x’, t’)) = 2 V(x, x’) 3(t — t’) . (6.12)

The kernelV(x, y) cannotbe chosencompletelyarbitrarily.For example,for this simple scalarcase
it is obvious that V(x, y) must be positive definite, since otherwisewe would operatewith negative
stochasticcorrelationsandnaively a completelack of convergenceas ~ c’~~For theorieswith fermions
this is no longer thecase.In fact, thekernel mustnow be chosenin sucha way asto preciselycancel
negativeeigenvaluesfrom ~S/6~r(x,t). Such a kernelwill, in general,not be positive definite.

Onechoice of sucha kernelis [6.2,6.3]:

K(x,y)=(i/~+m)6(x—y)=ifi”(x—y)+m6(xy) (6.13)

wherewe havedefined

,~/~(x_y)=y~_~_6D(x_y). (6.14)

As in the bosoniccase,weintroducea randomnoisefield 0(x, t); hereit is fermionic andweassign
to it [andits ‘conjugate’ field O(x, t)] the following stochasticexpectationvalues:

(0(x, t)) =0= (O(x, t)) (6.15a)

(0a(X~t) 0~(x’,t’)) = 2[i ,8”(x — x’) + m 6(x — x’)1a~ö(t— t’). (6.15b)

For example,for a free fermionic theory the generalizedLangevinequation

~(x, t) = — J dDy K(x, ~ ~ t) + 0(x, t) (6.16)
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becomessimply

~ ~(x,t)=(a2 _m2) ~(x,t)+0(x,t) (6.17)

which is just like the bosonic Langevinequation:all knowledgeof the fennionicnatureof the theory is
containedin the stochasticexpectationvaluesof the 0’s.

For an arbitraryfunctional of the 0’s we havethe stochasticexpectationvalues

JDO DO F[O, ~]exp{ — ~ JdDx dt Ocx, t)(i~+ m)’ 0(x, t)}
(F[O,OJ)= . (6.18)

f DO DO exp{ — ~Jd°xdt O(x, t)(i/ + m)1 0(x, t)}

In particular, for the 2n-point functions

(O(x
1, t1). . . O(x~,ta)) = e.~,III (0(x1, t.) O(x1, t,)) (6.19)

perm pairs

wheres.f, indicatesthe sign of thepermutation,obtainedfrom thecompleteanti-commutativityrelations
of the 0’s:

{0(x, t), O(y, t’)} = 0

{O(x, t), O(y, t’)} =0 (6.20)

{O(x,t),0(y,t’)}=O.

For the free theory, eq. (6.17) is readilysolved explicitly by the introductionof the corresponding

diagonalGreenfunction

— a
2 + m2~G(x, t) = oD(x) 6(t)

G(x, t) = 0, for t<0 (6.21)

i.e.

G(x, t) = 0(t) f dDp exp{ — (p2 + m2)t+ ipx). (6.22)
(2ir)

[The correspondingGreenfunction G(x, t) for the conjugateLangevin is simply G(x, t) = G(x, t)*.]

The free fermion theorythereforehasthe explicit solution

*(x, t)=f dtljdDxt G(x—x’, t— t’)O(x’, t’). (6.23)
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This expressionhasexactly the sameconvergencepropertiesas the correspondingexpressionfor
scalarfields. In particular,it convergesevenin the masslesscase(with a dampingfactor-~exp( — p2t)).

If convergenceis assuredin the caseof interactingfermion fields aswell, the correspondingintegral
equationfor t/i(x, t) takesthe form

~(x, t) = J dt’ J dDxl G(x — x’, t — t’) {O(x’, t’) — ~ } (6.24)

which, when coupledwith its conjugateequation,uniquely determinesfi(x, t).

6.3. Perturbation theory

Although so far we have not yet demonstratedthat the kernel (6.13) is sufficient to ensure
convergencetowardsequilibrium in the caseof interacting fermion fields, it is neverthelessfairly
straightforwardto seethat at leastin weak couplingperturbationtheorythekernel prescriptionof eq.
(6.13) hasexactly the right propertiesto provide convergenceas t—÷°o.In this subsectionwe shall
demonstratethis in somedetail.

To start,considerfirst a purely fermionic theory. For definiteness,choose

~ ~]= - g J dDx ~(x)~(x) ~(x)~(x). (6.25)

To simplify combinatoricalfactors, etc., one can think of this as the interaction of two types of
fermions, each carrying some internal quantum number that distinguishesit from the other kind.
Furthermore,althoughwe will keepan arbitrarydimensionalityD throughout,we can alwaysimagine
performing the calculationin two space-timedimensions,in which casethis theory is renormalizable.

Substitutingthe interactionterm (6.25) into the exact integralequation(6.24),we obtain a highly
non-linear equationfor the solution ifr(x, t) of the Langevinequation.This equationis not explicitly
solvable. However, as in the caseof bosonfields, treatingthe coupling constantg as a smallparameter
we can solve the equationby iteration. As comparedwith the caseof bosonfields, the introductionof a
kernel K(x,y) only complicatestheperturbativeexpansionslightly. This is illustratedin fig. 6.1. Green
functionsareindicatedby lines(‘stochasticprogagators’);dashedlines correspondto the bosonicGreen

,,~ F?

~~(x,t) .-—-—~+. ~ <~___x+.____~..__4____~s+.~ t___~+

s~ ~/ / it.

~p(x,t) .----a + .—4.—--—El + .—.+--~‘---—o+ . ~ K -~ + • •

S S

0 ‘0

Fig. 6.1. Theperturbationexpansionfor thefermion fields; crossesandboxesrepresenti~and~ fieldsrespectively;solid linesindicaterandbroken
lines G.
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functionsG(x, t), whereasfully drawn lines arethe fermionic Greenfunctionscorrespondingto

F(x,t)=fdDyK(x,y)G(y,t) (6.26)

i.e. theconvolution of- the bosonicGreenfunctionwith the kernel K(x, y).
Uncontractednoisefields 0(x, t) and 0(x, t) are indicatedby crossesand boxes,respectively.
Let us first considerthe 2-point function (i/n/i). To lowest order this is simply given by

(~(x, t) ~(x’, t’)) dr~dr2f dDxi dDx2 G(x — x1, t — r1) G(x’ — x2, t’ — r2) (O(x1, T1) ~(x2, ~2)).

(6.27)

Using the stochasticexpectationvalues (6.15) and themomentum-spacerepresentation(6.22) of the
Greenfunctions, this immediatelyleadsto the momentum-spacepropagator

(i/i(p, t) i/i(p’, t’)) = (21T)’~6°(p—p’)
4(p; t, t’)

= — (2~ 6D(p ~l)~’rn
2 exp{ — (p

2 + m2)(t+ t’)} [exp{2(p2+ m2)t)—1] (6.28)

wheret= min{t
1, t2). For practicalpurposesthe ‘time ordered’propagatort < t’ is useful:

4(p; t, t’) = — ~‘ ~2 exp{ — (p2 + m2) (t— t’)} [1—exp{ —2(p2+ m2)t’}]. (6.29)
p+m

Note that for equal times this simply reducesto the standardEuclideanfermionpropagator:

~(p; t, t’)~ ~ m as t= t’ — (6.30)

as required.
Justasin thecaseof bosonfields, all of thestandardperturbationtheoryresultscanbe generatedin

theway describedabove.Oneusesthe expansionrepresentedin fig. 6.1 [obtainedby iterationof eq.
(6.24)]and contractsall stochasticnoise fields away by meansof .the rules (6.15) and (6.19). As an
example,considerthe one-loopcorrectionsto the 2-point function (6.27). These correctionscan be
representedby the two diagramsof fig. 6.2. The two diagramsare actuallyidentical and equalto

(a) = g J dr J (2~)DF(k; t
1, T) Tr[~(p; r, r)] ~(k; t2, r). (6.31)

In the limit t1 = t2 —~ ~ we obtain

(a) + (b) = gf /2)0 ~‘-~ mTr(, ~ m) ~‘-~ m (6.32)

the usual result.
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/ / S

¶5~~~ ~~_) (~ )
S ~ ~-~~———.®— —. .-—_~__~:~.. —. ~, S

Fig. 6.2. The one-loopcorrectionsto the2-point function in a (~)2 theory.

The computationof the 4-point function is equallysimple. Figure6.3ashowsthestochasticgraphs
contributing to F~4~and for comparisonfig. 6.3b shows the correspondinggraphs of ordinary
perturbationtheory.To ‘zeroth’ orderwe have

F~4~= JdrF(p
1,t1— r) zl(p2,t2 — r) z~(p4,t4 — T) ~(p3, t3 — r) + permutations

(/-m) (/4-rn) (/3-rn) 1
= (/~— rn) 2 2 2 2 2 2 + permutations (6.33)

p2+rn p4+m p3+m >~p~+4,n2

as t —~~. Adding the four permutationswe clearlygetwhatcorrespondsto thesingleFeynmandiagram
of ordinaryperturbationtheory. It is not difficult to seehow this works to higherordersin perturbation
theory. For example,the one-loop4-point function is given by (‘s-channel’)

= J ~0 Jd~Jd~{F(p1t1,T1)~(p4 t4,r1)Tr[~(q;T1,T2) ~(k; r2, r1)]

(2ir)
T’(p3 t4, r2) ~(p2 t2, r2) + F(p1 t1, r~)~(p4 t4, r1)

.Tr[F(q;r1,i~2)4(k;r2,r1)]4(p3t3,r2)4(p2t2,r2))+termswith q4+k, (6.34)

where for abbreviationwe haveput k = p1 + p4 — q. It is a straightforwardcalculationto showthat in
the limit t1 = t2 = t3 = t4 —~~ one indeedrecoversthe usualFeynmandiagramresult.

~ + permatotions + ~ \,~“/+~,~‘ +

~ ~ 4 j ).. ~‘ “_, ‘~ ~‘ s../ ‘~ permutations

(a)

~= ~
(b)

Fig. 6.3. The 4-pointfunction in (~r)2 theoryto theone-looporder.
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The formalismeasilycarriesover to thecaseof fennionscoupledto otherfields. In fact, without the
introductionof a kernel[asin eqs.(6.1)and(6.2)]we arefacedwith thecurioussituationthat the time
parametert in the fermionic casehas dimension one, whereasin, say, the bosoniccasethe time
parameteris of dimensiontwo. In that casewe are thereforeforced to introduceyet anothermass
parameterif we wish to couplefermionsto bosonsand identify the two fictitious times. With thekernel
(6.13)this is no longernecessary:t nowhasdimensiontwo evenin the caseof fermions,andbosonscan
now immediatelybe coupledto fermions.

Of most interest,of course,is thecoupling of fermionsto gaugefields. Let us thereforenow briefly
discussonepossiblesetof stochasticrelaxationequations,thosebasedon thekernel (6.13). We will
illustrate how the methodworks in perturbationtheory by calculatingexplicitly the one-loopvacuum
polarizationgraphof QED.

- The Langevinequationsfor thegeneralnon-Abeliancaselook asfollows:

A~(x,t) = DPF~A(x,t) + J~(x,t) + n~(x,t) (6.35a)

~(x,t) = (a2— m2) ~(x, t) + g f d0yK(x, y) ~(y, t) ~(y, t) + O(x, t) (6.35b)

with J~= g i/J(x, t) y~Aa i/i(x, t). This correspondsto the Euclideanaction

SEA,~, ~]= Jd0x(~~ ~ - ~(i~- m)~) (6.36)

with the standardnotation (seesection4):

~ = — a,,A~— gfabc~,4~Ac Ø=/ — ig~K.

The stochasticexpectationvaluesfor the ~ fields are, asin section4.1 given by

(~~(x,t) ~(x’, t’)) =
26ab 6AP6

0(x— x’) 6(t — t’) (6.37)

whereasthe fermionic fields 0 (and 0) have expectationvalues as indicated in eq. (6.12), with
V(x,x’) = K(x,x’).

In the Abelian casewe can simplify the situation considerablyby choosingto work in a specific
gauge,saytheFeynmangauge.As we sawin section4, this is, in theAbeliancase,equivalentto adding
a Zwanzigerterm. The equivalentof eq. (6.35a) thenreads

AA(x,t)= aVFAP(x, t)+ ô~A~(x,t)+ JA(x, t)+ nA(x, t) (6.38)

with J,~(x,t) = g i/i(x, t) y~~‘(x,t).

Introducingthe Greenfunction G,,~,(x,t) for eq. (6.38),

~ t) = ô~0(t) f (2)D exp{ — p2t+ ipx} (6.39)
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we find for the ‘time-ordered’2-point function,

(A~(p, t) A~(p’, t’)) = (2ir)’3 60(p + p’) D~~(p;1, t’)

= (2~ 60(p +p’) ~ exp{ —p2(t— t’)} (1— exp{ — 2p2t’}) (6.40)

in momentumspace.This is the stochasticpropagatorcorrespondingto the standardFeynmangauge
propagatorof ordinaryperturbationtheory.

The iterative solution of the Langevin equations(6.35b) and (6.38) can now be illustrated
diagrammaticallyasshownin fig. 6.4, then’~beingindicatedby opencirclesas in section3. Using this
expansionwe can easilycalculatewhat correspondsto thesingle-loopvacuumpolarizationdiagramin
ordinaryfield-theory language.The stochasticdiagramsfor this quantity are shownin fig. 6.5.

With the notationindicatedin the figure and in the previoussectionswe have

(a) = J (2~)DJd~dr
2Tr{~(q1r1, r~)~ ~(q2 r1, r~)y~}GAO(p,t1 — T1) G~~(p,t2 —

° (6.41a)

(b) = J (2~)oJ d~dr2Tr{F(q1 T1 — r~)~~(q2 r1, T2)yp} DAa(p; t1, T~)G~~(p,t2 — r2)

(6.41b)

andsimilarly for (c).

Adding the crosseddiagramsand taking the limit t1 = t2 —÷ we areleft with
d’

1q - 1 1 1 1
(a) = J D HA~(p’ q) ~ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 (6.42a)

(21T) p p +q
1+q2+2rn q1+rn q2+m

~+

Fig. 6.4. Perturbativeexpansionof fields in a gaugetheory: open circlesdenotenoise fields ~ t).
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p-qEq
2

: + + + {
qq1

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6.5. The one-loopvacuumpolarization in QED.

d’
3q- 12 1 1 1

(b)=f DHAP(p,q)(—~) 2 2 2 2 ( 2 2 2 2) (6.42b)
(2ir) p p +q

1+q2+2rn q1+rn q2+rn

(c) = (b) (6.42c)
whereH~(p,q) = Tr{(q — rn) YA(q2 — rn)y~}.Finally, addingeqs.(6.42a), (6.42b)and (6.42c)we are

left with the standardvacuumpolarizationtensorof QED.

6.4. A ferrnionic Fokker—Planckequation

In the previoussectionwe demonstrated,in somespecificexamples,how thekernelK(x, y) of eq.
(6.13)ensuredconvergencefor t—* within the contextof weak-couplingperturbationtheory. Sucha
demonstrationis, of course,necessary,but we should keepin mindthat someof the most interesting
applicationsof stochasticquantizationarelikely to be found outsidethe perturbativeregime.

We shall heretry to seeif the kernel prescriptionof eq. (6.13) will ensureconvergencefor t—~~
beyond the weak-couplingperturbativeregion. At thesametime it will becomeclearwhy themethod
will work correctlyto any order in perturbationtheoryfor a sufficiently small coupling constantg.

Our approachwill, as in the bosonic case,be that of constructingthe masterequationfor the
stochasticprobabilitydistribution: theFokker—Planckequation.In this case,however,the ‘probability
distribution’ will involve Grassmanvariables,and its immediateinterpretationin termsof probabilities
will be lost. Nevertheless,an analysisvery similar to that of thebosoniccasecanbe carriedout. Let us
now seehow. -

We startby introducinga distributionfunctional P[ i/i, i/i, t] by

- JDO DOô(~- ~[O]) 6(~- ~[0]) expf - ~ f d
0x dt ~(i~ + m)10~

P[i/i,t/i,t]= (6.43)

f DO DO exp{ — f d’~xdt~(i/ + rn)_10}

so that any stochastic0-expectationvalue can be written

(F[~(x, t), ~(y, t’)]) =fD~D~F[~(x), ~(y)] P[~, ~, t]. (6.44)

In eq. (6.43) we havedistinguishedbetweentheoriginal fermionfields i/i, i/s and thoseof thesolutions
i/i[0], i/40] to the Langevin equation(6.16) and its ‘conjugate’ equation.
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Treating i/i and i/i as independentvariables(sincewe are working in Euclideanspace),and going

throughthe samestepsas in thebosoniccase,we find the fermionic Fokker—Planckequation.

P[çtv, i~,t] = J d’1x d0y K(x, y){~(~p) — ~ (!~)+ 2 ~1))} (6.45)

with thekernelK(x, y). We areheresuppressingall spinorindicesin order to makethe formulasmore
readable.

To see formally if this Fokker—Planckequation will drive the system correctly towards the
equilibrium distribution exp{ — S}, we introducea wave functional ~P[i/i, i/i, t] through the definition

P[t/i, i/i, t] = exp{ — ~S[i/i,i/i]) ~I’[i/i, i/i, tJ. (6.46)

This wave functional ~P[i/i, iii, t] is readily seento be a solution to the Schrödinger-likeequation:

~P[~p,~, t] = —ñ ~1’[~’,~, t] (6.47)

where the ‘Hamiltonian’ is given by

ñ=JdDxdDyK(x, y){~~ — —2 ~ (6.48)

Elements and ~i2) of theextendedHilbert spaceassociatedwith this Hamiltoniancanbe given
the innerproduct

(~1)I~2))=JD~D ~i)[~, ~]~2)[~’ ~]. (6.49)

With this definition thecorrectlynormalizedzero-energyeigenstate~P~J of theHamiltonianH is given

by

~p[i/, ] = exp{ — ~S[i/i,~~]} (6.50)

JDi/sDi/iexp{_
2

1S[çli, i~]}

ascan readilybe checkedfrom eq. (6.48).As this wavefunctionalformally hasno nodes,it is also the
groundstateof H. -

In general, we expect that any solution ~1’[I/I,i/i, t] can be expandedinto a complete set of
eigenstates,

~P[.çfr,~, t] = a~~,[i/’,t~Jexp(— Eat). (6.51)

Now, if the Hamiltonianñ correspondingto the actionShasamassgap,i.e. if E~>0 for all n >0,
thenas t—~~ all higher excitationsaresuppressed,andone has
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(6.52)

Hence,from eq. (6.46)

P[~, ~, t—~]= exp{ - S[~,~t]} (6.53)

f Di/iDifrexp{—S[i/ir, ~]}

so that

as t—~cc (6.54)

for any functionalF[ i/i, i/i], asrequired.
This non-perturbative‘proof’ that stochasticexpectationvaluesreduceto ordinaryvacuumexpecta-

tion valuesast—~ cc is, obviously, evenless rigorousthanthecorrespondingprooffor thebosoniccase.
Recall that in the bosoniccasewecould write the Fokker-Planck‘Hamiltonian’ in an atleast formally
positive definite form: H = Q~Q[Asratherill-defined functionalquantitiesare involved, a realcheck
of positivity requiresa much moredetailedanalysis.]

Eventhoughwethereforeareunableto rigorouslyproveconvergencewith thekernelK(x, y) of eq.
(6.13),it wasobviousin perturbationtheoryhowthis kernelensuredconvergencetowardsequilibrium.
Let us now seehowwe canunderstandthis fact from thepoint of view of the fermionicFokker—Planck
equation. -

To this end, let us go back to eq. (6.45) and expandthe distribution amplitude P[i/i, i/i, t] into
eigenstatesx,~of H~,the operatorappearingon the right-handside of eq. (6.45):

P[i/i, ~, t] ~ x~[i/’~i/i] c, exp(—A~t) (6.55)

wherethe eigenvaluesA~are determinedby

H~x~= —A~x~. (6.56)

It is easyto seethatXo = exp{ — S[çli, i/i]) If Dcli Dçtc exp{ — S[ifr, i/i]) is a solutionof eq. (6.56)with
= 0. If (as in the caseof the regularFokker—PlanckHamiltonian H) we can show that all other

eigenvaluesA~,n � 1, have positive real parts, then in the limit t—~cc, P[i/i, i/’]—~x0[i/’, i/’] =

exp{ — SEi/i, i/’]) 1.f D i/i Di/i exp{ — S[ i/i, i/i]), so that the fermionic Fokker—Planckequation drives the
systemto the correctequilibriumdistribution. Thus theproblemis reducedto consideringthenon-zero
eigenvaluesof H~.Note that in thebosoniccasethe ‘Hamiltonian’ H~haspositive eigenvaluesbefore
introducingthe kernel V(x, y); thus V itself must be positive. This is no longertrue in the fermionic
case:The ‘Hamiltonian’ H~without a kernel is not even Hermitian, and its eigenvaluesare therefore
not constrainedto be real. Thus the kernel which has to be introducedshould in general not be
positive. This was, of course,apparentalreadyfrom our discussionof the Langevinequation(6.16).

With the choice of kernel K(x, x’) of eq. (6.13) it can be shown, for exampleby employing the
coherentstaterepresentationof H~,that theeigenvaluesof H~are alwayspositive if S[ ~i, i/i] is a free
fermionic action. In the interacting casewe may write the eigenvaluesas A~= I A~I + ~ + 0(g

2),
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whereg is the couplingconstantof the theory, I I is the (positive) free eigenvalue,and p~,,is arbitrary.
It follows that aslong aswerestrictourselvesto weak coupling (g~ 1), the ~—+ cc limit of eq. (6.46) is
P[i/i, i/i, t—~cn]= x0[iIi, i/i], and therefore

(F[i/s[O], i/i[O])—i~(F[i/i, i/i])

as required.
Whathappensbeyondweakcoupling?Althoughnothingindicatesit, it is conceivablethatthe kernel

prescription(6.13) fails for coupling constantsbeyonda certaing*, at which point onecould envisage,
for instance,a phasetransition.This is, however,pure speculation;no indicationsof such a possible
phasetransitionhavebeenfound.

6.5. Otherkernels

From our discussionin the last sectionit is clear that the kernel K(x, x’) of eq. (6.13) is far from
being unique.Other kernelscanbe introduced,dependingon the circumstances.

A particularkernel K(x, x’) hasbeensuggested[6.4,6.5], which is restrictedto theories where the
fermion fields appearin the form of bilinears. This is actually not a very strong restriction: it
incorporates,for example,the caseof gaugetheorieswith minimal coupling. Also, it is very often
possible to reduce other fermion interactionsto bilinear forms through the introduction of auxiliary
fields and extra interactions associatedwith them. For example,the interactionLagrangian(6.25) can
be put in a bilinear form by the so-calledHubbard—Stratanovichtransformation:

exp{ + g J dDx ~(x)~(x)~(x) ~(x)} = JD~exp(- gJdDx {[r(x) - ~(x) ~(x)]2

- ~(x) ~(x) ~(x)

= JDr exp( - g J d
0x [u(x)2 -2 ~(x) cr(x) ~(x)]) (6.57)

which involvesjust one auxiliary field o(x). [In derivingeq. (6.57) we havesimply inserteda factorof
unity:

1= JDr exp{ - g J dDx [r(x) - ~(x) ~(x)]2} (6.58)

with the measureDif normalizedsuitably.]
Having madethe restriction to actionsbilinear in the Fermi fields, we can write the interaction

Lagrangianin the form

S=Jd0x~(x)G(x)~(x). (6.59)

It hasbeenshown [6.4] that an appropriateFokker—Planckequationfor an action of this form is

P[~, ~, t] = JdDx H~PEt/i, ~i, t] (6.60)
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with

H~=Jd0x [~X) Gt(x) (~) + O~(x))- ~x) (GT(x))t(~)+ ~ (6.61)

In particular, using eq. (6.59),

H~= f dDx Gt(x) (~x)+ G(x) ~(x))- ~x) T(~t( ~x) - ~(x)O(x))]. (6.62)

Langevin equationscorrespondingto eq. (6.60) can be written in the form [6.4,6.5].

~(x, t) = _Gt(x) G(x) ~(x, t) + ~Gt(x)0
1(x, t) + 02(x, t) (6.63)

~ ~(x, t) = -(G(x) G
t(x))T~(x, t) + ~

1(x,t) + ~G
t(x) 02(x, t) (6.64)

where now two stochasticnoise fields 0
1(x, t) and 02(x, t) have been introduced (plus their two

‘conjugate’ counterparts).Thesenoise fields must havestochasticcorrelationsgiven as follows:

(6~(x,t)) = (~(x,t)) =0 (6.65)

(O~(x,t) 01(x’, t’)) = —(~(x’, t’) 0,(x,t)) = 2 ô,~i5
0(x—x’) 8(t — t’) . (6.66)

It hasalso beenargued[6.4,6.6] that, equivalently,theLangevinequations(6.63) and(6.64)canbe

expressed(in an asymmetricfashion) by just onestochasticfield O(x, t) [andits associatedO(x, t)]:

~(x, t) = _Gt(x) G(x) çfr(x, t) + Gt(x) O(x, t) (6.67)

~ ~(x, t) = -(G(x) Gt(x))T~(x, t) + O(x, t) (6.68)

with the 0’s having ordinary6-functioncorrelations.
The advantageof the Langevin equations(6.63) and (6.64) is that formally one can demonstrate

positive definitenessof the associated‘Hamiltonian’ H~of eq. (6.61). To see this, transform to a
coherentstaterepresentation[6.1]in which

çfr— i/i i/
1t..~/~jJ and i/i—i/i

and where consequentlythe ‘Hamiltonian’ H~of eq. (6.61) takes the form

H~= f d
0x[~t(x)Gt(x)(~t(x)+ G(x) ~(x)) - ~t(GT(x))t (~t(x)- ~(x) O(x))]. (6.69)
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By a similarity transformation

= exp{_J~Dx~t(x) G~(x)~t(X)} H~exp{J d’1x ~t(x)G1(x)~t(x)} (6.70)

this gets a formally positive definite expression:

H~= JdDx [~t(x) Gt(x) G(x) ~(x)+ ~t(x)(G(x) Gt(x))T~] (6.71)

and one would therefore expect the ‘Hamiltonian’ (6.61) to have only real, positive (or zero)
eigenvalues.Of course,onewould still haveto demonstratetheexistenceof a ‘massgap’, i.e. that the
eigenvaluesA~>0 for all n ~ 1. This appearsevenmore difficult to prove in the caseof Grassmann
variablesthanin the bosoniccase.

As thediagrammatictechniquesfor theperturbationtheory associatedwith theLangevin equations
(6.63) and (6.64) are completely analogousto the expansionsin the bosonic caseand the kernel
prescriptionof theprevioussubsection,we shallomit a discussionof this perturbationexpansionhere.
We notein passingthat theLangevinequations(6.63)and(6.64)do not strictly speakingcorrespondto
the useof a kernelprescription,althoughthe resultingform is very similar.

Another kernel prescription which attemptsto overcomedampingproblemsby effectively lettingthe
stochastictime variableevolve in two different directionshasalso beenproposed[6.7].However, as
soonasinteractionsareintroducedonly one time direction is admissible,in which caseonemust return
to theoriginal kernel prescription.

Kernelswill also turn out to play an importantrole in numericalsimulations of lattice-regularized
fermion systems. Wewill return to this point in section 12.

6.6. The fermionic Langevin equations and their symmetries

Onequestionwe havenot raisedso far is theproblemof symmetriesof theLangevinequations.For
ordinarystochasticquantizationof regularizedor finite theoriesthis turnsout to be of no importance.
However, when we turn to stochasticregularization of theorieswith infinities, it becomesimperative
that thewhole formalismis covariantwith respectto thesymmetriesof theunderlyingtheory. Forthis
reasonit is importantto checkthe invariancesof the Langevin equations.

As we will havein mind applicationsto a QED- or QCD-like theory,wewill concentrateon gauge
invarianceand global chiral invariance.For simplicity of the discussion,let us restrictourselvesto an
Abelian gauge theoryonly. The generalizationto thenon-Abeliantheoryis completelystraightforward.

With the kernel K(x, x’) of eq. (6.13) theLangevin equationsare

A~(x, t)= a~F~~(x,t)+g~(x,t) y~~(x, t)+~(x, t) (6.72)

and

~~(x,t)=(a2_m2)~(x,t)+gJd0yK(x,y)~(y,t)i/I(y,t)+O(x,t). (6.73)
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Theseequationsare, in the limit rn = 0, invariantunderglobal chiral transformations,

i4r(x, t)—s.e’°”~t/t(x,t) , i/i(x, t)—.* ~‘(x, t) eia)~5 (6.74a)

0(x, t) —~ e’°~50(x,t) , ~(x,t) —* O(x, t) e’°”~ (6.74b)

A~(x,t)~A~(x,t), x,t)~~~(x,t). (6.74c)

Equations(6.72) and (6.73) are also invariant underglobal gaugetransformations:

ifr(x, t)—*e’°i/i(x, t), i/i(x, t)—s~tfr(x, t) e_iO (6.75a)

0(x, t)—+ e”O(x, t), O(x, t)—~O(x,t) e’° (6.75b)

A~(x, t)—4A~(x,t), i~(x, t)—~’,~(x, t). (6.75c)

Note that this global gaugetransformationsimply reflectschargeconservation.
However, eqs. (6.72) and (6.73) are not invariant under local gauge transformations. This is an

obvious consequenceof our non-covariantchoice of kernelK(x,x’) of eq. (6.13).
Nevertheless,we knowthat theanswersobtainedfrom thenon-covariantequations(6.72)and(6.73)

arecompletelyin agreementwith thestandardcovariantFeynmangraphmethod.How is this possible?
Two effectsactually work to compensateeachother: theLangevinequations(6.72) and(6.73) arenot
invariant under local gauge transformations,but at the sametime the fermionic noise measure
transforms in exactly such a way as to compensatethe lack of gaugeinvariance in the Langevin
equationsthemselves.

For purposesof stochasticregularizationthemanifestlygaugeinvariant equationsof the type (6.63)
and (6.64) are needed.These equationsare, in the case of gaugetheories,where G(x) = D(x),
invariantunder local gaugetransformations.They arealso, in the limit m = 0, invariant underglobal
chiral transformations. Amusingly, the two noise fields now haveto transform underchirality with
oppositesigns:

O1(x, t)—s.e’°
750

1(x,t) when O2(x, t)—s.e’°”5O2(x,t)

This means that even though the Langevinequationsareformally chiral, they mix right-handednoise

fields with left-handed noise fields and vice versa. This seemsto be an inescapablefeature.

7. Stochasticprocessesandsupersymmetry

Supersymmetryappearsin the contextof stochasticquantizationfrom manydifferentangles.First of
all, simply from the field theoreticpoint of view it would be of interestto see if any problemsarise
whenone attemptsto quantizesupersymmetrictheoriesstochastically.Clearly the main obstaclewould
appearto be the inclusionof fermions in this scheme,but as we havejust discussedin the previous
section,this problemseemsto be solved.A secondquestiononecan askis whethersupersymmetryis
preservedin sucha stochasticquantizationprocedure.As it turns out, this questioncan beansweredin
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the positive; in fact, for supersymmetricgauge theoriesstochasticquantizationappearsto haveone
definite advantage:sinceagaugefixing termis unnecessary,supersymmetrywill not be broken at any
step.This holds both for the Abelian and non-Abeliancase.The issue of stochasticquantizationof
supersymmetrictheorieswill be discussedtowardstheend of this section.

Perhapsa far more promising featureof supersymmetrictheoriesquantizedstochasticallyis the
possibility of using stochasticregularization as a regularizationschemefor suchtheories.Indeed,it
appearsat the momentas if stochasticregularizationis the only viable candidatefor a regularization
schemewhich manifestly conservesboth supersymmetry,chiral symmetry andgaugeinvariance.This
will be discussedin greaterdetail in section8.

However, supersymmetryis relatedto stochasticquantizationalso at a much deeperlevel. As an
example, even purely scalar field theorieswill, when quantizedstochastically,display a ‘hidden’
supersymmetry.This issue,which is intimatelyconnectedwith theexistenceof a so-called‘Nicolai map’
for supersymmetricfield theories[7.1],will be the main subjectof this section.

We startwith a seeminglyunrelatedproblem,that of Parisi-Sourlas‘dimensionalreduction’of scalar
field theoriesin externalrandomfields [7.2,7.3]. In fact, this Parisi-Sourlasreductionis closelyrelated
to both supersymmetryand stochasticquantization.This becomesapparentwhen one establishesthe
connectionto the Nicolai map, which is the subjectof the following subsection.In section7.3 we
discussthe superspaceformulationandthe dimensionalreductionprocedurefor stochasticquantization.
It will givean elegantequivalenceproof, in additionto thosealreadyoutlinedin section3. We conclude
with a brief descriptionof how supersymmetricfield theoriescan be quantizedby stochasticmethods.

7.1. Parisi—Sourlasreduction

The phenomenonof dynamical‘dimensionalreduction’ was first notedwithin the contextof critical
phenomenaassociatedwith spin systemsin random external fields. (This may sound like a rather
academicproblem,but systemsvery closeto sucha situationcan in factbe createdandstudiedin the
laboratory.) As has beenlearnedfrom renormalizationgroup theory (for an early review see, for
example, ref. [7.4], the detailedlong-distancebehaviourof, for example,Ising spin systemscan,
sufficiently closeto a critical point, be understoodfrom the behaviourof a scalarfield theory

S[~] = J dDx~[~(x)] = JdDx{~~(x) a2~(x)+ ~ ~(x)2 + V[~]} (7.1)

with a potential

V[cb] = a cb(x)3 + b ~(x)~. (7.2)

In this field theory languagethe coupling to a random external magnetic field can simply be
representedby addingto S[4] a sourceterm:

S[~]-~S[cb] - h(x) ~(x). (7.3)

One must, of course,also simulate the effect of randomnessin the externalfield. This can be
accomplishedby computingall physicalquantitiesof interestfor fixed h(x), andsubsequentlyperform-
ing the desiredaveragingover h(x). The resulting quantitieswill thenbe obtainedin what is called a
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quenchedaverage. (We shall return to the ideaof quenchedaveragesin section8. It thereappears
within the context of large-N field theory, but in fact there is a rather close connection to the present
discussion.)

To be specific, we can consider an averaging with the simplest possibleweight: the Gaussian
distribution. The introductionof an externalfield with Gaussiandistributionshould remindus of the
role playedby thenoise field ~(x,t) in stochasticquantization,andof coursethereis a closeparallel.
This will becomemore clearbelow.

For example,for the free energyof the systemsubjectedto an externalfield h(x) we would have

~[hJ= —ln JD4 exp{_Jd0x [~~(x)] — h(x)~(x)]} (7.4)

and a subsequentaveragingover the randomfield h(x) thengives

~[iii=JDh ~[h]expf_~ Jd~)xh(x)2}. (7.5)

In general,we will now havetwo kinds of correlationfunctions[7.6]:the ‘standard’type

X(x, y) = (~(x) çb(y)) — (~(x)) (t~(y)) (7.6)

and one inducedby the randommagneticfield h(x):

G(x,y)= (4(x)) (4(y)). (7.7)

Note that this last GreenfunctionG(x, y) will benon-vanishingevenif (4t(x)) =0. Note alsothatwith

the Gaussiandistributionconsideredabove,we have
h(x)=0, h(x)h(y)=ctS0(x—y), etc. (7.8)

with the higher 2n-point functionsof h(x) obtainedfrom the 2-point functionabovethrough Wick’s
theorem.

For definiteness,let us in the following considerthe Lagrangian

= ~(a~~(x))2 + ~ ~~)2 + ~A4(x)~. (7.9)

In a saddlepoint approximation,valid whenc—~cc (i.e. when the strengthof the randommagnetic
field becomeslargecomparedwith thermal fluctuations),it is necessaryto rescalethe 4(x)4 coupling
A—* A/c and the fields 4t(x) —* ~(x)v~, h(x)—+ h(x)Vë.This brings out a commonfactorofc in front of
the action:

Z[h] JD~exp{_c f dDx [1(a~)2+ ~rn2~2 + - h~]} (7.10)

andwe are now readyto analysethe systemby saddlepointmethods.
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In sucha saddlepoint (or steepestdescent)approachone hassimply, for example,

(4t(x)) = cb”~(h,x) (7.11)

where 4 (1) (h, x) is the solutionof theclassicaldifferential equation:

—o24(x) + m2 4(x) + A cb(x)3 = h(x) (7.12)

which hasleastaction. (In generaltherewill be a wholesetof solutions,andthis will unfortunately[7.5]
turn out to havesomeseriousconsequences.More aboutthis later.)

Similarly, one hasin the saddlepoint approximation

c~G(x, y) = (4(x)) (~(y))= 4~’~(h,x) ~ y) (7.13)

for theGreenfunction ofeq. (7.7).The solution~1) (h,x) of eq. (7.12) canbe found,for example,by
iterating the equationin A. This correspondsto ordinary perturbationtheory in A, and is of course
completelyanalogousto the perturbativetreatmentof theLangevin equationfor a scalarfield, aswe
alreadyencounteredit in section3.

Computing Greenfunctionsdirectly in sucha diagrammaticway [7.5,7.7] one finds, remarkably,
that these Green functions are identical to theGreenfunctionscomputedfor the sametheory without
the randommagneticfield, but in 2 dimensionslower. It wasthis ‘dimensionalreduction’ from D to
(D —2) which was shown in a beautiful paperby Parisi and Sourlas [7.2]to be a consequenceof a
hidden supersymmetryin the problem. It is, in that language,the fermionic coordinateswhich are
responsiblefor the reductionfrom D to (D —2) dimensions.

In order to reveal this hidden supersymmetryone can go through the following manipulations.
Considerthe expectationvalue of, for example,the correlationfunction G(x, y) of eq. (7.7). In the
above approximation we have

c~’G(x, y) = (~(x)) (~(y))= ~h, x) ~1~(h,y)

= JDh ~ x) ~ y) exp{— ~J d0xh(x)2} (7.14)

i.e.

c~1G(x, y)J Dh D~fl 6(—d2~(x)+ m2 ~(x) + A ~(x)3 — h(x))det[—a2 + m2 + 3A ~(x)2]

4~(h,x) ~ y) exp~—~J dDx h(x)2}

= JD~det[-a2 + m~+3A ~(x)2] ~(x) ~(y)

.exp{-~Jd0x[_a2~(x)+ m~çb(x)+ Acb(x)3}}. (7.15)
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The determinantappearingin eq. (7.15) can now be exponentiatedinto the action by the
introductionof two anticommuting(but spinless)fields lr(x) and ifr(x). This is possiblebecauseof the
identity

det[— d2 + m2 + 3A ~(x)2]= JDi/I Di/~exp{_Jd’3x ~i(x)[—a2+ m2 + 3A ~(x)2]~(x)}. (7.16)

The resulting effective action is supersymmetric.This is perhapsmost easily seenby the further
introductionof a scalarauxiliary field w(x) [7.2],which also servesto closethesupersymmetryalgebra.
The final result is

c1 G(x, y)=f DqSDøD~D~(x)~(y)exp{_f dDx~ett(~,~,

4li)} (7.17)

with

.~= ~w(x)~+ w(x)(—d
2 çb(x)+rn2 ~(x)+A~/s(x)3)+ ~r(x)(—a2+rn2+3A~(x)2) çfi(x).

(7.18)

This Lagrangianis invariantunder the following supersymmetrytransformations[7.2]:

~cb—&,~x~~i/J, 6i/i=0,
- (7.19)

8~=2&,~a~i/i, Fit/i = ~x~o +2~a~

where ~ is an infinitesimal anticommutingvector. (We encouragethe readerto verify this supersym-
metryinvarianceexplicitly! It is a simple_exercisewhichonly involvesafew partialdifferentiations,plus
useof the anticommutativityof i/i andi/i.)

ParisiandSourlashaveoffereda compeffingargumentwhy this supersymmetryis responsiblefor the
dimensionalreduction[7.2].First notethat on accountof the supersymmetrythe actionof eq. (7.17)
can be expresseddirectly in superspace:

Seff=JdDXdOdO [~P(—V~~)~+ V[P]] (7.20)

where cP is an appropriatesuperfield.The measureintegratesover all spacecoordinatesd’~xandover
the GrassmannvariablesdO and dO. As 0 and 0 are completely anticommutingvariables, the most
generalform of 4t is

~‘b(x,0,0)= 4(x) + Ot/i(x) + i/’(x) 0 + OOw(x) (7.21)

[thevariables 4i, i/i, i/s andco are precisely the variablesof the ‘componentfield’ action (7.17)]. The

superspace Laplacian V~is definedby

= 82 + 4 82/80 80 (7.22)
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and it is convenientto usea non-standardnormalizationfor the Grassmannintegrations:

Jd0r~JdO=0; JdOd000 —lilT (7.23)

(the quantity —1 /ir on the right-handside is relatedto the surfaceareaof a unit spherein D = —2
dimensions,aswe shall seesoon). -

ParisiandSourlashavearguedthat a spacewith anticommutingvariables0 and 0 is equivalentto a
spaceof commuting variablesof dimensionsD = —2. As an illustration of this, first recall that the
supersymmetrytransformations(7.19)in thecompactsuperspaceformulationsimply expressinvariance
undersuperspacerotationswhich leavethe metric x2 + 00 invariant.Then, if f is asupersymmetrically
invariantfunction,f = f(x2 + 00), we have

f(x2 + 00) = f(x2) + 00 df(x2) /dx2 - (7.24)

andhence,using the integrationrules (7.23):

Jd0xdodof(x2 + OO)= _~_Jd0xfl(x2). (7.25)

On the otherhand, in generalwe havefor a D-dimensionalintegralof commutingcoordinates:

J d0x f(x2) = A(D)j dxx~ f(x2) (7.26)

whereA(D) = 2lT0121F(D/2) is thesurfaceareaof the unit spherein D dimensions.
Considernow the following simple manipulations:

J dD~xf(x2)= A(D_2)Jdxx02 f(x2)= —A(D_2)Jdx(D ~ 2)2df(x2) ~0-1

= D-2 A(D-2) JdDxfl(x2)= -i Jd~xf’(x~) (7.27)

andhence,by eq. (7.25):

J d0x dO dO f(x2 + 00) = J d02x f(x2). (7.28)

The above formula (7.28) is the magic relation needed to derive the dimensional reduction of Green
functionssuchastheoneof eq. (7.13). Parisi andSourlas[7.2]gavean all-orderproofin perturbation
theory, and this proof wasa little later nicely completedin full non-perturbativefashion [7.8,7.9].We
will come back in detail to the non-perturbativereduction argumentof [7.8] when discussingthe
superfieldformulationof stochasticquantizationin section7.3.

A predictionof dimensionalreductionfrom D to D — 2 for spin systemssuchasthosediscussedin
the beginningof this sectionhavedrasticexperimentalconsequences.For onething, the lower critical
dimension should now be the most physicalone of 3 dimensions,insteadof 1 dimension! Also, the
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critical exponentsshouldbe radically changed in dimensions 3 or higher [7.101,althoughthis may not
be of much physicalrelevance.

Unfortunately,it appearsasif theD —÷(D — 2) dimensionalreductionpredictionhasbeendisproved
by experiments.(For a recentreviewof the experimentalsituation,see,for example,ref. [7.11].)Thus,
long rangeorderhasbeenobservedevenin 3-dimensionalsystems,andit seemsas if the lower critical
dimensionality will be D = 2 instead of D = 3, as predicted from the D—~(D — 2) dimensional
reduction.

How can theseexperimentalfactsbereconciledwith the previoustheoreticalanalysis?Parisi [7.5]has
pointed out how the aboveargumentscan fail. To understandthis, let us return to eq. (7.15). The
manipulationsusedtherearevalid as long as auniquesolution 4’ ~(h, x) of thesaddlepoint equation
(7.12) exists,which thenminimizesthe action. This is in fact the casewhenrn2 >0. However,when
multiple solutionsexist (asfor m2<0), oneneedsto modify eq. (7.15) accordingly.This is clear,since
in the solution for G(x, y) we want the contribution only from the one solution qs(1 ~(h,x) which
minimizes the action, but if multiple solutions exist, then theseextrasolutions will appearin the
functional integral (7.15) also. Theseextra solutionscontribute to the supersymmetricform of the
effectiveaction,andarehencepartly responsiblefor thedimensionalreductionD —~ (D — 2) . Properly
removingthesesolutionswill thereforedestroythesupersymmetry,andvery likely alsothedimensional
reductionprediction.

To maketheseremarksmoreprecise,let us now assumethat we in fact arein a situationwhere a
whole set of solutions 4’~1~(h,x), 4’~2~(h,x), 4’~3~(h,x), . . . , 4’~(h,x) exists of eq. (7.12), and
4’w(h, x) again is the solutionwhich minimizes the action.

The solutionof G(x, y) from eq. (7.17) then reads

c~G(x, y) = JDh ~ 4’~’~(h,x) 4’~(h,y) sign{det[—82 + m2

+ 3A 4’~(h,x)2]} exp{_ ~f d’1x h(x)2} (7.29)

but this does obviously not coincide with the correct expression (7.14)! One thereforeneeds to
introducea function C[4’] [7.6]with the following property

c _.Ji, if4i=4t~’~(h,x) 730~ if4’=4’~(h,x), i2,...,n ( . )

with the help of which

c~G(x, y) =f D4’ Dw D~D~çb(x) çb(y) C[qS] exp{_f dDx ~eff(4” ~, cli)~ (7.31)

s the correctexpressionfor the correlationfunction. Here

jeff = f dDx~ ~,i/i) (7.32)

thesupersymmetriceffectiveactioncorrespondingto (7.18). However,due to the insertionof C[4’]
~(7.31),thecorrelationfunctionwill no longercoincidewith thecorrespondingsupersymmetricone,
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and the D—÷(D — 2) predictionis lost. Theexpression(7.31) is of coursestill auseful startingpoint if
one can determineC[4,]. Pansihasfoundthat C[4’] ~ 0[m2 + A 4’(x)2] in a simple zero-dimensional
example[7.5], but it appearsas if the generalsolutionwill be difficult to find.

7.2. The Nicolai map

The somewhatmysteriousappearanceof a supersymmetryin the stochasticproblem discussedin
section7.1 finds its naturalexplanationwithin the contextof theNicolai map [7.1].The literaturelist
connectedwith this subjectis ratherlong (see,for example,refs. [7.12—7.17]),andwe shall not enter
into a detaileddiscussionof all the results (or problems)connectedwith this map. For very readable
reviewsof mostof the more recentdevelopmentswe refer the readerto ref. [7.18].

Before discussingthe contentof theNicolai map,let us first seehow manipulationsvery similar to
theonesusedin theprevioussection(for a problemwithout any fictitious time parameter)canbe used
to reveala similar ‘hidden supersymmetry’associatedwith theLangevin equationitself.

Westart in thesimplestpossiblewayby consideringnot afield theory, but just theLangevinequation
associated with a point particle being subjected to random background noise. This correspondsto the
very realphysicalproblemof theBrownianmotion of a (classical)particlein a heatbath. Surprisingly,
this problem turns out to be equivalent to a supersymmetricquantummechanical problem.Let usnow
seewhy.

The Langevin equationfor theparticle reads

dxidt = —FiS/Fix+ i
1(t) (7.33)

where x representsthe spacecoordinateof the particle. (Note, incidentally, that for this particular
systemwe can identify the time parametert with ordinarytime!)

Expectationvaluesare, asusual, evaluatedasthe pathintegral

~ (7.34)

over a Gaussiannoise, i.e. (q(t1)~(t2))~ = 26(t1 — t2) etc.
Repeatingthe samekinds of manipulationsasin the Parisi—Sourlascase,we now attemptto makea

changeof variables:~—* x. Fromeq. (7.33) this is seento involve the Jacobian

detIb’,~(t)/Fix(t’)I= det[(d/dt + V’) 6(t — t’)] (7.35)

wherewe have introducedV = FiS1Fix.

For the partition functionZ itself this shift of variablesimplies

Z=JD?lexpj_~Jdt~l(t)2}

= J Dx D~det[d/dt + V’] 8(dx/dt+ V— ~)exp~—~Jdt~1(t)2}

=JDxdet[d/dt+V’]exp(—~Jdt(i +V)2}. (7.36)
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As in the Parisi—Sourlascasewe canusea fermionic pathintegralrepresentationof thedeterminant:

det[d/dt + V’] = f Dcli Di/i exp{Jdt i/i(dldt + V’) (7.37)

with the help of which we can extract a local actiondensity,

~etf= ~(dxldt+ V)2 — ~ (d/dt+ V’) i/; (7.38)

and

~ ~, ~)}. (7.39)

This systemis recognizedas Witten’s exampleof supersymmetricquantummechanics[7.12,7.19,
7.20]. Before proceeding,let us remind the readerthat we startedwith a purely classical (although
stochastic)problemofBrownian motion. As the simple manipulationsabovehaveshown,this systemis
completelyequivalentto a (supersymmetric)quantummechanicalproblem!

The hidden supersymmetryof the Langevin equation (7.33) does have some interestingcon-
sequences.This stemsfrom the factthat with a (globalor local) symmetry(andan actionprinciple) one
can rathereasily derivenon-trivial relationsamongvarious sets of Greenfunctions.Theserelations,
collectively knownas ‘Ward Identities’, follow becausean action symmetryimplies a certainamountof
redundancy:with an appropriateshift of variablesthe whole pathintegralis left invariant. This must
necessarilyimply a constrainton the Greenfunctions,unlessof coursethesymmetry is spontaneously
broken.

In orderto derivetheseWard Identities[7.21],let us first for conveniencedo a rescalingof thetime
variable t—~t12; then

£~(x,~, ~)= 1~2+ ~1V + ~V2— t/s(dldt + ~V’)t/i. (7.40)

The term1V12 doesnot contributeto the action sinceit is just a surface term:

~zfdt1V= ~ fdxFiSIFix=0. (7.41)

Finally, in orderto havea supersymmetryalgebrawhich closes,we introducean auxiliary field D:

= ~2 — ~D2— ~DV—çb(d/dt+ ~V’)t/s. (7.42)

The actioncorrespondingto (7.42)is invariant underthe following supersymmetrytransformations,

Fixii/i—çlie, 6D1t/s+tfrs,
(7.43)

Fiu/i(i+D)e, Fi~r—D)

asis easilychecked.It is also straightforwardto showthat two successivetransformationsyield one time
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translation,

[61, 6~]= —4d/dt (7.44)

and that the restof the supersymmetryalgebraclosesaswell. -

In order to derivetheWardIdentities,wenow introducea setof sources{ ~ ~ ~, ~} which form a
scalar super-multiplet under (7.43). Their transformationpropertiesare requiredto be [7.21J:

(7.45)

Fi~=EJX+EJD, Fi~=—~J~+~JD.

Thus,~with

2’—~+xJX+DJD+~clI+i1I~ (7.46)

we have &.9~?= 0 under the transformations(7.43) and (7.45). This invariance of the Lagrangian
obviouslyimplies FiZ = 0 (with Z being the partition function)aswell. But then,by usingthe functional
chain rule,

(7.47)

which, on accountof (7.45), implies

1X&1D&4~ ~=0. (7.48)

This is the masterequationfor all Ward Identitiesof the theory. Specific identities, which are all
non-trivial relationsamongGreenfunctionsof the theory, are obtainedby differentiating eq. (7.48)
with respectto oneor severalof thesourcesof theset { ~ J1~~, ~},and thenletting all sourcesequal
to zero.

As anexample,let usfirst differentiate(7.48)with respectto 6/6JD and Fit 6C. Fromeq. (7.48)only 3
termscan contribute:

d &
2Z 32Z d 62Z

(7.49)
dt 6JD6JX 6J2L, dt ~

i.e. ~ (xD)+~(v2)+~ (~)=0. (7.50)

Similarly, if we differentiatewith respectto 6/6J~andFi/Fi~:

d 62Z - 62Z - - ____
—— — e+ s—s -=0 (7.51)

dt 6J~ 6J~6JD
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i.e.

(7.52)

andso on. Theseareall non-trivial identitiesenforcedon theGreenfunctionsby thesupersymmetryof
the Lagrangian (7.42)

It is naturalto ask atthis point aboutthe meaningandsignificanceof thehiddensupersymmetryin
theclassicalstochasticsystem(7.33),andin particularabouttheconsequencesof Ward Identitiessuch
as(7.50) and(7.52) on this classicalsystemof Brownian motion. To get someinsight into this, let us
returnto the pathintegralformulation (7.38), (7.39) of the problem,and try to evaluatedirectly the
fermionic determinantappearingthere.

Clearly,

det[d/dt + V’] = [~JA~ (7.53)

whereA~are the eigenvaluesof the operator(d/dt)+ V1. However, this operatorhasa continuous
spectrum,and in order to give meaning to the right-handside of eq. (7.53), someregularization
proceduremustbe introduced.This is not necessarilyanunambiguousprocedure,andparticularcareis
often requiredwhensomesymmetriesarepresent,asin this case,wherewecertainly wish to preserve
thesupersymmetrythroughout.Oneway to do this is to simply enclosethesystemin a finite ‘volume’
of extent T. To preservethesupersymmetrywe mustemployperiodic boundaryconditionsfor boththe
bosonsand fermions. The determinant is now calculable, e.g. by a zeta-functionregularization
technique[7.21].We first solve the eigenvalueproblem

(d/dt+ V’)i/i~= A~i/s~ (7.54)

with thetrivial solution

tfr~(t)=t/i~(0)exp{fdr(A~_V’)} (7.55)

2irin 1 1
drV , InI=0,l,2 (7.56)

Instead of attempting to compute II,, A~directly(the productis clearly diverging,andsomeprocedure
mustbe applied in orderto removethis divergence),one can — as mentionedabove — computethe
determinantby meansof zeta-functionregularization.This techniqueis easily described.One first
forms thezeta-functionof theoperator,

i(s) = ~ A5. (7.57)

Then,if all involved quantitiesare well defined,one has

~- ~(s)~ = ~- ~ exp(—sln A~)~= —~ ln A~ (7.58)
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i.e. formally

lndet[operator] = —~ ~(s)~~ (7.59)

if these are convergentquantities. In the general caseone can view eq. (7.59) as one particular
definition of the determinant[7.22].

For the case at hand, where the differential operator is of first order, we form instead the
zeta-functionof the absolutevaluesof the eigenvalues,

~(s)=~ A~L~ (7.60)

[this definesoneparticularway to avoid thebranchcut of the logarithm, asfollows from eq. (7.58)],
and compute[7.21]

~(s)~~= ~~(0,a)+~ ~a)+ln—(~R(0, a)+ ~R(O’_a))_ln~~~Ta~ (7.61)

with
T

11
a=— I dTV (7.62)2in J

0

and ~R(s,a) being thegeneralizedRiemannzetafunction:

~R(s,a)_~(n+a). (7.63)

Miraculously,theunwieldyexpression(7.61)reducesto an extremelysimple form if we makeuseof
the identities

~ a) = ln F(a) — ~ln(2ir) (7.64a)

~R(0,a)—2a (7.64b)

(7.64c)
a sln(lra)

andwe finally endup with [7.21]

det[~+ v’] = —2i sinh{~Jdr V’}. (7.65)

(Note, incidentally,thathadweusedantiperiodicboundaryconditionsfor thefermions,which explicitly
breaksthesupersymmetryattheboundary,the sinh function in eq. (7.65)would havebeenreplacedby
a cosh.)
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At this final stagewe are allowed to let thecut-off T go to infinity again, since no divergences are
encountered.We canthensubstitute(7.65) into thepartitionfunctionof eq. (7.39) andassociate(7.65)
with a termin theaction. Sincethedeterminantin (7.65) is a differenceof two exponentials,we seethat
we actuallyend up with two different effective actions,5~:

z=fDxD~D~e~=JDxe~_JDxe~ (7.66)

i.e. Z=Z~-Z.
Surprisingly, if we computethe two HamiltoniansH~associated with the action densities2~we

recovertwo Fokker—PlanckHamiltonians[7.21,7.23]:

H~= —~Fi2/Fix2+ ~(6SIFix)2±~Fi2SIFix2. (7.67)

The first Fokker—PlanckHamiltonian H - is not new to us; it is preciselythe one we derived in
section3, and usedthereto motivate in a non-perturbativeway why stochasticquantizationleadsto
ordinary vacuumexpectationvaluesin the equilibrium limit. The fact that here two Fokker—Planck
Hamiltoniansappearis a direct consequenceof the underlying supersymmetry.In the literature of
statisticalmechanicsH andH~are known as forward and backwardFokker—PlanckHamiltonians,
respectively. The forward Hamiltonian H correspondsto the (forward) Fokker—Planck Lagrangian
which we obtained in section 3 by choosing propagation forward in time, see eqs. (3.75), (3.76).One
canverify similarly that H- corresponds to the choice of propagation backwards in time, eqs.(3.75),
(3.77).

Thecareful readermight havewonderedwhetherthecausalinterpretationof theLangevinequation,
which requirespropagationforward in time, doesnot contradictthe appearanceof both forward and
backwardFokker—Planckdynamics.Clarification of this issue canbe obtained[7.23]by recallingbasic
featuresof supersymmetrictheories[7.19,7.20,7.24]. Due to unbrokensupersymmetryone of the
Hamiltonians,H~,hasnecessarilystrictly positive eigenvaluesso that, in the equilibrium limit ~—> cc,

only the forward dynamicssurvives.This canstraightforwardlybe understoodin an expansionof Z~
and Z - in eigenstatesof H+ andH ; in the ~ cc limit only thezerogroundstateof H - contributes.
We summarize that in the physically relevant equilibrium limit the stochasticand supersymmetric
formulationsare equivalent.

We can now return to the questionof the implication of the previouslyderivedWard Identities.
Re-introducingthe setof sources{J~,~D, ~ we obviously also havefor thegeneratingfunctional
Z[J] Z[JJ~,~D’ ~

Z[J] = Z~[J] — ZJJ]. (7.68)

All Greenfunctionscan be computedby differentiatingZ[J] with an appropriatesetof sources.
Specifically, considernow oneparticularsetof Greenfunctions[e.g.eqs. (7.50) and(7.52)]which

fulfil the supersymmetricWardIdentities,whosegeneralform follows from eq. (7.48).Let F[x, V(x)]
standfor sucha genericcombinationof functions.Then,by definition,

(F[x, V(x)])~ = 0 (7.69)
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and hence,by eq. (7.68),

(F[x, V(x)])~+ = (F[x, V(x)])~_. (7.70)

Thus, for the particularcombination of functionswhich satisfiesone of the infinite set of Ward
Identities (7.48), expectation values with respect to H~and H are identical.

This symmetrybetweenthe two classicalFokker—PlanckHamiltoniansH+ and H- is, aswe have
seen,a direct consequenceof thesupersymmetryin theequivalentquantummechanicalproblem.An
intriguing connection!

The relation betweenthe supersymmetryconnectedwith the Langevin equation and (forward,
backward) Fokker—PlanckHamiltonians has been discussedin further detail by Gozzi [7.23];an
explanationof thesupersymmetryby theOnsagerprinciple of microscopicreversibilitycanbe foundin
[7.25].

In a more generalframework,the Langevin eq. (7.33) gives one particular local realizationof a
Nicolai map [7.1].Such a map is characterizedby the following theorem:supersymmetrictheoriescan
be describedby a transformationTg of thebosonic fields of the theory,

Tg: 4’(x)—~4”(x, g, 4’(x)) (7.71)

with g indicatinggenericallya setof coupling constants.For asupersymmetrictheorysucha mapexists
with the following remarkable properties [7.1]:

i) Tg is invertible (at leastin perturbationtheory).
ii) S(g, 4’) = S

0[4”(g, 4’)] where S(g, 4’) is the part of theaction left over after integratingout the
fermions. S, is a free (quadratic,or of ‘covarianceone’) action.

iii) The Jacobianof the transformationTg equalsthe Matthews—Salamdeterminantfrom the fermion
integrations.

In a loose way we can phrasethis asfollows: take a supersymmetrictheory and integrateout the
fermionfields from the pathintegral. This producesa non-trivial determinantinsidethe (bosonic)path
integral. Therenowexists a transformationT of thebosonicfields whoseJacobiandeterminantexactly
cancelsthe determinantof the fermionintegrations,andwhich simultaneouslytransformsthe left-over
bosonicaction into a free bosonicaction.

This miraculouspropertyof supersymmetrictheoriesis of course intimately relatedto the well-
known cancellationsbetweenbosonic and fermionic degreesof freedom in such theories,and in
particularto the vanishingvacuumenergy.

To give anothersimple,but illustrative example[7.26],considera freesupersymmetricLagrangianin
2 dimensions,

~ +m)~ (7.72)

where i/i and i/s are Majorana spinors. Performing the Grassmannintegrations,we obtain 4 =

det(/ + m)
1~.Now, in 2 dimensions,

det[/ + m] = det[y
5(/ + rn))’5] = det[—/ + m] = det[— /2 + rn

2]112 = det[82 + m2]. (7.73)

Considerthenthe bosonictransformation
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1: 4’(x)~(ô2+m2)”24’
0(x)

which hastheJacobiandet[(8
2 + m2)]112 Performingthis transformationinsidethepartition function,

we have,successively,

Z= JD4’ D~liD~4exp{-S[q5, ~, ~]}

= JD4’O det[82 + m2]1’2 det[82 + rn2]”2 expf_~ f~2x4’~(a2+

x (a~+ m2) (82 + m2)~’24’0J
=fD4’oexp{_~Jd2x4’o(x)2J (7.74)

i.e. a manifestlyfree bosonictheory!
The lastline in eq. (7.74) shouldremindusof the noisemeasurein stochasticquantization.In fact,

readingeqs. (7.36)—(7.39) backwardswe see that this is preciselya Nicolai map constructionif we
identify [7.12]theNicolai mapT with the transformationx ~ ~. Thus, theLangevinequation(7.33) is
the explicit analyticform of the Nicolai map of supersymmetricquantummechanics.The Nicolai map
will in generalnot be of a simple local form as in this case.

Possibleproblemsassociatedwith an analysisas abovecould arisefrom the fact that wehavetacitly
assumedthe fermion determinantto always havethe samesign. (Recall that the Jacobianactually
should involve the modulus.) Further relationshipsbetween supersymmetricand Fokker—Planck
Hamiltonians,an accountof other Nicolai mapsof the Langevin type, aswell as a discussionof the
aboveproblem, havebeengiven by Claudsonand Halpern [7.27].See also Bern and Chan [7.28].

Returningto the Parisi—Sourlasschemeof section7.1 weseefrom eqs.(7.14)and (7.17)—(7.18)that
againa free bosonicaction [in h(x)] is relatedto a supersymmetricfield theory. In this casetheNicolai
mapis given by the classicalfield equation

—a
2cb(x)+ m2 cb(x) + A çb(x)3 = h(x). (7.75)

We recognizea greatsimilarity betweenthe correspondenceof stochasticprocessesto supersymmetric
field theoriesin the examplesof the Parisi—Sourlasschemeand of the Langevinequation.In fact an
evenfurthergeneralityhasbeendiscussedandexhibitedin [7.29]:It hasbeenshownthat for anylocal
constraintequationF

F(cb)-q (7.76)

expressinga field 4’ in termsof a noisefield ~ (for which someprobability distributionis provided)the
generatingfunctional exhibits a BRS invariance. In special cases(as e.g. discussedabove) even a
supersymmetry emerges.

We close this subsection by remarking that the concept of Parisi—Sourlas reduction has been
exploited for an alternativestochasticquantizationscheme[7.30],which is basedon ‘dimensional
reduction’.
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7.3. The superfieldforrnulation of stochasticquantization

In this subsectionwe will givethe superfieldformulation of stochasticquantizationandshowasan
interestingconsequencean elegantnon-perturbativeproof for the equivalenceof stochasticquantiza-
tion to the conventionalpath-integralquantization.For simplicity we restrict ourselvesto scalarfield
theories[7.31—7.33],seealso [7.34—7.37];for attempts to formulate thesuperfieldapproachfor gauge
theories,see[7.38—7.39],andfor fermionssee [7.40].

Mostof the formalismwe needhasalreadybeenworkedout in thesectionsabove.We considerthe
functional formulation of stochasticquantizationand studythe Fokker—Planckaction (3.83)

5rp~=Jdnxdt[W2+ ~(FiSib4’)2 — i/t(o, + ~FiSiFi4’)i/i]. (7.77)

Repeatingthestepsof the lastsectionwe constructa supersymmetricactionwhich we nowrecastin the
form

SFP = Jd”x dt dO dO [cPDD~ + 5~(~)]. (7.78)

Here we introducedthesuperfield cP

cI~=4’+0tfr+çfr0+00F (7.79)

with F asauxiliary field. The covariantderivativesD, D are definedby

D=ata0+Oat~t, D=o/aO+Oaiot; (7.80)

~‘(c1) denotestheoriginal Lagrangianin termsofthesuperfield~P.The supersymmetrytransformations
read

Fi4’~i/i—i/is, 6u/i=~(q5—F),

(7.81)
Fii/is(4’+F), &F=~t/i+i/ss,

and correspondto the following translationin superspace

6t—~O+0s, 60=s, 606. (7.82)

Let us remark that this superspaceformulation is different from the usual one [7.41]insofar as
supersymmetrytransformationsinvolve 0, 0 andonly the fictitious time coordinate.

Invarianceof theaction(7.78) undersupersymmetrytransformationsis obviousby constructionwith
covariant derivatives (and can be checked explicitly).

Choosingperiodic boundaryconditions the generatingfunctional (3.89) for stochasticcorrelations
can finally be recastinto
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Z[J]=JD4i exp{_f d4xdT[4DDDcP + ~‘(c~)+ ~~i}
(7.83)

DcP=flflflflDcP(x,t,O,0).

Herewe restrict the superfieldsourceto the form

J(x, t, 0, 0) = J(x) 6(1) 6(0) 6(0) (7.84)

aseventuallyweareinterestedonly in equalfictitious time correlationsofthe lowestcomponentfield 4’
(we chooseinitial conditionsat t

0 —~ — cc so that at t= 0 thesystemcould alreadyrelax to equilibrium).
Wenow follow the ideaof Cardy[7.8]andpresentan equivalenceproofof stochasticquantizationto

theusualpathintegralquantization,seealso [7.32,7.33,7.37].Cardy’sidea,adaptedto thePansi—Wu
scheme,consistsin introducing an ‘interpolating’ generatingfunctionalZA(J),

ZA[J] = J ficii exp{_f d
4x dr do do [~(cI) + JcP]} (7.85)

where

= [A + (1 — A) 5(t) 5(0) 6(0)] ~‘(cI) + ~PDD~P. (7.86)

It is clear to seethat for A = 1 weobtain thesupersymmetncgeneratingfunctional(7.83).Furthermore,
it follows for A = 0 that all componentfields with fictitious times T less or equalto t = 0, except for
4’(x, 0) 4’(x), canbe integratedout (comparealso with section3). As a consequence,weobtain for
this parametervalueA = 0

ZAO[J] =JD4’ exp{_f d4x [~�(4’)+ J(x) 4’(x)]} (7.87)

the usual path integral for Euclidean field theory. The essentialstep is to show that correlation
functionsderivedfrom ZAEJ] are independentof A. To do so we observethat ZA[J1 is not invariant
underthe full supersymmetrytransformation(7.81) and (7.82) respectively.This follows from

Jdt dO dO6(t) 6(0) 6(0)= f dt do dO 0(t — 00). (7.88)

However,ZA[J] is invariantunder [7.39]

(7.89)

64’e(çb+F), 6Fi/ie

or

&tr~0e, 60=s, 6O0. (7.90)
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We thenhave

ln ZA[J] = f d~xJ dtdodO (~))JA [1- 6(t) 5(0)6(0)]. (7.91)

Becauseof the symmetry (7.90) the integranddependson t, 0, 0 only via somefunctionf of the
invariant t — 00

()Y~~=fJA(x, t — 00) =fJA(x, t) —00 8~fJA(x,t) (7.92)

andwe find easily

ln ZA[J] = Jd~xJ dt dO dO [—OOÔIfJA(x,t) — 8(t) 6(0) 6(0)fJA(x, t)]

= —lirn_Jd~xfJ.A(x,t)—~—1im—Jd~xfA(x,t). (7.93)

The last manipulationfollowed becausethe source term acted at an infinite time distanceaway from
t = 0 so that f becameindependentof J. We thus haveshown A-independenceof Green functions
derivedfrom ZA, as functional derivativeswith respectto J on eq. (7.93) vanish.

This finishes the non-perturbativeproof of equivalenceof stochasticquantizationto the standard
Euclideanpathintegralprescription.

7.4. Supersymrnetricfield theories

We now finally addressourselvesto ashort discussionon how to stochasticallyquantizesupersym-
metric field theories.As a simple example[7.42,7.43], seealso [7.44],let us explaintheprocedurein
the caseof a free vectorsuperfieldV, which constitutesthe supersymmetncgeneralizationof the free
Maxwell field. We follow the conventionsof ref. [7.45]. For convenienceof notation we prefer to
formulateourexpressionsin Minkowski spaceandimplicitly understandan appropriatecontinuationto
Euclideanspace.The action

Sr~Jd4xd2Od20Va2PV (7.94)

containsas in the Maxwell caseof a projectionoperatorP

P = DD
2D, P2 = P (7.95)

which is definedin termsof the covanantderivativesD~,Da

Da = a/ar _jO~á0aôm

(7.96)

D2 = DaDa, b2 = j5jja 82 = 82/8t2 _~2 (7.97)
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The vector superfield V obeysthe hermicitycondition

Vt=V (7.98)

andhasthe following componentfield decomposition

V= C+iOX—iOX+ ~iO2(M+iN)—~i02(M—iN)

—OuOv+ i020(A— ~ióax) — i020(A — ~icraX)+ ~O202(D— ~82C). (7.99)

In analogywith the Maxwell field casethe Langevinequationfor V reads

(7.100)

wherethe noise is asuperfieldaswell, with componentfields definedby

+ O~’m~+ 0a’1~+ 02Th + 02q
4 + 00~’‘~?5n+ O20~,6a+ 0

20a7l~+ 0202718. (7.101)

The solutionof (7.100) then follows simply (now having convertedto Euclideanspace)

V(k, t)=Jdr[exp{_k2(t_ r)} P+ 1— P]~(k,r) (7.102)

and allows to calculate propagatorsetc., as discussedin the precedingsections.We notewithout
surprise (for more details see section 4) that in the equilibrium limit generally arise divergent
contributions from the gauge modes; they will drop out when calculating gauge invariant expressions.

A furtherremarkconcernsthe Langevinequationsfor specific componentfieldsof V. As anexample
we obtain for the vectorfield u~

Om= ~82Um + 8m8~Vn+ (7.103)

which coincides with (4.4). As the supersymmetricdrift term is strictly positive we expect to find
Langevinequationsfor thefermionic fields wherethe problemwith negativefermionicmodeshasbeen
overcome.This is indeedthe caseas can be seene.g. from the coupledequations

= _j8mAa0~á + ‘712a

- - (7.104)m ~ Va_...1~2~ ~
‘~ 2~atj~’,n~”~— 1~a~ ‘716a

which combine to

A= —82A+iq
6 — (7.105)
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Hence the supersymmetricformalism leadsnaturally to the kernel prescriptiondiscussedin the last
section.Let us remarkfinally that (7.104)and (7.105)arecovariantequationsasin the Abeliancasethe
covariantderivativefor A is just 8m~

It is of further interestto studychiral superfields[7.42,7.43] andtheir couplingto vectorsuperfields
[7.43]. In a study of supersymmetricQED covariantcomponentfield Langevin equationshavebeen
shownagainto emerge;the electronLangevinequationexhibits the covariantkernel 8m — ieAmanda
two noisestructure[7.43], as discussedin section6.

8. The large-Nlimit

Oneof the surprisingapplicationsof stochasticquantizationhasbeenin the field of large-Nphysics.
‘Large-N theories’ is a rather loosely defined class of field theory modelsin which somenumberof
internal degreesof freedomN is sent to infinity; as examplesone can think of a scalarvector field
tj,(a)(X) (a = 1, 2,. . . N), a Hermitian matrix field Mab(x), (a, b = 1, 2,. . . N) and, in particular, a
non-Abelian gauge field A?(x) in the limit of infinitely manycolours.This last theory,QCD in the limit
of an infinite numberof colours, is of courseof most interest,sinceit is hopedto haveat leastmost
qualitative features in common with ordinary 3-colour QCD. However, in general, field theories
becomefar more tractablein the limit N—>cc, and as such can be studiedin their own right. Thus,
althoughwe shall havein mind a QCD-like theorywith an infinite numberof colours, it is often more
convenient to describethe techniquesin termsof more simple models.

The role which can be played by stochasticquantizationin large-Nphysicsbecameapparentafter
some rather spectacular developments in lattice gauge theories for N = cc, starting with a paper by
Eguchi and Kawai [8.1]. In this paperit was argued that full N= cc lattice gauge theories could be
formulated on just one single hypercubeon the lattice, insteadof usingthe wholeinfinite volume.The
proof of this was based on a U(l)’3 symmetry (D = number of space-time dimensions),which, although
conserved at strong coupling, was shown to be spontaneouslybrokenat sufficiently weakcoupling[8.2].
At the same time a modified scheme, based on the ‘quenching’ of a certain set of variables, was
proposed [8.2]. The quenching was introduced in order to preserve the U(l)’~ invariance for all values
of the coupling. It was soon realized that the ‘quenched momentum prescription’, as it came to be
called, was a completely general and derivable consequence of the N—>cc limit [8.3,8.4, 8.5], and in
fact could be generalized to continuum theories as well. Although usually derived from weak coupling
perturbation theory, the quenched momentum prescription has been checked in non-perturbative
regimes as well [8.2].

Stochasticquantizationentersthis field by offering an extremelysimplederivationof the quenched
momentumprescription[8.6,8.7]. Furthermore,if the quenchingprescriptionis extendedto incor-
poratethefictitious time direction also, thena novel interpretationof a ‘MasterField’ in N = cc theories
emerges[8.7]. This ‘QuenchedMasterField’ is the solutionof an algebraicmatrix equation.We shall
briefly discussboth of thesetopics in what follows, but westartwith a shortreviewof thebasicnotation
in the limit N—> cc~For moredetails of N = cc theorieswe refer the readerto, for example,the excellent
and readable review by Coleman [8.8]

8.1. The double-line notation, planar diagrams

To begin,let usconsidera pureSU(N)Yang—Mills gauge theory with an infinite number of colours:
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N—> cc~We shall later seehow one can incorporatedynamicalquark fields, but let us first simply view
quarks as external sources.

It wasfirst observedby ‘t Hooft [8.9] that Feynmandiagramsfor N = cc Yang—Mills theory can be
represented very convenientlyin termsof doublelines which keeptrackof the colour indices.Actually,
before illustrating this, it is worthwhile to notice[8.10]thata double-linenotationis usefulat anyN if
onewantsto computethecolour factorof any given Feynmandiagramin an SU(N) gaugetheory.For
example,if we considerthe (Feynmangauge)gluon propagator,

(A?(k) A~’(—k)) = [Sad8cb — 1 6 (8.1)

thenthis is easilyrepresentedin termsof a double-linenotation. Consider,for example,lowestorder
quark—antiquarkscattering(fig. 8.1). In fig. 8.la wehavetheordinaryFeynmandiagram.As far asthe
colour flow is concernedwe can useeq. (8.1) to representthis diagramasshownin fig. 8.lb. Similarly,
quark—quarkscatteringtakesthe form shown in fig. 8.2. This double-linenotation for gluon prop-
agatorsis extremelyuseful if one wantsto computethecolourfactorof agivendiagram[8.101.Clearly,
as N—>cc the last piecesin figs. 8.1 and 8.2 can be dropped,and we can simply representthe gluon
propagator as two antiparallel lines:

(A?A~)=~ )( dv.

Similarly, thequark-gluonvertex,the3-gluon vertexand the4-gluon vertexcan convenientlybe drawn
in double-linenotation at N = cc~This is shownin fig. 8.5.

The limit N—> cc cannot be takenin a meaningful way without a simultaneousrescalingof the
couplingconstantsof the theory.This shouldnot comeasa surprise;wecan for an SU(N) gaugetheory
think of the asymptoticfreedomformula

g
2(A) = l2lT2/(llNln A2) (8.2)

which relatesthe bare coupling g to the cut-off A. If we want a meaningful N—> cc limit of the

renormalizationgroup equation(8.2) we must demandthat g2N is kept fixed as N—> cc, i.e. rescale
g—>gI\/7N. (8.3)

This rescalingcan, of course,also be understoodon a muchmoresimplediagrammaticbasis.Since
the numberof colours goesto infinity, it is clearthat all Feynmandiagramsnaivelywill grow without

~

Fig. 8.1. Double-line notation for quark—antiquark scattering in an Su(N)gauge theory.
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Fig. 8.2. Double-line notation for quark—quarkscattering.

boundsas N—-> cc, simply becausethe number of separate‘colour diagrams’goes to infinity. As an
example,considerthe one-loopvacuumpolarizationdiagramsin fig. 8.3, which define I~(k).

A simple calculation gives [where f(k) is some regularized integral over the internal-loop
momentum]

I~(k)= —g
2 C

2(G) ~ab f(k) (8.4)

with the ‘Casimir’

C2(G) = N for G = SU(N). (8.5)

In order for eq. (8.4) to remainfinite asN-> cc it is clearthat a rescalingasin eq. (8.3) is required.
Thesetwo waysof understandingthe rescalingof the coupling constantare of courseequivalent:the
one-loop13-functionresult(8.2) follows preciselyby evaluationof thecountertermsto diagramssuchas
the onein fig. 8.3.

Interestingly,in the limit N—> cc only adistinct topologicalsubsetof all Feynmandiagramssurvives.
This is thesetofplanardiagrams [8.9].Insteadof attemptingto givea generalproofof this statement,
we encouragethe readerto checkits validity by choosinga few examples.Consider,for instance,the
two Feynmandiagramsin fig. 8.4, which bothcorrespondto higher order correctionsto the vacuum
polarizationtensor.The diagram (a) in fig. 8.4 is of the orderof g

6, whereasthediagram(b) is of the
orderof g8. Thus naively diagram(b) is of higher orderthan(a).However,only diagram(b) is planar,
andit is actuallyonly this diagramof the two which remainsfinite as N—> cc~ The non-planar diagram
(a) vanishes as 1/N2 when N—>cc~

A quick way to seethis is to makeuseof the double-linenotationandredrawthe diagramsas shown
in fig. 8.5. The diagram(a) is of the orderof g6 andhasjustoneclosedloop; it is thereforeof the order

(ghost)

: ~ + —~-.~-

Fig. 8.3. The one-loopgraphscontributingto thevacuumpolarizationin an SU(N) gaugetheory.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8.4. Examplesof non-planar(a) andplanar(b) Feynniandiagrams.Only theplanardiagram survivesin the large-Nlimit.
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I -~ 4 4

(a) (bI

Fig. 8.5. Double-line notationfor the diagramsof fig. 8.4. This illustrates the large-Ncounting.

of (g/\/7N)6.N = g6IN2. Even though diagram (b) is of the order of g8, it hasfour closed loops and it is
thereforeof the orderof (g/’/N)8 . N~= g8. Thus, as N-> cc diagram(a) vanishesas 1/N2, whereas
diagram(b) remainsfinite.

By consideringsuchexamplesit is clearthat theonly diagramswhich are not suppressedare those
with the largestnumberof closedloops in the double-linenotation; theseare precisely the planar
diagrams.For a more rigorousdiscussionwe refer the readerto the original paperby ‘t Hooft [8.9].
Needlessto say, planardiagramsform a gauge-invariantsubsetof all Feynmandiagrams.

So far our discussionhasbeenrestrictedto perturbationtheory.The large-Nlimit implies another
interestingsimplification which is valid beyondperturbationtheory: factorization. The factorization
property at largeN was first emphasizedby Migdal [8.11]and Witten [8.12]. It implies that vacuum
expectationvaluesbecomefree of fluctuations,i.e.

(AB)=(A)(B) (8.6)

and hence,in general,

(ABCD...)=s(A)(B)(C)(D)... (8.7)

for gauge-invariantoperatorsA, B, C, D
The factorization property is easy to check in perturbation theory, again making use of the

simplifying double-linenotation.For simple matrix modelsat largeN the factorizationpropertyis easy
to understandalso on anon-perturbativelevel, sinceit simply correspondsto thesaddle-pointsolution
becomingexact as N—>cc (owing to factorsof N2 in front of the action integral). The saddle-point
solution is of coursefree of fluctuations,i.e. it fulfils the factorizationproperty(8.6).

This analogy with simple matrix models, which could be solved exactly at the saddlepoint, i.e.
solved by just one (‘classical’) matrix-field configuration at N = cc, led Witten to suggest[8.12]that
large-N QCDcould be exactly solved in terms of classical ‘Master Field’ A~(x). Of course, because of
gaugeinvariancesucha MasterField will by necessitynot be unique.However, sincewe mustdemand
thatA~’(x) is invariant under translations,modulogaugetransformations,it follows that if such a field
should exist, we should be able to choosea gauge such that it is space-timeindependent,A~(x) =

A~(0).
The prospect of finding such a Master Field for N= cc Yang—Mills theory, through which basically

the whole theory could be solved, started to look rather bleak when it was realized [8.13]that even
simple two-matrix models did not possess a Master Field at N = cc~ Thebreakdownin theargumentfor
the existenceof a MasterField [8.13]occursbecauseactuallynot all invariantoperatorswill fulfill the
factorizationproperty(8.7).Similarly, suchtwo-matrixmodels[8.14]arenot solvedby the saddlepoint
evenat N=cc.
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However, the concept of a N = cc Master Field for all matrix theories, including N = cc gauge
theories,could get a new interpretationwithin the frameworkof stochasticquantization[8.7]. Thiswill
bethe subjectof section8.3, but wefirst turn to a discussionof thequenchedmomentumprescription
for N= cc theories

8.2. The quenchedmomentumprescription

Following GrossandKitazawa[8.4], let us first considera‘scalar’ large-Nmatrixmodelgivenby the
action

SJdDxTr{~(a~cIi(x))2+~m2~2(x)+ ~ ~i3(~)+ ~ ~i4(x)}. (8.8)

Here ~Prepresentsa Hermitian N x N matrix with scalarentries4’,~.This model hasa global U(N)
invariance,

P(x)~~>Ut P(x)U (8.9)

andwe will thereforerestrictourselvesto theevaluationof U(N) invariant Greenfunctions.
As in the case of N= cc Yang—Mills theories,discussedin theprevioussection,theN-> cc limit of the

theory (8.8) corresponds to planar Feynmandiagrams.The double-linenotationis straightforwardalso
in this case,andsimply correspondsto havinga line for eachof the indicesin 4~.Thepropagator,for
instance,canbe drawn

5.6. > 1
= k2+m2 = j < k (8.10)

and similarly for the t~J ~and qi4 vertices.
Becauseof the identification i = I andj = k in thepropagator(8.10)wecan assignto themomentum

k~flowing through the propagatorindices i and j in colour spacek~= k~. If we now take the
double-linenotation(8.10) seriously,we can,furthermore,imaginethat directedmomentak~andk~
flow througheachof the lines. Sinceobviously the total momentumof the two lines mustmatchthat of
thepropagatoritself, we have

k~=k~—k~. (8.11)

It is clear that such an assignment of momenta is self-consistent and compatible with momentum

conservationat all verticesas well. Thepropagator(8.10) canthenbe written

(4’
11(k) 4’k,(—k)) = (kr — k~’)

2 + m2 (8.12)

So far we havenot achievedanything; we havesimply introduceda new setof variables.But the
analysiscanbe carried further [8.4]: we can imaginethe propagator(8.12) asbeingderivedfrom an
‘action’ of the form

S= ~Tr{m2~2—[P~, cP]2} (8.13)
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(this action is not dimensionallycorrect,a detail which will soonbe remedied).Here themomentum

operatorP~is a matrix definedby
(P~)~1= S~1p~. (8.14)

The matrix ~Pin theactionSof eq. (8.13) is not a functionofthespace-timecoordinates and is, in
this sense,reduced: the theory is only defined on a single point! In spite of this, the full ‘action’

5= ~Tr{m
2~2— [P,~,~j~]2} + 3!VN Tr ci~+ Tr ~ii~ (8.15)

doescorrectly reproducethe integrandsof all planarFeynmandiagramsassociatedwith the starting
action (8.8).To get a completeequivalenceto the full N = cc theorywe must thereforesupplementthe
action (8.15)with a set of ‘Feynmanrules’ which tells us how to integrateoverinternal loopmomenta.
This is accomplished by the ‘quenched momentum prescription’ [8.2—8.5].For a matrix field cP(x) it
tells us that ~b(x)can be related to P(0) by the ‘translation operator’ P,~of eq. (8.14):

P(x) = exp(iP~’x~)P(0)exp(—iP~x~). (8.16)

Letting ‘P = ‘P(0) we havefor the components,

4~
1(x)=exp{i(p~—p~)x~} q~. (8.17)

In this way all Greenfunctionscan be computedfrom the reducedaction

~ (2i~.)D Tr{~m2’P2— ~[P,L,‘P]2 + 3!~ ‘P~+ ‘P4} (8.18)

which is definedon just onepoint. [Notethe factor of (21T/A)D in front of the actiondensity, which
makes the action dimensionally correct. The ultraviolet cut-off A will betakento infinity at theendof
the calculations. See below.]

Loop momentaare correctly integratedover by the following prescription: integrateover all p~’
‘momenta’over a normalizedmeasure,suchthat the integralof 1 gives 1. This is readily accomplished
by meansof the ultraviolet cut-off A, and thereis a large amountof arbitrarinesshere.One can, for
instance,choosea measure[8.4]

A A/2

f dP~= j N ~ (A)~) (8.19)
-A/2

In this way the dimensionful parameterA serves two purposessimultaneously: it regularizes
ultraviolet divergencies(at least as long as they are only logarithmic) and it defines a normalized
measurefor the momentaintegrations.

For future referenceit is importantto realizethat insteadof integratingover themomentaasin eq.
(8.19) (or any othernormalizedprescription),we could insteadchoosethe ‘quenchedmomenta’p~as
randomnumberswith a uniform distribution on the D-dimensionalhypercubeof volume AD. mis
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follows from the identity [8.4]

A/2

{i (A)’~~ f[p~’(A)]} = ~-N ~ f(p~) (8.20)
-ff2

for an arbitraryfunctionf(x). Herethe hypercubehasbeendivided into N subcubesof volume AD/N

and p~is a chosen ‘momentum’ from each subcube. In the limit where these subcubesbecome
infinitesimally small (i.e. when N—÷cc)we recover the continuum integration measure as in eq. (8.20).
(This is simply the classical Monte Carlo representation of a multidimensional integral.) It can be shown
that for finite N the standarddeviationof this approximationfalls as 1 /\IN, so it unfortunately does not
decrease very rapidly as N increases.

This quenched momentum prescription, which we have here only sketchedloosely, was originally
derived from a rather involved analysis of the planar Feynman diagrams of theN—> cc theory. Instead of
pursuing this path, we shall here review how simple and elegant the derivation of the quenched
momentum prescription becomes when one makes use of stochastic quantization. Our presentation will
follow rather closely the original paper of Alfaro and Sakita [8.6].

Let us againfor simplicity considerthe actionof a matrix field theorysuch as the onedescribedby
the action (8.8).

The Langevinequationcorrespondingto this action reads

-~ çb,1(x, t) = (82 — m
2) 4.

1(x, t) — ~=N ~~1(x,t)
2 — ~

11(x,t)
3 + tj~

1(x,t) (8.21)

with a standardHermitianN x N matrix noisefield 71~1(x,t) having correlations

(m,(x, t) 71k1(X’, t’)) = 25jl8jk5D(x — x’) 6(t — t’) (8.22)

and similarly for the higher n-point functions.
The advantageof usingstochasticquntizationto derivethe quenchedmomentumprescriptionlies in

the fact that the Boltzmannfactor associatedwith the 71-field is a simple Gaussiandistribution. The
proofthengoesthroughtwo steps;first oneshowsthat a reducednoisefield ~, given accordingto eq.
(8.17) can reproducethe Gaussiandistribution; next one shows that the solution 4~1(x,t) of the
Langevinequation(8.21) preciselyequalsthe solutionto eq. (8.17) for the field itself.

The first step is rathersimple. We assumethat 71~1(x,t) canbe written in the form

?1,~(x,t) = exp{i(p1 — p1)x} o11(t) (8.23a)

where flq(t) is a reduced noise field with distribution

Dij exp{_~(2ir/A)’
3 JdtTr[q(t)2]}. (8.23b)

To seethatthe reductionformula(8.23), togetherwith the distributionabove,correctlyreproducesthe
Gaussianproperties,considerfirst theU(N) invariant2-point function:
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(Tr[71(x, t) ~(x’, t’)]~= ~ f ~ exp{i(pt - p1).(x - x’)} (p11(t)711~(t’))

= 2(g—) 5(t — t’) ~ flu ~ exp{i(p~— p3)~(x — x’)}

~~>2N
28D(x_xl)6(t_tl) asN—>co (8.24)

which agrees with eq. (8.22).
It is not hardto seehowthis generalizesto any2n-pointfunction of the noisefield. Let us,in detail,

go throughthe calculationof the four-point function:

(Tr[~(x
1,t1) 71(x2, t2) ~(x3, t3) ~(x4, t4)})

= ~f fl d~Pmexp{i[(p1 —p1)x1+ (p1 — Pk)X2 + (Pk — p1)x3+ (Pt — p~)x4]}
ilk! ,n=1 A

(zj~1(t1)nJk(t2) 71k1(t3)r~,1(t4)). (8.25)

It follows from eq. (8.23b)that

(rj~(t1)hlkl(t2) flmn(t3) llpq(t4)) = 4(A/2ir)
2°

{6jk6it8mq6np 6(t
1 — t2) 8(t3 — t4) +

6jp6jq6lm6kn 6(t
1 — t4) 5(t2 — t3)

+SimSiflSlpSkq8(t1 — t3) 5(t2 — t4)}. (8.26)

Actually, only the first two terms will contribute in the large-N limit if wecomputeU(N) invariant

quantities.Consider,for example,

(Tr[q(t1) ~(t2) ‘q(t3) 71(t4)])

= 4(AI2ir)
213 . [N3 6(t

1 — t2) 6(t3 — t4) + N
3 6(t

1 — t4) 8(t2 — t3) + N6(t1 — t3) 8(t2 — t4)]

(8.27)

from the threetermsin eq. (8.26).We cangraphicallyillustrate the Wick decompositionof eq. (8.26)
as shown in fig. 8.6. Note again that it is the non-planar contribution (8.6c) which is suppressed as
N—>cc~

Now inserting eq. (8.26) into (8.25) we find

ti t4 ti t41 t~ -

(3 2 3 2 3

(a) (b) (cl

Fig. 8.6. The 3 different contractionsfor the4-point function of thenoise fields.
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(Tr[~(x1, t1) ~(x2,t2) ~(x3,t3) ‘q(x4, t4)])

= 4(A) ~ {8(t~ — t2) 6(t3— t4)
6k1 J ~ dDpm exp{i[(p~ — p

1)(x1 — x2) + (p~— p1)(x3— x4)]}

— t4) 5(t2 — t3) ~ dP~exp{i[(p~ — p1) (x1 — x4) + (p1 — pk)(X2 — x3)]}

— t3) 6(t2 — t4) s~1Jfl dA~mexp{i[(p~ — p1) (x1 — x3)]}} (8.28)

and hence,as N—>cc:

(Tr[~(x1,t1) ~(x2,t2) ~(x3,t3)’q(x4, t4))—> 4N
3[6(t

1 — t2) 8(t3 — t4) 6’
3(x

1 — x2) SD(x3 — x4)

+ 6(t1 — t4) 6(t2 — t3) 5D(x — x4) 6’
3(x

2 — x3)] (8.29)

which agreesexactlywith what one obtainsin the limit N—>oc of the full theory.
Thereis no needto go furtherandcheckhigher 2n-pointfunctions; the manipulationsarecompletely

similar. This, then, demonstratesthat as long as we computeU(N) invariant Green functions the
reducednoisefield given by eq. (8.23)servesas a valid changeof variablesin the N—>cc limit. Wenow
notice that a 4,1(t) determinedby

43,~(x,t) = exp{i(p~ — p.) x} ct~1(t) (8.30)

clearly is a solutionof the ‘reduced’ Langevinequation

= —[(ps — p.)
2 + m2] ~(t) — 2V~N~~,(t) — ~ çb~(t)+ q,

1(t) . (8.31)

It is also evident that for any U(N) invariant Green function

— lim (Tr[’P(t1)~” ‘P(tk)]) = (Tr[’P”]) (8.32)
~~tk~_~CO

wherethe vacuumexpectationvalueis determinedwith respectto the reduced action

~ (2ii.)Dfi Tr[m
2’P2 — [Ps, (J)]2] + 3!v~NTr (~3+ Tr ‘P4}. (8.33)

Then

‘P(xk)]) = ~ (Tr[’P(x
1, t)~ . . ‘P(xk, t)])

= lim J fl ~-#~ exp{i(p~- p1)x1} ... (q5~1(t)...cbmj(t))
A ~, -. -

=Jn(~).~exp{i(p~-p1)xi}(~ti”~mt) (8.34)
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which, togetherwith eqs. (8.30) and(8.33),preciselyagreeswith the quenchedmomentumprescription
of Grossand Kitazawa.

The quenchedmomentumprescriptioncan also be applied to a Yang—Mills theory interactingwith
matterfields, andin particularwith fermions.Let us herefocusour attentionon theorieswith fermions,
and derive the quenchedmomentumprescription for such fields using again stochasticquantization
[8.15].

Usuallymatter fields areignoredwithin the contextof large-Nphysics.This is dueto the fact that if
one assignsquark fields to thefundamentalrepresentationof the gaugegroup, thentheir contribution
to all SU(N) invariantquantitiesis suppressedby powersof 1/N. This is intuitively easyto understand,
since thereare —~N2gluons at large N, but only N quarks, if the quarksareput in the fundamental
representationof SU(N). Hence,in the formal N—~ limit suchdynamicalfermionswill becompletely
neglected.This, of course,also implies that onehasratherheavily mutilatedthe original theory (QCD)
by taking the N—,cc limit.

There is, however,an alternative to this standard1 IN expansionpicture: the topological 1 /N
expansion[8.16,8.11]. Here both the limits N—’ and Nf—‘ c~(Is/f beingthe numberof flavours) are
taken,the ratio p NfIN beingkept fixed. Furthermore,as in the standard1/N expansion,also the
couplinggV7N is kept fixed.

In the topological 1 IN expansionthe N = theory is still planar, but internal quark loopsare no
longer suppressed.In this sensedynamicalfermions (quarks) are just as fully incorporatedinto the
modelas in the original SU(3) theory.

For definiteness,let us considerthe simple fermion Langevinsystem given by the kernel K(x, y)
of eq. (6.13) and noise fields O(x, t) and O(x, t), as discussedin section6. The results are readily
generalizedto otherfermionic Langevinequations.

We thenhave,for a generalaction S,

~P(x,t) = _fdDyK(x,y) t) + O(x, t) (8.35)

and the correspondingequationfor !P(x, t). The derivationof the quenchedmomentumprescription
nowproceedsjustas in the bosoniccase.We startby introducingaset of randomnumbersp~(i is again
a colour index, andp~is the Lorentz index) with a flat probability distribution on the D-dimensional
hypercube[—A12, A/2]’~.A will againsimultaneouslyplay the role of a momentumcut-off; it will
eventuallybe sent to infinity.

Givena setof spinorfields s(t) and ~(t), and an associatedmeasure

DcD~expf_~f dt (2)D ~ ~ + my1c~}

we wish to demonstratethat (with a beingthe spinorindex)

O~,,(x,t) = exp(ip’x) e~(t) (8.36a)

O~(x,t) = ~,(t) exp(—ip’x) (8.36b)

is a valid identificationin the large-N limit, providedone computesSU(N) invariant quantities.
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For the 2-point function this is straightforward.We have

A /2

~ (O~(x,1) 8~(x’,t’)) ~(A)’) J exp(ip1x)exp(—ip~x’)(E~(t)~(t’))

-A/2

A/2

= 2~(~4-)’) fri —~-~- [-/ + m]~exp{ip1(x - x’)} 5(t - t’)

~A/2

= 2N[i/’~ + m]ap SD(x— x’) 5(t — t’) (8.37)

as N, A—~ x This resultagreesexactlywith what one obtainsfrom the correlation

(O~(x,t) O~(x’,t’)) 251’K(x, X’)ajjS(t— t’) (8.38)

of the unreducedtheory.
Similarly, considera4-point function:

~ (6~(x~, t~)O~(x2,12) ~~(x
3,13) O~(x4,14))

ff2
/ \2D ,- N D j

I i-rdp ., - 1 -j
=L ~—) j ii —-fl— exp(ipx1)exp(ip’x2)exp(—ipx3)exp(—ipx4)

h.IT j=1 ‘i
—A/2

x(c’(t~) c~(t2)~ (13) ~(t4))

ff2

4 (A)
2’) j N d’)j {[i/ + m]a&[i,S’x + mJ~5~’5(t2— t

3) 6(t~— 14)

-A/2

—[i~ç + m]ay [i/~2 + ~ cSU ~ 5(t1 — 13) 5(12 — 14)) exp{ip~(x1— x3) + ip’(x2 — x4)}

~—~—4N
2K(x
1,X3)ay K(x2, x4)~5(t~— 13) 5(12 — 14)

+4N(AI2TT)’~[i,3ç + m]~[i~ç + m]~75’)(x1 + — x3 — x4) 5(12 — 13) o(t~— 14)

~=—4N
2K(x

1,x3)ayK(x2,x4)~5(t~— 13) 5(12 — 14) as N—~ (8.39)

wherewe haveusedthe fact that

(e~(t1)s~(t2)~(t3) ~(t4) = 4[—/ + m]as [—I’ + m]~7~

- 6(12 — 13) 5(t~— 14) — 4[—p’~ + m]~7[—,“ + m]~~8” 5” 8(t1 — 13) 5(12 — 14) - (8.40)

Thelarge-Nlimit of eq. (8.39) is preciselywhat onewould obtainfrom the unreduced0, 0-measure.
Obviously,this propertywill persistfor higher 2n-point functions,providedthatN> n. This is just asin
the bosoniccase.Note alsothat, as in the bosoniccase,it is crucial that the limit A— ~ois takenafter
the N—,c~limit.
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The restof the derivationof the quenchedmomentumprescriptionfor fermionsproceedssimilarly.
Letting

~!i~~(x,t) = exp(ip’x) ~/i,(t) (8.41a)

~i~(x,t) = ~(t) exp(-ip’x) (8.41b)

leadsto the Langevinequation

~ ,(t) = _((p~)
2 + m2) ~fr~(t) — mt. terms+ e~,(t) (8.42)

andit follows, as in the bosoniccase,thatonecouldequallywell havestartedwith the reducedaction

= (A)~ ~ ~ + m + mt. terms]~. (8.43)

The identifications (8.41) and (8.43) lead preciselyto the quenchedmomentumprescriptionfor
fermions.

8.3. Quenchedmasterfields

Stochasticquantization can be used to more than just to rederive the quenchedmomentum
prescription,whichwe discussedin the previoussection.GreensiteandHalpern[8.7] noticedthatif one
takesquenchingone stepfurther and introducesa ‘quenchedmomentumprescription’ also for the
‘momentum’ associatedwith the fictitious time direction, the Langevinequationreducesin the large-I
limit to an algebraicequation. This completelyquenchedLangevin equationleads to a ‘classical’
stochasticsolution of the large-N theory,~hich the authorsdubbedthe ‘QuenchedMasterField’.
Although it is perhapsnot a MasterField in the original senseof Witten [8.12], it doeshavethe
remarkableproperty of reducingvacuumexpectationvaluesto direct productsof stochastic‘classical’
matrix field variables.The QuenchedMasterField can be obtainedfor simple large-N matrix models,
as well as for large-NQCD [8.17],and is in this sensecompletelygeneralfor large-Ntheories.

To start, we go back to eq. (8.23) and investigatewhat happensif we extend the quenching
prescriptionto the fictitious time direction as well, i.e. let

~
11(x,t) = exp{i(j3~— ~)t + i(p1 — p1)x} ii,, (8.44)

wherethe reducednoise ‘field’ r~(in zero dimensions)hasa Gaussiandistribution:

D~exp{— ~(2ir/A)’
3(2ir/A) Tr [~2]} (8.45)

(Note that A is of dimension2, whereasA is of dimension1.)
It follows, completelyanalogouslyto the discussionin section8.2, that the reducednoisefield (8.44)

can correctly reproducethe U(N) invariant Greenfunctionsof the ~j fields in the limit N—+ ~.

A master noise field will eventually generatethe QuenchedMaster Field from the Langevin
equation.We havealready seen,in the previoussection,how the noise field quenchedin just the
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ordinaryD-dimensionalspacegeneratesthe quenchedfield of the full theory.The nextstep is to see
which field configurationswill be generatedby a completelyquenchednoisefield of the form (8.44).

Not surprisingly,onefinds [8.7] that for t —‘ the solutionto theLangevinequationwith anoisefield
of the form (8.44) can be written

4~
11(x, t) = exp{i(j3~~— j3~.)t+ i(p1 — p.)x} ~ (8.46)

as t—÷~. Qf course,this particular choiceof ~~1(x,1) is incompatiblewith our freedom in choosing
initial conditionsof ~~1(x,0) [8.18].Nevertheless,sincethe initial conditionscan be chosenarbitrarily,
the particularchoice

~~1(x,0) = exp{i(p~—p,)x}4,, (8.47)

should be admissible. Secondly, one can show that correctionsto eq. (8.46) will be damped
exponentiallyas 1—’ whenN =

Then, for sufficiently large1, the Langevinequationreducesto an algebraicequation.Foran action
of the form (8.8) this algebraicmatrix equationreads

i(j3~.—j
3

1.) tfr.. = —[(p~~~—p~)

2 + m2] — ~I~=N ~ — ~ ~ + 11i, (8.48)

with 4t,
1(x, t) determinedfrom via eq. (8.46).

Thefirst steptowardsdeterminingthe QuenchedMasterFieldnowconsistsin finding a‘masternoise
field’ which satisfies

(Tr[~~(x1,ti)- - - r,(xk, 1k)]) =Tr[~*(x1, t~) - 77* (xk, tk)] (8.49)

in the limit N—* co• This is achievedin ref. [8.7] in the following way: First onefinds a reducedmaster
noisefield (matrix) suchthat

ff2 A12

(Tr[~j(x1,ti)- - - fl(Xk, 1k)]) =~ ~ J ~(d~Pm) J
1 k —ff2 —ff2

- exp{i(j3 — j3~)t+ i(p~ —p~.,)x}exp{i(j3 — j3~)t+ i(p~2— p.3)x} . . . (8.50)

wherethe masternoise field hasthe propertythat

(Tr[77(x1, ti)- . ~fl(Xk, 1k)]) =Tr[77*(x1, ti)” . 77*(xk, 1k)] (8.51)

when N =

Next onepicks asetof ‘mastermomenta’j
3~andp~suchthat the masternoisefield of theunreduced

theory is

~ t) = exp{i(~-~)t +i(p~-p~)x)~. (8.52)
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As mentioned in section8.2, insteadof perfonningthe integrationsin eq. (8.50),we could instead
havechosena setof randomnumberswith uniform distributionon the hypercubeand usedproperty
(8.20)to determinethe integral. This is behindtheproofof GreensiteandHalpern[8.7],which shows
thatat N = ~ eq. (8.51) is satisfiedfor the masternoise field of eq. (8.52). Werefer the readerto ref.
[8.7] for detailson how the masternoise field actually can be explicitly constructed.Herelet us just
summarizethe propertiesof the field 77 (x, 1): onecan choosea (reduced)matrix as a matrix of
Gaussianrandomnumbers,i.e. with a probability distribution

D77* exp{_~(27r/A)D(21r/A)Tr[77*
2]).

Then one takes N random numbers (‘momenta’) distributed uniformly on the hypercube[— A/2,
A/2]’~[—A/2,A/2]. From thesemomenta{j~, p~’} andthe randommatrix 77,~of Gaussiandistribu-
tion, one constructs77q (x, t) accordingto eq. (8.52).

Substitutingthe mastermomentap’,~’and masternoise fields one now finds the MasterField
(x,t)by

~(x, t) = exp{i(~-p~)t+ i(p~-p~)x}~(p*, ~*). (8.53)

This field hasthe property

(Tr[~(x
1,t). . - çt(x~,t)]) = Tr[4*(x1, t)- . . 4~*(xk t)] (8.54)

and finally taking the limit ~—‘ one recoversthe standardlarge-Nvacuumexpectationvalues.
For practicalcalculationsthesolution 4~(x, t) oftheLangevineq. (8.48)[combinedwith eq. (8.53)]

is far from trivial. Explicit, or evenjustapproximate,solutionshavesofar only beenobtainedfor low
dimensionalmatrix field models [8.19—8.22].A variational solution [8.191,which has been quite
successfulfor suchmodels,works also for finite-N theories[8.23]eventhough,for suchmodels,there
doesnot exist any MasterField.

9. Stochasticquantizationin Minkowski space

In the precedingsectionswehavealwaysrestrictedourselvesto Euclideanspace-time.In this section
we will discussa possiblemodification of the original approach,which shouldallow us to stochastically
quantizedirectly in Minkowski space-time.By this we meanthat we will try to obtain the Minkowski
spaceGreenfunctionsas equilibrium limits of correlationfunctionswith respectto specific stochastic
processes,without havingto definethem by Wick rotation of the Euclideanaverages.

We start our discussionby investigatingscalarfields. The main idea [9.1,9.2] is to replacethe
Langevin equationfor theEuclideanscalarfield 4

(9.1)

by the following generalized Langevin equation for the field qS in Minkowski space:

cb=i6S/&,b+v~. (9.2)
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Here SE and S denote the actions for a self-interactingscalarfield in EuclideanandMinkowski space,

respectively,

SE= Jd~x[(SM (dM + m
2ç~2+ ~ (9.3)

S= Jd4x [(SM (ô~) - m2~2- A ~4] (9.4)

where we defined covariant and contravariantindiceswith respectto the metricg~,

g~p=(1 —1 —1 (9.5)

and q is a Gaussianwhite noisewith the (usual) correlations

(77(x, t)77(x’, t’)) =28(x—x’)5(t— t’) (9.6)

following from the Gaussiandistribution

D
77 expf— ~ J 77

2(X, t) d4x dt}. (9.7)

Fromthe complexdrift term in (9.2) it is obviousthatthe stochasticprocess4 is generallycomplexand
we will showthat theexistenceof an equilibriumlimit for t—‘ ~ constitutesa moresubtleproblemthan
in the Euclideancase.

To be more specific we studythe Langevinequationcorrespondingto (9.2) and (9.4)

~=i(k2_m2)~_i~ 43~~ (9.8)

Consideringfirst the free caseA = 0 the uniquesolutionwith 4(t, 0) = 0 is simply given by

çb(k,t) = Jexp{i(k2 - m2)(t- r))
77(k,T) (9.9)

and we evaluatestraightforwardlythe2-point correlation

(~(k,t) q~(k’,t)) = 2(2ir)
4J dT exp{2i(k2 — m2)(t — T)} 84(k+ k’)

= (2~)~54(k+ k’) 2 2 [1—exp{2i(k2 — m2)t}]. (9.10)
k-rn

It seemsasif we havereachedafatal point in our discussion,as the strict limit 1—’~ obviously does
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not exist in (9.10).However,help is obtainedby recallingthatMinkowski-spaceGreenfunctionsin fact
haveto be interpretedin the distributionalsense(see,for example,ref. [9.3]).This implies that eq.
(9.10)should actuallybeintegratedover momentak andk’, afterhavingmultiplied it by a (momentum
space)test function. If we thus generalizethe conceptof taking the equilibrium limit we can indeed
obtain relaxationof the stochasticprocess.There is an apparentambiguityin this interpretation,as
1/(k2 — m2) may be identified with the distribution

1 a 1—a

k2—m2= k2—m2+iO + k2—m2—iO (9.11)

wherea is an arbitraryconstant(see,for example,[9.4]).It follows however,irrespectiveof thevalue
of a, that

2 1 2 ~ exp{i(k2 — m2)2t}] = P 2 1 2 [1—exp{i(k2 — m2)2t)] (9.12)k-rn k-rn

whereP denotesthe principal value. In the distributionalinterpretationit holds further that

1Lr~e~’=O, 1imP(~)e~=iiT8(x) (9.13)

so that the large time limit of (9.10), interpretedin the distributional sense,is given by

d.lim (çb(k, t) q5(k’, t)) = (2ir)454(k+ k’)[P(k2 — m2) —i~8(k2— rn2)]

(9.14)

As promisedabove,we obtaineddirectly theFeynmanpropagatorin thegeneralizedequilibrium limit
of the stochasticprocess(9.8)

As the consistencyof the aboveinterpretationhasnot beencheckedto higherorders,let uspoint out
a lesssophisticatedalternativeway of arriving at (9.14).This is to adda negativeimaginarymassterm
—(i/2) gt~2 to the action (9.4) and let e tend to zero after all calculationshavebeenperformed.The
Langevin equationreadsin this case

~ ~ (9.15)

andall oscillatingexponentials[as,for example,the secondtermin (9.10)1aredamped,sincek2 — m2 is
replacedby k2 — m2 + ic, everywhere.It is actuallystraightforwardto developtheperturbativesolution
to (9.15) in analogyto section3 andrepeat all the discussion on stochasticdiagrams(and,for example,
theperturbativeequivalenceproofs) for Minkowski space.We do notwish to go into the details here
(see,for example,[9.1] and[9.5]).

It is of interest to study the Fokker—Planck equationcorrespondingto (9.2) and extract its
equilibriumdistribution. Thesituationis, however,muchmorecomplicatedthanin the Euclideancase,
becausethe fields are now complex

4Re~~1m (9.16)
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(so that the Fokker—Planckequationbecomesapartial functionaldifferentialequation,seebelow) and
becausewe haveto implement the generalizedprocedurefor obtainingthe equilibrium limit.

For simplicity we would thereforelike to discussthe Fokker—Planckequationassociatedwith the
free scalarfield Langevinequationand the ic prescriptionincluded.It reads

4~Re= E4)Re — (k2 — m2)4
1m+ 77 (9.17)

2 2

—m )4~Re~4~Im (9.18)

wherewe useda realnoise 77. The associatedFokker—Planckequationis obtainedstraightforwardlyas
(seesection2)

P[43Re’ 4~im’t] = fd4x ~4~Re ~ + (a
2 — rn2) 4~im+

+ ~-~—- [—(~8~— m2) ~Re~ ~im]} P[~Re’ ~Im’ t] (9.19)

and can (after some efforts) be solved explicitly [9.6].For large I the following equilibrium distribution
emerges(seealso [9.7,9.8] and section11)

peq[~ ~im] = expf—efd~k[~e+ (i + k2_rn2) ~1m — k2 —m2 ~Re~Im]} (9.20)

which indeed implies the standard Feynman propagator

lim (~(k,t) q5(k’, t)) = J Dq5~~D~impeq çb(k) ~(k’) = k2 + iO 54(k + k’). (9.21)

Note that the real valuedequilibrium distribution(9.20) actuallyallows theMinkowski-spaceFeynman
propagatorto be obtained without involving the standardcomplex exp(iS) pathintegral expression.

Let us now try to formulatestochasticquantizationin Minkowski spacefor gaugefields. Herethe
correspondingactionsare, respectively,

SE_f ~ (9.22)

s=—Jd~x~F:~r~ (9.23)

and we haveto find an appropriategeneralizationof

~ (9.24)

and

(77k71k) = ~ 284(x — x’) 5(1— t’) (9.25)
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to Minkowski space.The main observationis that we haveto considera Langevinequationwhich is
transformingcovariantlyunderLorentztransformations,uponwhich weset [substitutingthe Minkow-
skian — ~ for the Euclidean5~andinsertingafactor of i as in (9.2)]

(9.26)

and also

(9.27)

We observethat (9.27) doesnot permit an immediateclassicalprobabilistic interpretationsince the
metric —g~~is not positive definite. This situationremindsus of the indefiniteness problem in gravity
andstringfield theories,seesection5. Indeed,it has been put forward in [9.9]that onemayintroducea
complexnoise

R •I
flM1p.+171~

where

(77~(x,1) ~~(x’, t’)) = 2 R,~~(x— x’) 8(t — 1’)

(~~(x,1) ~ t’)) = 2 I,~~(x — x’) &(t — t’) (9.29)

~ t)77~(x’,t’)) =0

suchthat~ and ~ haveonly positive eigenvaluesand

~ (9.30)

In this respect we would like to add, however, that the formulation of thestochasticquantizationfor
gauge fields in the axial gauge (see section 4.1) allows A0 and ~ to be zero (when choosing
n = [1,0, 0, 0]) so that in this casea classicalprobabilistic interpretationcan be maintained.

We haveemphasizedtherole of Feynman’sic in our analysis.If we addsuchanimaginarymassterm
to (9.26) the free part of the drift term becomesin fact invertible for finite c. This inversereads

g~’ + p~p~/is (9.31)

p +ie

We might now feel inclined to performthe t—’ limit beforeletting s—÷0.In this casethe invertible
free partof the drift termmakesit possibleto apply the equivalenceproof of scalarfield theories(see
section3): The sums of stochasticdiagramsyield ordinary Feynmandiagramswith the propagator
(9.31). As a checkonemaynow repeatthe calculationsof (FF) andquark—quarkscatteringin this
formalism [9.5]. When finally e—‘0 the negativepowersof s cancelin thesegaugeinvariantquantities
andleavebehindaterm which is justwhat is normallyassociatedwith ghostcontributions.However, it
is too small by a factor of two.
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This discrepancyreflectsthewell-known fact [9.10]that thezeromasslimit of amassive‘Yang—Mills’
theory doesnot coincide with the masslessYang—Mills theory.In thepresentcontextthe problemarises
becausewe havetakenthe equilibrium limit of thestochasticprocessbeforec .....* 0+ [whicheffectively
correspondsto giving the gaugefield a (complex) mass].

We concludethatwe haveto perform the limit c—‘ 0+ before allowing the approachto equilibrium

Let us closethis sectionby mentioningthat the aboveprocedurecanbestraightforwardlygeneralized
to the stochasticquantizationof Einsteingravity in pseudo-Riemannianspace(see [9.11]);for further
discussionon numericalstudieswe refer the readerto [9.12]andto section11.

10. Stochasticregularization

An interestinggeneralizationof the Parisi—Wu schemeof stochasticquantizationsuggestsa new
regularization method of quantum field theory. We will here mainly concentrateon two such
regularizationschemes(correspondingto a non-Markovian[10.1,10.2] anda Markovian[10.3]generali-
zation, respectively)which preservethroughoutall the symmetriesof the unregularizedtheory under
study, including gaugesymmetry,chiral symmetry,and supersymmetry.

We will explicitly apply the new concept of stochasticregularizationby calculating the vacuum
polarizationtensorin QED [10.4].We endthis sectionby a discussionof Ward identitieswithin the
stochasticframework [10.5,10.6].

10.1. Basicconcepts

In the preceding sections (especially in sections3 and 4) when we were discussingstochastic
perturbationtheory,we always tacitly assumedthat individual stochasticdiagramswere conveniently
regularized.In mostof the caseswein fact allowedfor anarbitrary dimensionn of physicalspace-time
sothat we could, in principle,apply dimensionalregularization.In this contextit is importantto know
how the naive degreeof divergenceof a stochasticdiagramrelates to that of the corresponding
Feynmandiagram: To keepthe argumentsimple let us discussjust scalarfield theory with cubic
self-interaction.We recall (see section3.2.1) that the large time-limit contributionof a time-ordered
stochasticdiagramis given by

ff1 d~p.fl ~ fl ~ (10.1)
loops crosses~ vertices

HereA is the scalarself-couplingconstantandWk belongsto a specificsetof momenta[seeeq. (3.54)]
associatedwith he kth vertex. Let us assumethat we considera stochasticdiagramwith L loops,N~
crossedlines, andN vertices. Let us further assumethat this stochasticdiagramhas E0 uncrossed
externallines (E0 � 1) andE~crossedexternallines.

Onecaneasilyfind from thediscussionof section3.2.1 thatfor this çb
3 theory the numberof crosses

in a stochasticdiagramis

N~=~(E
0+E~+N) (10.2)
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so that the numberof crosseson internal lines is

N~=N~—E~ (103)

It then follows from the standarddefinition of the naive degreeof divergenceand from (10 1) that

w~~=nL—2N~—2(N—1) (104)

Let us remarkthat the last fictitious time integrationbringsdown in the denominatorjust (external
momenta)2,which explainsthe last term on the right-handsideof (10.4).We may expressw

5~by the
definitions (10.2) and (10.3)further as

w51=nL+2—E0+E~—3N. (10.5)

On the other hand, the degreeof divergenceof the correspondingFeynmandiagramis given by

w=nL+E—3N (10.6)

whereE = E0 + E~is the number of external lines. It then follows that

w,~=w+2(1—E0), E0�1 (10.7)

which meansthat the naive degreeof divergenceof a stochasticdiagramneverexceedsthat of the
correspondingFeynmandiagram.Thus we could well be satisfiedby regularizingstochasticdiagrams
with conventionaltechniquessuchas dimensionalregularization,Pauli—Villars, etc.

We may,however,makeonestepfurther: thepresenceof theextradimensionof the fictitious time
coordinate,with its associateddynamics,suggestsa completelynewregularizationscheme.We will see
in a short while that this regularizationschememay be constructedin sucha way that it automatically
preservesall the symmetriesof the theory. With this property, stochasticregularizationbecomesa
viable candidatefor a field-theory regulator.

The basic idea of stochasticregularization(formulatedfirst in a somewhatdifferent contextin ref.
[10.7])is to changethe original stochasticprocessof eqs. (3.3), (3.7) and(3.8) by introducinga specific
kernel for either the drift termor thenoisecorrelation.Themodifiedstochasticprocessis differentfrom
the original one insofar as drift term and noise correlation are not both changed appropriately; only in
the limit wherethe kernelapproachesunity arebothstochasticprocessesidentical.

Let us restrict ourselvesin the following to a modification of only the noise term (for further
discussion see ref. [10.8]).

How canwe expecta newregularizationschemeby modifying the noisecorrelation?In what sense
shouldwe modify it? We can give a quick argumentas to why sucha possibilityexists.Supposewe
decideto modify the noisecorrelation(3.41) by

(77(k, t)77(k’, t’)) =2(2~(A2”k2) 8~(k+k’) S(t— t’) (10.8)

wheremis somepositiveinteger.The free propagatorcan theneasily be derivedas
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(~(k, t) ~(k’, t)) = (2~y(A21tk2) ~ (1— exp(—2k2t))8~(k+ k’) (10.9)

and we recognizeadditional powersof momentain the denominator.As any stochasticdiagram of
higher ordernecessarilycontainscrossedlines in its loops we canconcludethat (for asufficiently high
m) all ultraviolet divergencescanbe regularized.

Our first candidatefor a stochasticregulatorsuffers, however,from a seriousdrawbackwhenit is
applied, for example,to gaugetheories:It spoilsthegaugeinvariance.By this wemeanthat evenwhen
evaluatingwhat should be a gauge-invariantGreenfunction the regulatorintroducesgaugedepend-
ence.This caneasilybe understoodfrom the fact that asa consequenceof thechoice(10.8) thenoise
correlationsthemselvesarenot gauge-invariant.Consider,for example,thecorrelationof the charged
noisesfrom scalarQED

(77~(x,t) ,7*i(Xl t)) = U(x) U1(x’) (77(X,t) 77~”(x’,1)) ~ (‘q(x, 1) q*(xl, t)) . (10.10)

Two possibilitiesto overcomethis gauge-invarianceproblemcanbe found. Onesolutionis to allow
only for a 1-dependentkernel [10.1,10.2]; this correspondsto choosing

(i~(x,1) ‘q(x’, t’)) = 2 5(x — x’) K(t — t’) (10.11)

which we recognizeas a non-Markoviangeneralizationof the Parisi—Wu approach.As the 5-function
for the physical space-timecoordinatesremainsuntouched,the noise correlations,as for example
(10.10),remaingenerallyinvariantundersymmetrytransformations.The secondpossibility [10.3]is to
considergauge-covariantgeneralizationsof (10.8)using covariantderivativesinsteadof ordinaryones.

Let us discussfirst thenon-Markovianscheme[10.1].The following seriesof kernelswereproposed

Km(t) = ~ A2(A2111)m exp(—A21t1) (10.12)

where specifically

K
0(t) = ~A

2exp(—A21t1). (10.13)

We may thenstraightforwardlyderive the propagatoras

lim (c~(k,t) ç~(k’,t)) = (21T)~5~k~k’) A2+k2~ (10.14)

It shouldbe remarkedthat onemustnow be carefulnot to apply wronglythe ruleswe developedin
section3.2.2 for the large t-limits of stochasticdiagrams.Specifically, one can not simply substitute
(10.14) for a crossedline and leave all other stepsunchanged.This is clear, becausefor different
fictitious times the scalarfield two-point correlationis

(~(k,t) ~(k’, t’)) = (2~5~(k+ k’) k4—A4

~ exp{—k2(t — t’)} + exp{—A2(t —1’))] +... (10.15)
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which shows an involved fictitious time dependence.We will discussthis issueto somemoreextentin
thenextsectionwhenwe arecalculating~ in QED.

It is interesting to note that if we perform a fictitious time Fourier transformationwe may
supplementthe ultraviolet regulator with an infrared regulator as well, by simple multiplication
[10.1,10.7].

The Fourier transformof (10.13)is given by

K(w)=A4/(A4+w2) (10.16)

andwe can implementa convenientinfraredregulatorby

~(w) = A4 2 2 4~ (10.17)
A +(s) (0 +~L

The regulatorexhibits two scalesand by constructionpreservesall thesymmetriesof the action. For
A2 ~> ~2 the Fourier transformof K() simplifies andwe find

k(t) ~A2exp(—A2~tI)— ~2 exp(—p.2It~). (10.18)

As a simpleapplicationwe calculatethe equilibrium limit of the free propagator

22 (~(k,t) ~(k’, t)) — k2(k2+ A2) — k2(k2+ ~2) (k2 + A2)(k2+ ~2) (10.19)f ~‘

which is indeedregulatedin theultraviolet as well asin the infrared.
Among many important issues of this new regulator remains the discussion of a functional

formulation, specifically of theFokker—Planckequation[10.1].We may repeatthe generalmethodof
section2 in order to determinethis equation.We then discoveran important difference from the
unregularizedcase,namely that in

(~(t)~ = f dt’ K(t — t’) (~2F ~ (10.20)

all intermediatetimes arecontributing.As aconsequenceof thedifferent fictitious time arguments,we
cannotevaluate6~(t) /&~(t’) in closedform. Only in the free casedo we havean explicit solution

= 0(t— t’) jd~kexp{—ik(x—y)} exp{—k2(t—t’)). (10.21)

In the interactingcaseonemay only establishan iterativesolution, in analogyto the iterative solution
of 4(x, t).

In the free casewe thenfind

P=fd~x 8~) [~,~c) +fdnyM(x_y,t) ~~]P (10.22)
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where

M(x — y, t) = J dr f d~kexp{—ik(x — y)) K(t — r) exp{—k2(t— r)}. (10.23)

In order to obtain the stationaryFokker—Planckequationit is convenientto work in the fictitious
time Fourierspace.With thechoice(10.16)for K(w) wefind that theequilibriumdistribution1~eqhas to
satisfy

0 = J d~x~:(x) [(_a2 +rn2) ~(x) + Jd~yJ d~kfdw

.exp{—ik(x—y)} 2 4 2 2 . ]pe~ (10.24)

w +A k +rn 1w &cb(y)

which is readily solvedby

pe~_exp[fdnx~(x)(d2+m2)(1+d~m)~(X)]. (10.25)

We learnfrom this examplethat thenon-Markovianregulatorgenerallyintroduceshigherderivativesin
the equilibrium distribution.

Let us mention that anotherchoice [10.2]for a non-Markovianregulator

K
0(t)= ~ o>0 (10.26)

allows us to obtain regularizedstochasticdiagramswith theultraviolet divergencesappearingaspolesof
u. In this respect,this regularizationschememakescontactwith the analyticregularizationschemeof
Speer[10.9].It also sharesmany featureswith dimensionalregularization.

As an interestingapplicationof this regulatorwe shouldmentiontheevaluationof critical exponents
[10.101,which gives an alternativeto the usual c-expansion.

Next wediscussthe covariantderivativeregularizationscheme[10.3,10.11—10.141which, in contrast
to the previousschemeis purely Markovian.

The basic idea is to generalizein a covariantway the noise structureof the gauge-fieldLangevin
equationto

= — + J d
4yK’~(X, y) ~ t) (10.27)

whereK is a function of the covariant Laplacian zl

~ab(X y) = J d4z D~(x,z) D?(z, y) (10.28)

with

D~(x,y)=D~(x)54(x—y) (1029)
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To maintain the connectionwith the original unregularizedtheory we requirethat K approaches
unity as a cut-off A approachesinfinity. This thenleavesa large classof possibleregulator-functions,
suchas [10.11]

K~(x, y) = [(1 — 4/A2 yn]ab(x y) (10.30)

or [10.12]

K~(x, y) = (exp(4/A2))ab(x, y). (10.31)

We remark that the choices(10.28—10.31)guaranteegaugecovarianceof the Langevin equation
(10.27)by generalconstruction(notethat of coursewe canexplicitly verify this propertyby performing
a powerseriesexpansionof K in termsof 4/A2).

For practical applicationof this schemeone hasto perform a power seriesexpansionof K in the
Langevin equationin powersof the coupling constant.OnedefinesregulatorverticesI’~ and f~by

4ab(X y)/A2= 5ab ~9(x,y)/A2 + g(j7~)ab(x y) + g2(j;)ab(x y) (10.32)

and
(F)ab(X y) =fabc(~9xA’ (x) + A~(x) )o~~x— y)/A2

(10.33)
(I~,)ab(X y) fachfcbeAh(x) A~(x)54(x —

where the derivatives act on everything on the right. A straightforwardexpansionof K follows
immediately.

Let us supposethat we obtainedan expansionof K in the coupling constantcorrect up to some
order. We then solve iteratively the Langevin equation and construct stochastic diagrams.This
program,supplementedwith astochasticgaugefixing term,seems quite involved technically, but it can
be carried through [lOu, 10.13,10.14]. In this scheme one can give a formulation in terms of
regularized Schwinger—Dysonequations[10.11,10.13].

It is importantto remarkthat thenon-Markovianstochasticregularizationscheme,whenappliedto
gaugetheories,is not free of problems[10.18,10.25,10.26]andmay evenleadto inconsistencies.It is a
crucial observation[10.25]thatwithin the frameworkof stochasticgaugefixing thenoisefields

77B, ~

~ which dependon thegaugefield in a nonlinearway (seeeqs.(4.105)and (4.119), respectively) can
not simplybe replacedby theoriginal noisefields ~ ~“, ~: In contrastto theunregularizedcase(see
eqs. (4.106) and (4.120)) the appropriate noise correlations are no longer identical, which follows from
the absenceof the fictitious time delta function in the noise correlations,see [10.12,10.26]. As a
verification of this argumentthe explicit breakdownof gaugeinvariancewas shown, when using the
untransformednoise fields ~‘ a”, ?7~[10.18J(seealso [10.261).It seemsnecessaryto investigatestill in
moredetail thenon-Markovianstochasticregularizationprocedurerelying on thegaugefield depending
noisefields 77B 77*B ~ or following theoriginal Parisi—Wuapproach.In this latter case,however,in
Yang—Mills theories,unregularizedinternal longitudinal loops seemto posesevereproblemsas well
[10.26]!

Wesummarizethat stochasticregularizationoffersappealingnewfield-theoryregularizationschemes
which manifestlypreserveall symmetries.It remainsto be seenwhether the somewhatbothersome
technical disadvantagesof thesenew regularizationschemes(as well as conceptualproblemsin the
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non-Markoviancase)can be handledsuccessfully.In the following subsectionswe limit our discussion
to the Abelian case(within the Parisi—Wu approachand with an external backgroundgauge field,
respectively),wherethe aboveproblemsdo not arise.

10.2. Thevacuumpolarization tensorin QED

Wewill calculatein the following thedivergentpartof thevacuumpolarization tensor~ from the
~ limit of theone-loopcorrectionto thephotonpropagator[10.4].For this purpose,it is consistent

to omit the longitudinal contributionin the gaugefield integral equation and, moreover,substitute
~ —÷ 5~. In fact, we will prove transversalityof the divergent part of 11~~by using stochastic
regularization,sothat all longitudinalcontributionsof the attachedgaugefields areprojectedaway. A
similar calculation[10.15]of 11~~was carried out for scalarQED and effectively relied on the same
features,though actually the standardgauge-fixing procedurewas usedby choosingthe Feynman
gauge.

We recallfrom section6 thatwe arrivegenerallyatthe following setof coupledLangevinequations
describingQED:

~=f d4y K(x, y)[i(~+im)~ +~
1](y,t)+ 772(x,1)

= J d
4yK(x, y)T [i(Ø’+ im)T ~ + ~

2](y, t) + ~1(x,t) (10.34)

~ +e~y~çb+i~~

where we introduceda kernel operatorK(x, y) which effectively bosonizesthe drift terms in the
fermionic Langevinequations.Furthermorewe define

D=d—ieA, D’=—c9—ieA. (10.35)

~ 77~~ representGaussian,Grassmannnoises, and stochasticregularizationis implementedby

(m(x, t)) = (i~,(x,r)) =0, i= 1,2

(771(x, t) rJk(x, t’)) = 251k5
4(x— x’) af(t — t’) (10.36)

wherewe chooseas stochasticregulator

/ 0
4 a taft

af(t)=A ~ ~2 (10.37)

a~(t)= ~A2exp(—A2~t~) (10.38)

which obeys

lim af(t) = 5(t). (10.39)
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Similarly we could modify the bosonicwhite noise correlationsof the gaugefield

(~~(x,t)) = 0, (77~(x,t) 77~(x’,t’)) = 25~84(x— x’) 5(t — t’) (10.40)

but we refrain from doing so, aswe will not needit for the calculationsin this section.
Thereis an apparentfreedomin the choiceof the kerneloperatorK(x, y): the simplestone is given

by

K(x, y) = i(/
5 — im) 5

4(x — y), ~(x, y) = i(—/
5 — im) 5

4(x — y). (10.41)

However, gaugecovarianceof the fermionicLangevin equationis lost in this case.Onecouldnaively
arguethat this would not matterin the equilibrium limit 1—’ ~ (where in the unregularizedcasethe
usualfield theorywith all its symmetriesis recovered),but this is not so in the frameworkof stochastic
regularization; calculating the photon vacuum polarizationtensorto one loop, one indeed finds a
quadraticdivergencein A, which may be comparedwith thesimilar resultobtainedwhenusing a naive
momentumcut-off as regulator.Quadraticdivergencesin A and further inconsistenciesof the choice
(10.41) for QED havealso beenreportedin ref. [10.16].We concludethat the choice (10.41) is not
acceptablefor the purposeof stochasticregularization.

It seemsimmediatelyfavourableto generalize(10.41) to the covariantchoice [10.17]

K(x, y) =i(ø’
5 —im) 5

4(x —y), k(x, y) = i(,D’~—irn) 54(x —y) (10.42)

so that QED is describedby the following gaugeandchiral (for m= 0) covariantLangevinequations

Ii —(~‘—im)(~’+im)lfr+i(Ø—im)77
1+fl2

ifr = —(~Ø”— im)
T(~” + im)T çfr + + i(Ø’ — im)T ~l2 (10.43)

= + ei/iy~çfr + 77g.

In the rest of this paper,we will usethis abovesetof coupledequationsanddiscussits usefulnessand
consistency.

After standardmanipulations,with a~(t) from (10.38),we theneasilyfind to lowest order

(~(k,t)~(k’,t’))°(2~)4o4(k—k’)(X+m)(k2+in2)2—A4

X [—~2 exp{—(k2 + m2)It — t’I} + exp{—A2Jt — thl}] +... (10.44)

(~
1(k, t) ~(k’, t’))° = (~(k, t) i~(k’, t’))° = ~(2ir)

454(k— k’) _A
2 2

k +rn -A

x k
2 ~ exp{—(k2 + rn2)Jt— t’J} + exp{—A21t — t’I}] (10.45)

where the dots indicateexponentiallysuppressedcontributions.
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In the following, we generalizemethodsknownfrom the unregulanzedcasein order to find easily
the largetime limit (of sums)of stochasticallyregularizedstochasticdiagrams:we observethat (t/nli) as
well as the (fli i/i) and (~/i~)correlations(10.44) and(10.45)eachcontaintwo terms,havingdifferent
fictitious time dependencein the exponents.Let us thereforesplit a given stochasticdiagramwhere
(10.44) and(10.45)areinvolved in all parts, suchthat in crossed(fermionic) lines only single termsof
(10.44) and (10.45) appear.Now we may introduce fictitious time orderingsand constructthe large
time limit of thestochasticallyregulateddiagramsasin section3: theonly differenceemergingis that
nowtherearecontributionsin thedenominatorswhich do notdependon (momenta)2alone,but also on
A2, correspondingto a part of (10.44)or (10.45)which involved exp(—A2t).

As an example,let us considera specific contribution to the one-loopcorrectionto (A ~Av ) ° as
depictedin fig. 10.1 [hereagain, the ~meansregularizationwith a~(1)]. Let us further assume
that we are interestedjust in the transversepart of the photoncontribution.

The stochasticdiagramof fig. 10.1 containsone regulated(fermion) line and is split accordingto
(10.44) into two parts.The fictitious time integrationsthenimmediately give for t—* in the first case

1 (10.46)

k2+p2+q2 2k

whereasin the secondcase

1 —~ - (10.47)

k2 + A2 + q2 2k~

Thus the largetime limit of the stochasticdiagram of fig. 10.1 follows as

J ~ 54(k—p+q)T~~~

1 ( 1 -J— (~~4) + 1 _i_ A2 ) (10.48)
k2 \k2+ p2 + q2 2k2 (p4 — A4) p2 k2 + A2 + q2 2k2 p4 — A4

As mentionedin section3, calculationscan convenientlybe shortenedby using a recursionmethodof
summingstochasticsubdiagrams.In the caseof the applicationof thismethodrequiresacalculation
of the ‘effective’ stochasticvertex

V~(p
1,p2. p3)= lim (qi(p1, t) A~(p2, t) ~(p3, t))°. (10.49)

The diagramscontributingare depictedin fig. 10.2. Let us introduce

A,, t..L.....”t2 ~

4,
Fig. 10.1. An exampleof a stochasticdiagramcontributing to theone-loopcorrectionof thephotonpropagator.
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Fig. 10.2. The stochasticdiagramscontributingto theeffective vertex V~.

~—p~+p~+p~, ~3=p~+p~+A~,
(10.50)

.~1A~+p~+p~, .X13—A~+p~+A~.

With the methodswhich we just outlined, we calculatethe t—* ~ limits of thesediagramsand obtain

fd
4p

1d
4p

3 ~ 1
(A~A~)= I ~ (p1 +p2 —p3) —~

.‘ (2ir) p2

A~A~~j-~i j~j~trty~V~(pi,~2’ ~ A~A~} (10.51)

Keepingjust potentially (i.e. for A—* cc) diverging contributions,we then identify ~ as

[I~~(k)= J (~)4 {tr[y~/y~(/+~]- k
2A8 ~ p2 + A~p2 + A~p2 (p + k)2 I

—2tr[y~/(y~,k’—2p~)]A: ~ ~p2(;2+A2)2 (10.52)

—2tr(y~y~)A~

where we partly performeda shift p
1 —~ —p1— p2 for simplification and finally put p1 = p, p2 = k.

Evaluatingthe traces,differentiatingand reinsertingthe masstermsexplicitly (at placesof relevance
only), we get

H,4~(k) = A,LV + ~ + C~ (10.53)

with

— f d
4p ~ 4A8k2

— J (2~ ~(p2 + rn2)[(p + k)2 + rn2] (p~+ A2)4

— f d4p 2p~p~— (pk) S~+p,~k~+p~k~8A4(3p2 + A2)
~ — ~ (21T)4 (p2 + m2)~ (p2 + A2)3
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— — ~ d4p 5~8A4
— J (2~ ~(p2 + A2)2~ (10.54)

By powercounting, we expect the following types of divergences:

5~~k2log A2, k~k~log A2 (10.55)

and

5~~A2, 5,~~m2log A2. (10.56)

Let usfirst study thek-dependent,logarithmically-divergentpart of H~
5.Sinceit is a polynomial in k of

degree2, we may distinguishthreecases:
a) thereis in (10.54)an explicit 5,~~k

2or k~k~factor, so that we may set k = 0 in the rest of the
correspondingloop integration,as all k-dependencehasalreadybeenfound;

b) thereis an explicit k,~or k~factor in (10.54); denotingthe diverging part of ~ of which we
omitted the abovek,~

4or k5 factor, by H~”; it thenholds that

j~Jidiv = k°-~ I1~” (10.57)

or, effectively,

1 — (pk)
2(p

2+ rn2)2 (10.58)

c) thereis no explicit k-factor in (10.54); in this casethe divergingpartof ~ fulfils

j~J2div= ~kU ~ u~~” (10.59)

or, effectively,

1I~—*~[(pk)2I(p2+ rn2)3 — k21(p2 + rn2)2]. (10.60)

Using furthermore

Jd4p f(p2) p~p~(pk)(pk) = ~ J d4p f(p2) p4 [5~
5k

2+ 2k~k
5] (10.61)

we easily find to leading order,with

= (2~J d
4p p2~p2+ m2)(p2 + A2) = (2~)~log A2 + -.. (10.62)

that
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A,~=

~ = —~(a~5k
2+2k~k~)I

C,~~=3k25~~I. (10.63)

Thus the k-dependent,divergentpartof 11~addsup to the transverseresult

~ (10.64)

What still remainsto be,shown is that the photon doesnot acquirea mass at theone-looplevel,
which is guaranteedif thevacuumpolarizationtensoris vanishingfor externalzeromomentum.This
canindeedbe seenfrom

~ — f d~p 45~~A4 [ p2(3p2+ A2 + m2) —2 10 65

~ — i (2~ (p2+ A2 + rn2)2 (p2 + m2) L (p2 + m2)(p2 + A2 + m2) ( . )

and a few straightforwardmanipulations(comparealso with thesimilar result in ref. [10.15]).

10.3. Ward Identities

Up to now we were led to the conclusionthat in stochasticquantizationthe EudideanGreen
functionscould be obtainedas the largetime limit of thecorrespondingcorrelationfunctions. In the
courseof the lastsectionswe becameawareof newstochasticregularizationschemeswhich preserved
all symmetries.

It seemsan obviouschallengeto discussthe issue of anomalieswithin this context. There exist
variouswaysandmethodsto tackle this problem[10.19—10.21,10.4, 10.14,10.22].Letus choosein the
following a perturbativecalculation[10.4],with the gaugefield consideredas an externalbackground
field (which doesnot dependon the fictitious time andwhich hasno associatedLangevinequation).We
considermassivefermionsand first perform the i—’ cc limit in ourcalculationsbeforefinally allowing
m= 0. We usethe non-Markovianregulator(10.37,10.38).

To start, let us define

j~(x, t) = ifr(x, t) y~y
54’I(x, t) (10.66)

so that

(a~j~(x,t)) ((/

T~)y

5tp) — (t~y5fli~. (10.67)

We couldnow iteratestraightforwardlythe Langevinequation(10.43) andcalculatethe t—+ cc limit
of the(several)correspondingdiagrams.It is, however,easierto usetheLangevinequationto replace
/~frand /T~by

= —(JI—im)~ — i77~— (0— im)~~2— im~/i+ ie,4’ijc (10.68)
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andsimilarly for ~ T~ to get

(d~j~)= ([(0’—irn)T1i~]y
5i/i) + (~iy5(~D’—irn)~i)+2im(t/ry5~!i)

+ ({i~1+ [(0’ —irn)
T ‘7~2]}y5~ft) + (~‘y

5(i771+ (0—irn)~772)) . (10.69)

The first two terms on the right-handside of the equationabove vanish for t —* cc due to the
appearanceof fictitious time derivatives[10.17],so we get as the anomalouscontribution

A = 2({ii~1+ (0’ — im)
T~i~

2}y5t/i) . (10.70)

Now it is interestingto remark that in a perturbativeexpansionof cu, i/i there is just one term
contributingto A: if we do not iterate i,1,, cu’ oftenenough,the traceof y-matrices,involving 75, gives
zero; if we iteratetoo often, thenthe stochasticregulatorleadsto a vanishingresult for A—+ cc

Let us remind the readerthat this phenomenonis very similar to what happenswhen using
Schwinger’spoint-splittingmethod[10.231asa regularizationscheme,andwherealsoonly one diagram
0~it of infinitely manycontributedto the anomaly.

Iteratingthus ~‘, i~to the secondorder in e, using

J (~3~— im)
T’(~ — irn) 5(x — x’) dx =1 (10.71)

everythingwhich contributesto A is given by

A = (2~)12i2 J d4yd4y’ tr{y
54~(y)4~(y’)} - B(A

2, x, y, y’) (10.72)

where

B(A2,x, y, y’) = — Jd~kd4k’ d4k”

(k2+ A2)(k12~A2)(k1F2+ A2) exp{ik(x—y)+ik’(y—y’)+ik”(y’ —x)}. (10.73)

Finally, it is easyto prove by Fourier transformationthat

lirn B(A2,x, y, y’) = ~ (2~)854(x — y) 54(x — y’) (10.74)

so that we obtain thewell-known result

A=—~----c F F (10.75)2 ~vpu ~rv p,r~l6ir

In order to analysethe above result more carefully, we now construct the appropriateWard
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Identities[10.5,10.6], by recastingtheLangevinformulationin a functionalintegralrepresentation(see
section3.2.2). This involves the actionSFP, and it introducestheusual field theoryprocedures.

Let us concentrateon the issue of chiral gaugesymmetriesandconsider the following Langevin
equationfor fermions in an externalgaugefield

(10.76)

cu~=—(P”—irn)T(P”+irn)T~’+’~.
We haverevertedto a one-noiseformulationin order to keepthe Ward Identity discussionsimple.
Then, starting our discussionfor the unregularizedcase,

(77a(X t) i~(x’,t’)) =

20”~S~(x— x’) S(t— t’) (10.77)

it is easyto checkthat (10.76)transformcovariantlyunderthe chiral transformations

ç(i’exp(ia’y5)~fi, ~i’=~iexp(iay5),
(10.78)

= exp(iay5)77, ij’ = i~exp(ia’y5).

Similarly, the noise correlation (10.77) remains invariant under chiral transformations, as can be
checkedexplicitly:

(ia_i13) = (exp(iay5))~’(exp(iay5))~(7)YflS)

= 2(exp(iay5))”0~
8(exp(iay

5))~5
4(x — x’) c5(t — t’)

= 0”~ 254(x — x’) S(t — t’) = (a13) (10.79)

We now transformthe generatingfunctional

Z[J, i] = fDn Di~exp{- ~f d4x dt [n(0+irn)’~ + J~+ J~I} (10.80)

into (see [10.5])

Z[J, I] = fii Dcui(r) D~/i(r)exp{_S[tfr(t), ~(t)] — SFP — J(Jt~+ it/i) d4x dt]’ (10.81)

where

S[~(t), ~(t)] = if d4x ~(x,t) 0~(x,t) (10.82)

and
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SFP = ~ifd4xJdr [~(x, T) (0-irn)~(x, T) + ~(x, r) (0+im) (Ø~+ m2) ~(x, r)]. (10.83)

The standardprocedureof obtainingthe chiral Ward Identity correspondingto the variations

~çli(x,T) = i a(x) ‘y5 t/i(x, T), ~np(x,T) = i a(x) t/i(x, T) 7~ (10.84)

resultsin

(a~J~(x, t)) + 2im(~(x, t) y~~(x,t)) + (Jd~~(x, T) {75, ~+rn2} ~ r)) (10.85)

+ dT ~(x, T) {y~,irn(0
2 + rn2)} ~(x

wherewe denoteô~J~(x, t) as

-8~J~(x, t) = ~(x, t){y~, 0}~(x, t) ±Jdr ~(x, T) {7~~~+m2} ~(x, T)

+Jdr~(x,r){ys,0(~+rn2)} ~(x, T). (10.86)

Let us stressthat the form (10.85) of the chiral Ward Identity doesnot allow, as it stands, a
conventionalfield theoryinterpretation.For this oneneedsto recastit in a form where the fermionic
fields appearonly dependingon the final time t. This hasbeencitrried out in [10.5].

Using a functional formulation of stochasticquantizationin the superfieldformulation (seesection
7.3 and also [10.24])a conservedsuperNoethercurrentcan be constructedas well, see[10.6].The
expectationvalue of the lowest componentof its derivative then becomesthe Ward Identity corres-
ponding to (10.85).

In order to obtain regularizedexpressionsone may now implement the stochasticregularization
schemeand evaluatethecorrelationfunctionsin theWard Identities.In both approaches[10.5,10.6] it
hasbeenarguedthat theusual‘anomalous’Ward Identities(now involving vacuumexpectationvalues)
are obtained.However,in view of the factthat stochasticregularizationof Langevinsystemsformally
respectsboth gaugeand chiral invariances,the appearanceof chirality-breakingtermsremainsto be
elucidated.

11. Numerical applications

Until now our focus hasbeenmainly on formal aspectsof stochasticquantization:the equivalence
with othermorestandardquantizationprescnptlons,detailsof perturbativeexpansions,theproblemof
gaugetheories,fermions,stochasticregularization,etc. In mostof thecases(but certainlynotall!) not
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manynew resultshavebeenobtained,only reformulations havebeenfound. Although suchreformula-
tions may be ofa greatdealofvalue, it is neverthelessrefreshingto seethat stochasticquantizationand
Langevinequationtechniquesrecentlyhavebeenfoundto beextremelyuseful in numericalsolutionsof
suchrich andcomplex field theoriesas QCD.

Weshall heretry to givea brief accountof thenumericalmethodswhich canbe usedin solving field
theoriesby Langevindynamics.It is not by coincidencethat we haveput this sectionat theend of our
review; it simply covers a field which is still in a phaseof rapid development,and which holds the
promiseof giving us evenmore in the future.

Most attentionis naturally paid towardsthe numericalsimulationof (lattice) gaugetheorieswith
fermions (and perhapsscalarsas well, to simulateHiggs phases).Clearly one of the most pressing
issues,at the time of writing, is thedevelopmentof a fastandaccuratenumericalalgorithmfor treating
fermionfields. Langevinequationtechniquesseemespeciallypromisinghere. However,otherefficient
and cleverly constructedalgorithmshavebeenproposedin thepast few years,and we do not wish to
imply that Langevin techniquesare the only ones which hold some promise. In particular, other
‘fifth-time’ approachesto fermions,suchastheonebasedon themicrocanonicalensemble[11.11,share
manyfeatureswith methodsbasedon Langevinequations.Onecanalso imaginehybrid methods[11.2],
or completely new schemesalong the samelines. For the readerswho would like some recent
comparativestudies,we refer, for example,to ref. [11.3].We remarkthat also dynamicalsystemswith
constraintscan be investigated[11.281within the Parisi—Wu scheme.

11.1. Numericalsolutionsin the continuum:Sometoy models

The numerical solutions we shall be concernedwith here will almost exclusively arise from
time-discretized Langevin equations.Furthermore,in order to control ultraviolet divergencesone will
almost alwaysstudythe various field theorieson a lattice, i.e. both t and x will be discretized.Before
getting to that point, however,it may be useful to seeanexampleof how numericaltechniquescanbe
applied directly to the continuum(in both t and x) Langevinequation.In order to avoid ultraviolet
divergenceswe will restrictourselvesto simple toy models,modelsdefinedby ‘field theories’ in very
low dimensions.We will show in detail an exampleof a theoryin theultralocallimit: zerodimensions.
Here the numerical Langevin technique that we shall describesimply consists in an approximate
evaluationof a very complicatedintegral of the ordinary kind. The samemethodcan be used to
numerically evaluateexcitationenergiesin quantummechanicalsystems[11.4].This correspondsto a
one-dimensionalfield theory,andwe arethenalreadyat a level wherethe Langevinequationcan help
us evaluatevery complicatedfunctionalintegralsin an approximatemanner.

To start, let us againconsidera scalarfield theory,

S[~]=fdDx[~(a~)2+~rn2~2± ~ (11.1)

and the associatedLangevin equation

q~(x, t) = (C72 - m2) ~(x, t) - ~(x, t) + ~(x, t) (11.2)

with q(x, t) being theusual noise field.
We can view eq. (11.2) as theequationof motion for the field t~’(x, t). However,in contrastto the

ordinary equationsof motion for field theories,which are invalidated by quantum corrections,the
Langevinequation(11.2) can be viewedas an exact, classical equationof motionwhich holds evenat
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the quantumlevel. This opensup newpossibilitiesfor approximationschemes,baseddirectly on the
Langevinequationitself. The approximationschemewe shalldiscussbriefly hereis asimple extension
[11.4]of a variationalprocedureintroducedby Greensite[8.19]for the caseof N= cc quenchedmaster
fields as discussedin section8. However, as we shall see,the methodis applicableto unquenched
theoriesas well, andhenceworks also for N finite (andin particularfor simple scalartheories).

Letting

2 fdp . 2 2

G(rn lx,t)=O(t) i Dexp(ipx)exp{—(p +m )t} (11.3)
J(2ir)

denotethe Green function of eq. (11.2), we first introduce a variational ‘potential’ V(u) by the
stochasticexpectationvalueof a squaredLangevinequation(in its integral form):

V(~)= ([~(x, t) — JdDxl dt’ G(m2Ix— x’, t — t’) fn(x’, t’) — ~ ~(x’, t’)}]) (11.4)

whereo~= { o~,~ . . ~,,} is a setof variationalparameters.
Clearly V(o’) is positive definite, with aminimum at any solutionof the Langevinequation(11.2).

Then,if we minimize V(o) for all possiblechoicesof variationalfields 4
0(x, t) this will beequivalentto

finding a solutionof the Langevinequation.Taking the limit ~—* cc we cansubsequentlycalculateany
vacuumexpectationvalueor Greenfunction from this solution.

In practice,onecanchooseasetof n parameterso anda correspondingtrial functioncb~(x,t), and
then solve (either analytically or numerically) the n equationsavi&~~=0 for o~,02,. . - o-,,. The
absoluteminimum of V(u) is to be chosen, and the correspondingset of o~,substitutedback into
t~x, t).

Oneparticularly simple one-parametervariational trial tunction is providedby [11.4]

q~(x, t) = Jd’
3x’ dt’ G(ilx — x’, t — t’) 77(x’, t’) (11.5)

which is simply the free field solution with a shifted (renormalized)mass parameter.With this
variationalansatz it is straightforwardto evaluatethe 77-averagesappearingin the definition of V(u)
[eq.(11.4)] by useof Wick’s theorem.For the two-point function one finds [11.4]

(~(x)2)=iim(~(x,t)2)=J (~D 21 (11.6)

for the trial function (11.5).Not surprisingly,thevariational parametero directly providesuswith the
massgap of the theory [whenthe right-handside of eq. (11.6) is well defined], asalreadyanticipated
from theform (11.5).

The potential V(o-) is readily computed.For thegeneralN-componentversionof the action(11.1)
one finds [11.4]

[ (rn2 — )2 A (2 + N)(m2— a) A2V(o)Ni 2 2 2 2 2 + 2 2

Lffm(rn +ir) 3N o~m(rn +u) (3!)N

(8m2+ l6ff) + N(6m2+ 14cr)+ N2(rn2+ ~‘~)1 (117)
X u3m2(m2 + cr)(rn2 + ]
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(wherewehaverescaledA—+ A/N). This function is easilyminimized for anyvalueof A, and thevalue
of r at that point can then be substitutedbackinto eq. (11.5) to yield 4~(x, t).

Shownin fig. 11.1 is a plot of (4, 4,)IN versusthecoupling for N = 5. The dashedline shows the
resultof thevariationalprocedureoutlinedabove,and the fully drawnline representstheexactanswer
which, in this case, is easilyfound directly from the action (11.1). As can be seen,the variational
solution agreesalmost perfectly with the exact expressionfor all valuesof the couplings.For further
examplesof this kind, and in particular a variational schemefor quantum mechanicalexcitation
energies(normally a very difficult problem),we referthe readerto ref. [11.4].

The simple examplediscussedherehasbeenincludedmainly to illustrate themanynewpossibilities
onehasin working with a classical ‘equationof motion’ suchas theLangevinequation.The particular
choice of a variational calculation based on the squareof this equation [ref. 8.19] is of course
completelyad hoc, andonecanimaginemanyotherapproaches.Also, oneis not necessarilyrestricted
to variational principlesalone.

11.2. The Langevin equation on a lattice

For a scalarfield theory,discretizingspace-timeis completelytrivial: 4(x) is nowjust a functionof a
discretenumberof points,andderivativesarereplacedby differences.Discretizingthe fictitious time of
the Langevin equation is not difficult either. Instead of (~(x,t) ‘q(x’, t’)) x5(t — t’), we want to
introducethe step-size8t andthe Kroneckerdelta S~,.The most straightforwarddiscretizationof the
Langevin equationfor a scalarfield theory thenreads[11.5]

4(x,t+~t)— çb(x, t)= — t) &t+V~ij(x,t) (11.8)

where the factor of V~in front of q(x, t) appearsfrom requiring 77-correlationsof the simple form

(‘q(x, t) ~(x’, t’)) = ~ - (11.9)

Clearly, by continuity, in the limit ~t—+0 we recoverthestandardcontinuous-timeformulationwhich

I I
1 . 2 ‘ Exact result

1 ~ — ————One—parameter variational ansatz

102 10_I 10_0 10 102

Fig. 11.1. Thevariational solutionfor (~. 4i)/N (dashedline), comparedwith theexactresWt (fully drawnline).
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in the infinite time limit hasa probability distributionof the form exp(—S[4]). For a numericalsolution
of (11.8) the questionthen is with what dimensionfulquantity & should be compared,and, once
established,what is the ‘error’ introducedby keeping& finite. We haveput the term ‘error’ in quotes
because,ashasbeenemphasizedin ref. [11.6],onecan alwaysview eq. (11.8) asdefininga stochastic
evolutionequationfor any stepsize. (Instabilitiesmay of courseoccurfor somerangesof ~t, in which
casethis evolutionequationwill not haveawell-definedequilibriumlimit, seebelow.) From this point
of view thediscreteequation(11.8) is not fundamentallydifferent from thecontinuous-timeLangevin
equation.The only difference, for sufficiently small step size ~t, is that the equilibrium limit of the
probability distributionwill no longerbeexp(—S[4~])but ratherexp(—S[4]) = exp(—S[4~])f[4] where
f[4] presumablywill be &-expandable,

f[4] = 1 + S1[4] 8t + --~ (11.10)

for sufficiently small bt. Thus, at least to this order in ~t onecan view (11.8) as defining a slightly
modified theorywith an effectiveaction [11.6]

S[4] = S[t/] — S1[4] ~t + O(~t
2)- (11.11)

Keeping the error small thus amounts to reducing the effects of S
1[4] ~t+~-- on the computed

correlationfunctions.
Pinning down what is meantby ‘sufficiently small &t~requiresa separateanalysis.To illustrate,

considerfirst a free scalarfield theorywith action~E~4(x) M(x, y) 4(y). In this casethecorrespond-
ing Langevinequation

4(x, t + ~t) — 4(x, t) = — ~ M(x, y) 4(y) 6t + \/~‘i77(x, t) (11.12)

is exactlysolvable.For example,if we introducea kernel K(x, y) = M~(x, y),

~ M~(x,z) M(z,y) = ~ (11.13)

so that the time step ~t becomesdimensionless,andthe noise—noisecorrelationtakesthe form

(~(x, t) ñ(x’, t’)) = 2 M’(x, x’) ~ (11.14)

thenwe haveimmediately

çb(x, t~)= ~ (1— ~t)~’~ V~~(x,t1) (11.15)

and hence,for the two-point function:

(~(x, t~)~(x’, ta)) = 2 &tM’(x, x’) (1— ~t)~’~ ~ (1— ~t)~
t~

= 28tM~(x, x’) (1—&t)2~~~ (1— bt)2’ = M~(x, x’) (1 11~~)[1—(1—~t)2~]. (11.16)
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We learntwo things from this: First, as n—~ cc,

(~(x, t~)~(x’, tfl))~M1(x,xl)(1l1~) (11.17)

sothat evenin the infinite time limit we do not recovertheexact answerM~(x,x’). (For theerrorto
be small,we requirebt~ 1.) Second,the approachto equilibrium follows thepowerlaw of eq. (11.16).
As expected,taking bt smallerdecreasesthe final error, but increasesthenumberof stepsn neededto
reachequilibrium.

Having foundthe exacttwo-point function in the equilibrium limit, onehasin this exactly solvable
casealso theexplicit form of theeffectiveactionS[4’]of eq. (11.11). It follows from eq. (11.17)thatall
termsof order~ or highervanish, and onehassimply:

~ >~çb(x)M(x, y) çb(y)-~ ~t>~cb(x)M(x, y) cb(y) (11.18)

in the equilibrium limit. This action is unboundedfrom below if ~t>2.

The equilibrium action (11.18) is not unique. It dependsnot only on the particulardiscretization
prescriptionfor theLangevinequation,but alsoon ourparticularchoiceof kernelK(x, y) = M’(x, y).
(Note thecontrastto thecontinuumcase:thereall kernelswhich canleadto an equilibrium actionwill
havethesamelimit ast—~cc.) If onedoesnot useanykernelat all, but startsdirectly ateq. (11.12),one
obtainsinstead[11.3,11.6]:

= ~ 4’(x) ]cI(~, y) 4(y) (11.19)

with

)i’I(x, y)=~M(x, z)[ô~~ — ~&tM(z, y)]. (11.20)

The erroris in this casedependenton theoperatorM. This not only makestheanalysisof stability
and errors more complicated,but also hasa seriousnegativeeffect on numericalsimulations: asM
generallywill be x-dependent,long andshort~distancemodeswill equilibrateat different rates[11.6].
Roughly, one could expect that the short distanceequilibration rateshould be determinedby the
ultraviolet cut-off (i.e. the lattice spacinga), whereasthe long distanceequilibration rate should be
given by the correlationlength ~. (Thissimpleargumentassumesthat thereis no connectionbetween
the ultraviolet and infraredscales,an assumptionwhich for a generalinteractingtheoryis not valid
whenrenormalizationis takeninto account.Seeref. [11.6]for a short discussionof this problem.)This
implies, from eq. (11.20), that in this casethe relative error for the two-point function is roughly
~~r Amax ~&r ~, whereAmax = ~, the largesteigenvalueof M, is the squareof thecorrelationlength
of thesystem[11.3].If oneattemptsto approachthecontinuumtheorythecorrelationlength diverges,
~—+ cc, and the step size must then approachzero at leastas fast as ~-2 in orderto keep the error
bounded.Thesameconclusionis reachedif one insteadfocuseson thenumberof iterationsneededto
obtain a new,statisticallyuncorrelatedconfiguration[11.6]since,aswesawearlier,thenumberofsteps
neededto approachequilibrium divergesas br—~’0.

The above problemswere not presentin our previousdiscussion,which madeuse of a kernel
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K(x, y) = M~(x, y). In fact, the use of suchkernels is just one of the methodswhich havebeen
advocatedfor the solution of the various problemsassociatedwith the simplestLangevin equations
[11.6].Convenientlyexpressedin momentumspacerather than in real space,it makesuse of field
configurationupdateson the lattice in momentumspaceby meansof fast Fourier transforms.The idea
of performingmomentumspaceupdatesof this kind wasfirst suggestedby Pansi [11.7].

So far thediscussionhasbeenrestrictedto a trivial, solvable,freescalarfield theory. In thegeneral
interactingcaseonecannot expectto seeclearly which kernelis theoptimalonefor removing(some
of) the problemswith the Langevin equation. However, it is reasonableto assumethat the main
featuresfoundfor thatcase[i.e. K(x, y) M’(x, y)} shouldpersistto somedegreein the full theory.
This alreadyhassomesupportfrom numericalsimulations[11.6,11.8].

To determinethegeneralform of theeffectiveaction S[4i} onemustproceedvia a Fokker—Planck
analysis,asin thecontinuumcase.With only a little morealgebraonefinds, usinga discretizedversion
of our derivationin section3, the following Fokker—Planckequation[11.6]

t + ~t] - P[4’, t]} = ~ ~ {~P[4’~t]+ P[4’, tJ} (11.21)

up to orderbt. This looks exactlyas thecontinuumversion.However,S[4’] is not thestartingaction;it
containsa ‘correctionterm’:

— I ~2S &S ~iS1
S[4’]=S[4’]+at~K(x, ..v)~2~4’(x)~4’(y)— ~4’(x) ~4~(~~)1 (11.22)

againkeepingonly termsof O(&). Clearly the ~—+ cc solution of (11.21)is

P[4’, t—>co] = exp(—S[4’]) (11.23)

up to order8t. TheFokker—Planckapproachmayseemto offer a systematicderivationof 0(8?)(and
higher)termsin S[4’], but this could bedeceptive:it is very difficult to seehowthe0(8?)termscanbe
incorporatedinto an effectiveS[4’] without running into integrabiityproblems.Nevertheless,we can
nowget a quickcheckofoureffectiveaction(11.18)which we derivedtherein a muchmorepedestrian
approach.Indeed,inserting the action correspondingto eq. (11.12) into eq. (11.22)with K(x, y) =

M- ‘(x, y) we reproduceeq. (11.18)up to an irrelevantconstant.Similarly, if we chooseK(x, y) =

we obtain eq. (11.19).
The fact that S[4’J ~ S[4] meansthat even in the equilibrium limit we do not recoverthe original

theory.This maysoundlike aseriousshortcoming,but ashasbeenemphasizedin ref. [11.6]this is not
necessarilyso. For example,if onemakessurethat thekernelK(x, y) is chosensuchthat theLangevin
equationsrespectall thesymmetriesof theoriginal theory,thentheextratermsin S[4’J caneither just
shift the original couplings,or introducesuper-renormalizableinteractions(‘irrelevant operators’).In
thescalingregionneitherof theseeffectsshould be observable;aslong asonly physicalquantitiesare
compared,thecontinuumlimit (in thesenseof thelattice spacinga —~0) ofthe finite-8t theoryis exactly
thesameas that of the original theory. Moreover,working always only to order 8t, a simple shift of
variables[11.6]canalways leavean effectiveS[4’] which differs from S[4’] only by a calculableshift in
thecoupling constants
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11.3. Gauge theories

The Langevin equationfor gaugefields on a lattice looks quite different from thestandardgauge
field Langevin equationin thecontinuum(seesection4). This is due to the factthat on a lattice it is
much more natural (but of coursenot necessary)to work with elementsof theLie group, insteadof
elementsof theLie algebra. Weshall not go into furtherdetails on this issuehere,but simply assume
that the readerhasan at leastrudimentaryknowledgeof the formalism of lattice gaugetheories.

When integratingon groupspacewe shall always be referring to the left andright invariantHaar
measurefor thegroup. (Only compactgaugegroupswill be considered,andwe will of coursemainly
keeptheSU(N) groupsin mind.) This measurewill bedenotedby dU. The fact that it is left andright
invariantmeansthat d(U- V) = d(V. U) = dU, for any elementVof thegroup.Differentiation (more
precisely,right differentiation; a left differentiationcan be definedsimilarly) of a functionf can be
definedby [11.9]

f(U exp(iaaTa)) f(U) + aaVaf(U)+
2aaabVaVbf(U)+ .. (11.24)

with a,, beinganinfinitesimal vectorof, for SU(N),N
2 — 1 elements.The Ta’S aretheusualgenerators

of thegroup,with [Ta, T”] = ic’~Tc and, by convention,Tr(T0Tl~)= ~ab

Using the left or right invarianceof the Haarmeasurewe have,for example,

JdU f(U) = fdU f(U exp(iaaTa)). (11.25)

Choosinga,, infinitesimal, and inserting (11.24) this leadsto

aafdUVaf(U)0 (11.26)

and hencea simple formula for integrationby parts [11.9]:

f dU [Vaf(U)] g(U) = - f dU f(U) Va g(U). (11.27)

From lattice gaugetheorythe readermay be morefamiliar with thederivative in the representation
of a ‘right derivative’ on groupelements:

V0 = i(UT0)
11a/au,1 (11.28)

whereby definition

= t
5ikö.,I. (11.29)

Derivativesof other quantitiescan be derivedin various ways. For example,how can we compute
aU~IaUk!? Using the chain rule on theunitarity constraintUtU = 1, we find

[V0U]Ut= _UV0Ut (11.30)
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i.e., by multiplying with Ut to the left:

(T0Ut)kl = ~imWT°)ij ~4j- UL~ (11.31)

and hence

a 1~ — ITt IT~

aU ~ki

Differentiationrules for more complicatedobjectscan be workedout in similar ways. Care is always
requiredwhenmorethanonederivativeis involved, sincethe V0’s do notcommute;rather,they satisfy
theLie algebraitself,

[V0,Vb] = _fabVc. (11.33)

In thecontinuum-timeformalisma suitableLangevinequationreads[11.10](seealsoref. [11.11]for
a more generaldiscussion):

U(t) = [VS[U]+ i’q(t)] U(t) (11.34)

for a groupelementU(t) of an actionS[U]. HereVas TaVa and
77(t) T

0
77”(t), with 77

0(t) havingthe
usual Gaussiandistribution

(a(t) ~“(t’)) = 2 ~ab,~(t — t’) . (11.35)

The equation(11.34)wasconstructedsuchthat when~ cc one obtainsthe standardexp{ — S[ U]}
probability distribution. This can be seenby a Fokker—Planckargument[11.10],very similar to the
scalarfield case.It is also importantto checkthateq. (11.34)leadsto a diffusion processwhich remains
on thegroupmanifold. Indeed,from eq. (11.34)we have,on accountof theanti-Hermiticity ofV0 (and
theHermiticity of the groupgenerators),

[~U(t)] Ut(t)VS[U]+i
77(t) (11.36a)

U(t) ~ Ut(t) = —V S[U] — i 77(t) (11.36b)

i.e.

[U(t) U
t(t)1 = 0 (11.37)

so eq. (11.34)preservestheunitarity constraint.
The simplest choice of a discretizedLangevin equation,which in the limit 6t—~0 reducesto eq.

(11.34)and which preservesunitarity is [11.9,11.10]

U(t + St) = U(t) exp{iW[U(t), ‘q(t)]} (11.38)
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where W[U(t), 77(t)] is Hermitian:

W[U(t), 77(t)] = —i 5t V S[U(t)] + V’~r~(t) (11.39)

and 77(t) = T
0 ‘q”(t) hasthe usual discretizedcorrelations:

(~a(t)
77

ti(t’)) = 2 ~ab~ (11.40)

Clearly, eq. (11.38)also preservestheunitarityconstraint.However,justasin thecaseof a scalarfield
theory, the equilibrium limit (i.e. the limit t—I.cc) will not be just exp{—S[U]}, but will haveO(6t)
corrections.Exponentiatingthesecorrections,we haveto O(6t) an equilibriumprobability distribution
P[U, t—~cc] = exp{~—S[U]} with S[U] beingof theform S[U] = S[U] — S

1[U] ôt ±O(6t
2).The general

form of S~[U] for the Langevinequation(11.34)hasbeencomputedin refs. [11.6,11.8, 11.91:

S
1[U] = ~ ~V

2S[U] — S[U] — ~ ~V°S[U] V0 S[U] (11.41)

whereV2 vavaand CA is thequadraticCasimir in theadjoint representation,i.e. for SU(N) groups
we haveCA = N.

For a standardlattice gaugetheory actionof the form

~ (11.42)

with plaquettevariables U~ U,~(x)U~(x±j.t) U~(x±v) U(x), the first two terms in eq. (11.41)
simply shift the coupling ~3[11.6,11.8]:

- If C\1
(11.43)

with CF being the quadraticCasimir invariant in the fundamentalrepresentation(in which the link
variablesU,~(x) belongto the standardaction), i.e. for SU(N), CF = (N2 — 1)12N. The last termin eq.
(11.41) can be removedby a changeof variables[11.61

U,,(x)—4 U,,(x) = U,,(x)exp{—UV S[U] 8t} (11.44)

andall O(&t) correctionsarethenabsorbed.Theequilibrium actionup to order0(8?)is indeednowof
the form (11.42),but with shiftedcoupling andshiftedlink variables.Ample evidencehasbeengiven
[11.6]that this procedurereproducesknown results(from more standardMonte Carlo methods)of
pure gaugetheories.Other discretizations[11.6,11.8] of the Langevin equation(e.g. of the Runge—
Kutta type)alsoyield quitepromisingresultswith regardsto reducing0(bt) ‘errors’. Suchmethodscan
in principle be used to eliminatecorrectionsof arbitrary order in 6t, but they rapidly becomequite
complicated. -

Theuseof kernelsturns out to be a particularlydifficult issuewhendiscussingnumericalsimulations
of lattice gaugetheories.We havealreadyin section4 discussedsomeof theproblemswith kernelsin
connectionwith gaugetheoriesin thecontinuum. Although notunderstoodin detail, theproblemsare
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clearly connectedwith the fact that only very few kernelsrespectthe gaugecovarianceof the original
Langevin equation.On the lattice this problemremains.Furthermore,it is not obviouswhich kernel
should be introducedin orderto remedy,for example,the long equilibrationratefor low-momentum
modes(the simplescalarfield examplediscussedearlier in this sectionclearlyis no guidelinedue to the
gaugeinvariance.Evenin the continuumone cannot,of course,usea kernel suchas thepropagator
itself without gaugefixing!). Somesuggestionsconcerningthepossibility of using particulargaugefixed
Langevinequationsto overcomethesedifficulties havebeenmentioned[11.6],but it is not yet clear to
what extentthey representimprovements.

11.4. Includingfermions

Coupling scalarfields to the link variablesdiscussedaboveis a rathertrivial undertaking.The real
challengelies in finding an efficient way of incorporatingfermions. Severalalgorithmswhich takecare
of this problemhavebeenproposed[11.6, 11.8, 11.12, 11.13].All thesealgorithmslook quite different
from the fermionLangevinequationswe discussedin section6. This is for good reasons:in numerical
simulationsit is quite difficult (butactuallyperhapsnot impossible,at leaston a finite numberof lattice
points) to operatewith anticommutingnumbers!The standardway outof this problemis to consider
thegeneratingfunctionalafterhavingformally integratedout all fermionfields, insteadof theoriginal
generatingfunctionalitself. Of course,no approximationis involved in sucha procedure[11.19],but
the resultingeffectivepiece of the action,Tr ln[O] for a bilinear fermionterm I/JOt/I, is still difficult to
evaluate. A tremendousamount of effort has gone into constructingefficient (fast) and accurate
approximationschemesfor this extrapiecein theaction. Weshallnot discussthesedifferenttechniques
hereat all, but insteadrefer to the recentcomparativestudy of Weingarten[11.3].

Let us for the sakeof conveniencebeginthe discussionin continuumnotation.The extratermwe
haveto dealwith in thecaseof a gaugetheory reads

JD~D~exp~-Jd’~x ~(x) [iO- m] ~(x)} = det[-iO+ m]. (11.45)

Using det M = exp(Trln M) this term canformally be introducedas an extrapiece in the action, as
mentionedabove,but this doesnot really representa simplification. Instead,one cantry to ‘bosonize’
this termby meansof the identity

det[—i,D’+ m] = det[y5(—i~’+m)y5] = det[iO+ m] (11.46)

which implies

det[—i~+ m] = {det[—iO + m] det[iO + rn])”
2 = {det[J12 + rn2])112 (11.47)

and we are in fact now dealingwith a positive definite operator. (Recall that in Euclideanspaceit is
— + rn2 which leadsto the positive definite inversepropagatorp2 + rn2.) This can convenientlybe
representedby a bosonicpath integral[11.14]

J D4’ Dcb* exp(- JdDx 4’*(x) [-D2 + m2]2 4’(x)} (11.48)
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and of coursesimilar manipulationscan be performedon the generatingfunctional itself. This, then,
leadsto the first way of introducing fermions in numerical applicationsof the Langevin formalism
[11.8]:for a Wilson fermion formulationthe lattice equivalentof (—i~ø~+ rn) is

D=1-k{(1-y~)U~(x)+(1+y~)U~(x)} (11.49)

which, for example,canbe squaredin orderto makeit positive definite: D2 = DtD. This corresponds
to doublingthe numberof fermions.

The Langevin equationsfor this caseare eq. (11.34)with S[ U] replacedby S[ U, 4’ 4’] together
with [11.8]

4’(t + 8t) = 4’(t) — 6t D 2[U(t)] 4’(t) +
77(t) 6t (11.50)

and its complexconjugateequation.Here 77(t) is theusual Gaussiannoisefield.
Numericalapplicationsof this Langevinalgorithm,togetherwith its possibleRunge—Kuttaimprove-

ments, have beenpresentedby Ukawa,Fukugita and Oyanogi [11.8,11.5]. A somewhatdifferent
fermion algorithm wassuggestedby the Cornell group [11.6],and developedinto higher accuracyby
Batrouni [11.12]andKronfeld [11.13].Herethe fermiondeterminantis notexponentiatedby meansof
auxiliary scalarfields, but is ratherevaluateddirectly by meansofjust one (slightly modified) Langevin
equationfor the link variables,at the cost of an introductionof a complexscalarnoisefield for eachof
thecomponentsin the fermionfield. In themost simple version,which is valid up to order 6t only, this
is doneby addingan extrapieceto W[U(t), ~(t)J of eq. (11.39):

W’[U(t), q(t)]—~ W[U(t), 77(t), 0(t)] = —i 8t V S[U] + 1 ~ ot(t) D 1 (VD
2)D —i 0(t) +

(11.51)

where the fields Ot(t), 0(t) areordinary commutingnoisefields with the usual Gaussiandistribution.
Indeed,sinceto lowestorderin 6t the leadingcontributionto the 1—* ccequilibrium actioncomesfrom
simply averaging(11.51)w.r.t. the fields Ot(t) and 0(t), one seesthatwith

~, o])~= —i 8t VS[U] + i bt (VD) D1 +

= —i 6t V(S[U] — Tr ln D[U]) + V~
77(t) (11.52)

the main effectpreciselyhasbeento replaceS[U] by Sett[U1 = S[U] — Tr ln D[UJ. Schemeshavebeen
developed[11.12,11.13] which eliminate correctionsof higher order in 6t; the advantagesof such
modificationsnot yet being known in termsof algorithm speed,storageproblems,etc. We refer the
readerto thesetwo referencesfor the technicaldetails.

It should be clear at this point that feasiblenumericalLangevin algorithms for completegauge
theories,such as QCD with ‘dynamical’ quarks,exist. Full application to the variety of numerical
problemsin lattice gaugetheoriesstill remainto becarried out, but theframeworkclearly looksvery
promising.

11.5. Complexactions

We havealwaysassumedthat theEuclideanaction,whosefield derivativeappearsin theLangevin
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equation,was real: S[ 4’] = S*[ 4’]. The only placeswhere we allowed for somedeparturefrom this
restrictionwas in the caseof Minkowski spacestochasticquantization(seesection9) andstochastic
quantizationof gravity (or, moregenerally, strings) asin section5. Complextermscanalsoappearin
theLangevinequationsfor fermions(section6), but canthereusuallybe removedby suitablekernels.
For asimple scalarfield an interestingquestionis: Whathappensif theLangevinequationdescribesthe
diffusion arounda complex action?Clearly, most of the resultsknownfrom the real case(a positive
definite Fokker—PlanckHamiltonian,exponentialtime damping,ergodicity, etc.)do not apply to this
new situation, at least not without somemodifications. That it neverthelessshouldbe possibleto get
meaningful resultsout of Langevindiffusion processesaroundcomplexactionswas first suggestedby
Klauder [11.16]and Parisi [11.17].We havepostponedour discussionof this interestingextensionof
stochasticquantizationuntil now simply becausemost of the results are of numericalnature.Some
analyticresultshavealso beenobtained[11.18,11.19,11.20], andwe shall try to review themin some
detail.

Why complexactions?It is a very generalrequirementthata well-definedEuclideanquantumfield
theoryshouldbe ‘reflection positive’, and this is normally equivalentto demandingthat the actionis
real. However, there are exceptions.One is the caseof a lattice gaugetheory with the links in a
complexrepresentationof the gaugegroup [suchas the fundamentalrepresentationof SU(3)] and at
finite chemicalpotentialfor, e.g. the fermiondensity.Although the actionitself is complexin this case,
all physicalobservablescan neverthelessbe shown to be real: all imaginaryquantitiescancelpairwise
between‘conjugate’ gaugefield configurationsin the functional integral. Complex actionscan also
appearin a self-imposedway if, for example,one incorporatesthe effect of externalchargeprobes
(such as the Polyakov line at finite temperature)into the action itself. This can sometimesbe
advantageousin numericalsimulations.

With this to serveasmotivation, let us startby analysinga simple toy model which clearly illustrates
the possibilities (and problems)connectedwith complexLangevin equations[11.18,11.19]. Consider
the ‘action’ of field theory in zero dimensions:

S(x) = ~ox
2 + ~Ax4. (11.53)

We shall assumethat A is real and positive, but that o~can take any value in the complexplane.
Furthermore,although onecan envisagea more generalsituation, we shall in this section always
assumethat the noise field of the Langevin equationis restrictedto be real and with the usual
noise—noisecorrelationof aMarkov process.Evenif oneusesreal initial conditions for x(t= 0), and
restrictsoneselfto a real noise,the diffusionprocessdescribedby the Langevinequationcorresponding
to (11.53),

z(t) = —cr z(t)— Az(t)3 + ~(t) (11.54)

will of coursenot in generalberestrictedto the real axis if o~E C. It is thereforeconvenientto split the
solution of (11.54) into its real and imaginaryparts [11.19]z(t) = x(t) + iy(t), and write thecomplex
differential equation(11.54) as

x(t) = —Re[cr z(t) + A z(t)3}+
77(t) (11.55a)

y(t) = —lm[cr z(t) + A z(t)
3]. (11.55b)
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Wenow havetwo real, coupled,differential equations,and thesituationis hencequite analogousto the
caseof two interactingrealfields. In fact, it is simpler, sincein this casethereis no noisefield associated
with the imaginaryparty(t). The Fokker—Planckequationfor this systemthen takesthe simple form
[see,for example,sections3 and9. Note theabsenceof a terma 2P/ay2due to thenoisefield

77(t) being
real]:

2

P(x, y, t) = -~-~ P(x, y, t) + -J~-[Re(crz(t) + A z(t)
3)P(x, y, t)]

+ ~- [Im(crz(t)+ A z(t)3) P(x, y, t)]. (11.56)

For A = 0 this becomes,with o = + icr
1:

P(x, y, t) = P(x, y, t) + [(crRx — cr~y)P(x, y, t)] + [(~x + cray) P(x, y, t)] (11.57)

and the equilibrium distributioncan in this casebe foundexplicitly [11.201(seealso ref. [11.21]).To
give asimplederivation,let us notethatsincein this casethestartingactionis a simple Gaussian,we do
not expecttheequilibrium distributionP(x, y, t—~cc) to be morethanquadraticin x andy. Wecanthen
makethe ansatz

P(x, y, t—t.cc)=exp(—Ax
2— By2—Cxy). (11.58)

Substituting(11.58)into (11.57),andusing ÔP(x, y, t—~cc)Iat= 0, weimmediatelyfind that demanding
termsproportionalto P(x, y, t —~ cc) to cancelrequiresA = ~ Using this, and demandingalso that
terms proportional to x2 P(x, y, t—~’cc) cancel gives C= 241cr

1. Similarly, cancellationof terms
proportionalto y

2 P(x, y, t—~cc) leadsto B = o~R(l+ 2o~Icr
1).Finally, as a checkwe seethat alsoall

termsproportionalto xy P(x, y, t—~cc) cancel.An equilibriumdistributionfor thecaseof A =0is hence
[11.20]

P(x, y, t-~~~cc)=exp[_crR{x2+(i+ ~ y
2±2~ xy}]/N (11.59)

with the normalization

N=fdxdyP(x, y, t—~cc). (11.60)

The result(11.59)may atfirst glanceseemsurprising,sincetheequilibriumdistributionobviously is
not of the form exp[— ~crz2],with z = x + iy. However, this latter quantity is of course simply a
complex numberwhich cannotbe given a probabilisticinterpretation,whereasP(x, y, t—~cc) of eq.
(11.59) is a regular,normalizedand real probability distribution. In fact, the distribution (11.59) is
preciselyof the ‘right’ form neededto obtain [11.20]

N~~
1f dx f(x) exp(—~crx

2) Jdx dy f(x + iy) P(x, y, t—~cc) (11.61)
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with

Ncompj Jdx exp(— ~ux2)= (2irlcr)”2 (11.62)

(we assumethat a- doesnot fall on the branchcut).
To seethis, we notethat sincethe left-handside is a free (Gaussian)theory,weneedonly compute

the2-point function (x2) in orderto obtain all otherGreenfunctions(i.e. (x2~), with n positive and
integer).Then, for the left-hand side:

1/2 1/2

~ Jdxx2.exp(_~o.x2)2(r) ~(~) = a-~. (11.63)

Similarly, introducing

M—~A C12\ (1 i
— ~C12 B j~ N — ~ (11.64)

[in the notation of eq. (11.58)] we notethat the right-handside takesthe form

Jdxxx -N-xexp(—x.M.x)= ~Tr[M~’N] (11.65)

with XT = (x, y). Using eq. (11.64) this is trivial to evaluate,and one finus precisely (crR + ia~
1)~

1, in
agreementwith eq. (11.63).

Insteadof working with the real probability distribution whoseequilibrium distribution is given by
eq. (11.59),we could attempt to setup a ‘complex Fokker—Planckformalism’ by using

(f(z, t)) =f dxf(x) P(x, t) (11.66)

(with x a real parameter)as a definition of the complexFokker—Planckdistribution P(x, t). For
example,in the ‘free’ caseA = 0 wehavealreadyin eq. (11.61)seenhow suchaproceduremay yield a
well-definedequilibrium limit. In fact, using (11.66) asadefinition, andgoingthroughall thestandard
steps [first taking the t-derivative on both sides of (11.66), then inserting the (complex) Langevin
equation,etc.] onegets [11.17,11.18] the usualFokker—Planckequation

~ ~ P(x,t)]. (11.67)

Now, however,convergencetowardsanequilibrium distributionas ~ cc is no longerobvious. If we
maketheusual changeof variablesto ~P(x,t) exp[S(x) /2] P(x, t) (see section3), we do obtain the
Schrödinger-typeequation

a
~ I/i(x, t) = —Hi/J(x, t) (11.68)
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with

l.a iaS\f. a iaS\ (11.69)
\ ax 2c9x1\ dx 2dxi

but this Fokker—PlanckHamiltonian is clearlynot positive definite, on accountof S(x) ~ S*(x).
Intuitively, we might neverthelessexpectthat if S(x) is ‘almost real’ (i.e. if H haseigenvalueswhose

real parts are much bigger than their imaginaryparts), then (11.67) may still provide a well-defined
convergenceas t—~cc.Can this be mademore precise?KiauderandPetersen[11.18]find that if

1/2 i/2

[JdxIHi ~(x)~2] �a[Jdxl4’(x)12] ±b[jdxlHR ~(x)l2] (11.70)

for somea � 0, 0 ~ b < 1 (and H=HR+ iH1), then eigenfunctionsof HV’(x) = A ~P(x)do exist, and
they form a completeset. Writing H= HR+ icH1, eigenvaluesA,, andeigenfunction!P,,(x) of Hwill in
that casebe analyticin thecoefficient c aboutzero.In quantummechanicstheadditionof an imaginary
potential iH, to Hcorrespondsto introducingsourcesorsinksofprobability.Not much is knownabout
suchcomplex Hamiltonians,and it would clearlybe of interestto establishmore propertiesaboutthe
eigenfunctionsof thesetypes of Hamiltonians.

It follows from the discussion above that if (11.70) holds and Re A,, >0 for all n � 1, then
P(x, t)—~’exp[—S(x)] as t—*cc. This is so, becauseclearly exp[—S(x)12] will be an eigenfunctionof
eigenvalueA0 = 0, i.e. it is the groundstate.

Nevertheless,evenif we operateonly with complexactionssuchthat (11.70)is obeyed,and if we
assumethat ReA,, >0 for n > 1, then convergencetowardsequilibrium may still be very slow, and
thereforeimpracticalfor numericalsimulations.Worse,in the time-discretizedcaseonemight imagine
instabilities to arise. In fact, a simple argumentcanbe given asto why this might occur:consideragain
asan exampleS(x) = ~crx

2 + ~Ax~with A E ER + and a- E C. Becauseof thecomplexa-, the solutionz(t)

of the Langevin eq. (11.54)will also wander aroundin the complex plane. But this is potentially
dangerousbecauseif it hits the raysz = ±r exp[±ilTI4], thenthe term~Ax” in theactionhasflipped its
sign ~ Ax4—~— ~Ax~, and we are now in effect simulating a theorywith unboundedaction. This is an
oversimplifiedargument,becausewe really shouldlook at the Langevinequationitself to seeif such
potential instabilities can arise.For the caseof thex4-actionmentionedabovesuchastability analysis
hasbeenperformedby KlauderandPetersen[11.181,andby Ambjorn andYang[11.201.To searchfor
the instabilitiesone can look for solutions to the Langevinequation

z(t)= —a- z(t) — A z(t)3 (11.71)

without the noise term,sincenowwe areinterestedin solutionswith z —* cc~The solutionto (11.71)

for the initial conditionz(0) = z
0 hasbeenfound [11.20].

z(t) = z0 [e2~t + ~2 (e
2cnt— 1)] (11.72)

and it shows clearly that with 0R >0, z(t) —+0 for all initial points except thoseof the form (t1 > 0):
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1/2

z0(t’) = ±[A(1 e~2~t’)] - (11.73)

For z0 of the form (11.73)thedenominatorin (11.72)vanishesfor t—* t’, i.e. z(t—~t’)l—+cc in afinite
time interval. The generalflow patternis thenof convergencetowardsz =0, exceptfor startingpoints
(11.73).The flow is of a four-leafcloverpatterncenteredaroundz= 0. Although the flow is pushed
outwardsalong the rays z ±r exp[±iirl4], it neverthelesscrossestheserays without diverging,and
eventuallyconvergestowardsz = 0. We refer the readerto ref. [11.20],where the flow hasbeen
mappedin detail.

Although seeminglysingularat a- 0, the limit a- —+0 canbe takenin eq. (11.72) andone of course
recoversthesolution [11.18]

z(t) = z0 (1 ±2Atz~)~’’
2 (11.74)

of az(t) lat = — A z(t)3. For finite t = t’ this solution only divergesfor purely imaginarystartingpoints
z
0(t’) = ±i(2At)~

2.
For o~R<0 theorigin z =0 now becomesrepulsive[11.20],and the flow insteadconvergeson what

waspreviouslythe instability points(11.73).The flow is againpushedoutwardswhencrossingthe rays
z = ±r exp[ ±irrI 4], henceagaingiving riseto a four-leafcloverpattern.This patternis also reproduced
in ref. [11.20].

In all casesthe naive axesof instability ±r exp[ ±iirI4] arecrossedwith encounteringdivergences.
The reasonis [11.20]that whenz(t) reachesthesepoints the drift term dS/dzis large and with the
wrong sign, but the time [from eq. (11.71)]

t= -J~z(~)~‘ (11.75)

spent thereis thencorrespondinglysmall. In a sense,the instabilities causedby (11.71) always occur
pairwisesymmetricallyaroundz = 0, andin a numericalsimulationshouldalwayscancelout. However,
suchcancellations(which, for example,canbe madefinite by the introductionof acut-off: z <Z) may
be quite inconvenientsincethey introducestatisticalerrorsin the cancellationsbetweenlargenumbers
[11.18,11.20].

Other zero-dimensionalcomplex actionshave been studiedrecently [11.22,11.23] with even less
positive conclusions.Thus, for example,if one attemptsto simulatea theorywith Boltzmannfactor
[11.22,11.23]

exp[/3coso±lncoso]

(integratedover dO on the interval 0 � 0 ~ IT), which can attain a zero (at 0 = ir/2), the Langevin
methodcan fail completelyfor small j3 (<1). This is dueto the fact that the availablephasespacehas
been split into two regions 0~ 0 < IT/2 and IT!2 < 0 ~ ii-. The Langevin equationcan keep moving
aroundinside eachof the domains,but if it doesnot crosSthe border0 = ir!2 in a finite amountof
time, ergodicity is lost. By extendingthe region 0 � 0 � IT to the full circle this problemcan also be
treatedby complexLangevinequationtechniques.Indeed,the methodyields ‘wrong’ resultsfor small f3
(due to the random paths being trappedinside a smaller domain) [11.22,11.23], but the small-p
Langevin results appearto fit nicely with expectationsif one assumesthat the complex Langevin
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equation only probesphasespaceinside one of the smaller domains [11.23].Although it is hence
probablywell understood,this clearlymakescomplexLangevinsimulationsproblematicin thesecases.

The complex Langevin equationhas also beentestedon more physicalproblemssuchas SU(3)
lattice gaugetheoryin the presenceof a chemicalpotentialfor quark (baryon) number[11.24],and
U(1) lattice gaugetheoriesin 2 and 3 dimensionswith staticsources[11.22,11.23]. In the lattercase
good agreementhasbeenfound in the large-$region (strongcoupling),but themethodappearsto be
unreliablefor smaller/3-values,essentiallyfor the reasonsmentionedabove.Somepossiblemodifica-
tions for complexLangevin equationshavealsobeenconsideredin [11.25].Furtherapplications(asto
the massivelattice Schwingermodel) can be found in [11.26]and [11.27].The tentativeconclusion
appearsto be [11.22]that when themethodworks it works very well, but that it can fail completelyin
certainrangesof the couplingconstant(s).If the imaginarypartof theactionis sufficiently largethereis
no analytic guaranteethat Greenfunctionswill converge,and the convergenceratecan in any case
becomevery large. Clearly theseproblemsshould be brought undercontrol before full useof this
techniquecan be made.

12. Conclusionsand futureprospects

In all its many different aspects,stochasticquantizationis asubjectwhich is still beinginvestigated
actively in severalareasof theoreticalphysics. This reviewhasnow cometo its end, but it might be
useful to recapitulatesomeof themain resultswhich havebeenobtained.We would also like to give
someindication of where future researchmay be particularlyactivein this field.

Oneof the principal motivationsof Parisi and Wu was the applicationof stochasticquantization
to gaugetheories,andit is clearlyherethat someof themost intriguing aspectsof this schemecometo
light. With no gaugefixing neededat all, many‘disturbing’ featuresof ordinary(beit canonicalor path
integral) quantizationof gaugetheoriesseemto vanish in the air. As in lattice gaugetheories,only
gauge-invariantquantitiescanbe computed.In perturbationtheory oneencountersdivergencesassoon
asoneattemptsto takethe ~—+ cc limit of gaugenon-invariantquantitiesin stochasticquantization.All
gauge-invariantquantitieswhich havebeencomputedin perturbationtheory(andthereareactuallynot
many; see section4) havebeen found to agreewith answersobtainedfrom ordinary perturbation
theory. However, gaugetheoriesin stochasticquantizationwith no damping term for longitudinal
modes,obviously representa delicateissue,andit shouldperhapsbekeptin mindthatno generalproof
exists which guaranteesthe equivalencewith other quantizationmethods— neither to all ordersin
perturbationtheory nor at a non-perturbativelevel. It seemsa real challengeto constructsuchan
equivalenceproof.

Stochasticquantizationof gaugetheoriesbecomesa little more similar to standardmethodswhen
‘stochastic gauge fixing’ by the so-called Zwanziger term is introduced. Since stochastic gauge
fixing can eliminate ~—+ cc divergencesfor all Green functions, a Fokker—Planckanalysis is now
possible,and an equilibrium probability distributioncan be found. Equivalenceproofs are also more
easilyestablishedin this case.

As we haveshownin this report,quantizationof manyothertypesof field theoriesis possiblewithin
a stochasticscheme.This includesscalars,fermions,higherrank tensorfields and,perhaps,gravityor
string field theories. Since in no cases gauge fixing terms have to be introduced, the stochastic
quantizationmethodcan be setup to manifestlypreserveall symmetriesof the theories.In particular,
Langevin equationscan be set up which explicitly preservesimultaneouslysuch symmetriesas chiral
invariance,gaugeinvariance,and supersymmetry.
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This facthasled to the developmentof stochasticregularizationschemes.Here,the theoriesarenot
only quantized stochastically,but their ultraviolet (andperhapsalso infrared)divergencesareregular-
ized (i.e. kept finite) simultaneously.Most often this is accomplishedby altering the noise—noise
correlationsin the fictitious time direction.This hastheobviousadvantageof manifestlypreservingall
symmetriesof the underlyingfield theory. An alternativeschemeconsistsin effectively changingthe
noise—noisecorrelationsin the space-timedirectionsinstead.Also this schemeis set up in away which
manifestly preservesthe symmetries. Stochastic regularizationhas also been applied to critical
phenomenaand hasgiven an alternativemethodfor the calculationof, for example,critical indices.
Presumablymany other applicationsin the border-line areaof statisticalmechanics/fieldtheory are
possible.

We remark that stochastic quantizationis intrinsically related to supersymmetry.This issue is
connectedwith theexistenceof a ‘Nicolai map’ for supersymmetricfield theories;it allowsfor a deeper
understandingof the dimensionalreductionof the fictitious time coordinatein the equilibrium limit.

As alreadypointed out in the original paperof Parisi and Wu, the stochasticquantizationmethod
leads, in its discretizedversion, immediately to an alternativenumerical schemefor quantumfield
theories.This very promisingavenueof research,which now standsas strongcompetitionto more
standardMonte Carlo techniquesin lattice gaugetheories,is receivingconsiderableattentionat the
time of writing. In termsof newresultsor practical applicability this field is obviously theareawhere
stochasticquantizationhasachievedmost. It is very likely to remainanindispensabletool for numerical
simulations,particularlyon very largelattices, andfor theoriesinvolving fermions.

It is often claimedthat as far as more analytic approachesto quantumfield theory are concerned,
stochasticquantizationhasneverreally proved to be moreefficient, convenient,or simply better than
the old and more well-known techniques.This claim can be disputed.For example,althoughsimple
iterationsof the Langevin equation lead to a perturbationexpansionwhich in terms of ‘stochastic
diagrams’looksquite formidablein comparisonwith the setof standardFeynmandiagrams,thereexist
now very fast and efficienttechniquesfor theorganizationandevaluationof thesestochasticdiagrams.
In the caseof non-Abeliangaugetheoriesthe total eliminationof ghostsmakesup to a certaindegree
for the largernumberof diagrams.Thefact that gaugeinvariancecanbemadeautomaticatall stepsof
the calculationsis anotherobviousadvantage.Also, in caseswhereall knownmethodshavefailed as,
for example,in the quantizationof gravity, stochasticquantizationmay providenewhints of how to
proceed.

In any case,we feelthat stochasticquantizationoffers a beautifulandsimple approachto quantum
field theory. It providesan introductionto pathintegralswhich is original, andwhich is easierto follow
intuitively than the conventionalapproach.As such,stochasticquantizationcould serveas a pedagogi-
cal way of introducingstudentsto the moderntechniquesof pathintegralsandquantumfield theory.
And as far as researchin this field is concerned,we are surethat more is still to be seen.
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